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Introduction
Function of Guidance

. .

In our modern complex society it is becoming extreme*

ly difficult for many students to make realistic vocational
choices. The problem is partly due to the fact thet many
students do not understand themselves or the demands of

the job. Adding to the difficulty in choosing ones life
work are the numerous varieties of occupations. The
Dictionary of Occupational Titles lists over 22,000 job
titles describing the nature of work.

In an effort to understand the changing world of
work a course in Occupations is currently being tiught to
tenth giade students in the Industrial Prep Program. The

eleventh grade Industrial Prep Program will supplement

the course in Occupations since students' needs, perceptions
skills and interests are changing. This will be done
through a work preparation unit in English.

The choice of a realistic and satisfying occupation can
not be overemphasized. Karl Kenniger a leading psychiatrist
has asserted that "perhaps three fourths of the patients
who come to psychiatrists are suffering from an incapitaing
iii.pairment of their satisfaction in work or their ability
.to work."

The central task of guidance is to make the individual
aware of himself. The teaching of occupations or investiga-
tion of careers will be of no avail if the individual
has little or no self understanding. For this reason
guidance must actively involve the student in those situa-
tions which aid him toward a clearer and more realistic
self appraisal.
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This approach resembles Super's contribution in the
field of vocational guidance. Super asserts that the act
of choosing an occupation constitutes an implementation
of the self-concept. This program enables the student to
develop a more realistic image of himself. As this develoP-
ment continues the student can say "This is the kind of
person I seem to be," then the next step is to say, "There-
fore, this is the kind of work I might do and enjoy:"

There is general agreement on the necessity for
reality testing as a part of occupational choice. Even-

tually all students will test their occupational choice
against the realities of occupational life when they try to
make a living. Many times a student needing a job will
take one which happens to be available at the time. The

student may find himself in a job situation for which he
is ill equipped and unprepared. This type of accidental job
choice may eventually lead a person to seek the services of
Dr. Menniger or one of his associates.

Through the Industrial Prep Program students are given
a real choice which Ls based on experience, observation,
and reality testing through a work study program. This

program has been formulated in an attempt to reduce the
element of chance to the smallest possible margin while
at the same time increasing the amount of choice.

The councelor will use two types of counseling in an
effort to promote greater self awareness and understanding.

Counceling will, be done in the traditional one to one basis
since many problems are best resolved in this manner. How-

.
ever the counselor will also aid the student in quest of
greater self-realization through the use of group guidance
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and counseling procedures for both reasons of expediency

and value.
Thft- time of a counselor is usually at a premium due

to the large number of students and many functions under

his administration. Beset with these conditions counselors
have found that they are able to makejudicious and effective
use of tin= by scheduling groups of students who have common

problems. The expediency of group guidance and counseling

is readily apparent.
The use of group guidance in helping individuals in

the solution of their problems has much value. The know-

ledge that others in the group have common problems helps

the individual realize that he isn't the only percon facing
these difficulties. Many of our students will become members
of various work groups. They will be expected to function

together as a team and make meaningful decisions with the

group. The counselor is afforded an opportunity to present
topics of personal and social relationships for group

'study, discussion, and decision making.
Many favorable results have been produced from group

guidance and counseling procedures.
I. StWents get the view of the majority and

minority on personal and social matters.
2. The pupil is afforded an opportunity to

think for himself snd defend his opinions.
3. Through the use of current, interesting

and real life situations shy students may
become excited and involved in discussions.

4. Pupils become greatly aware of their feelings
because they are actively involved in the
group.

5. Students obtain a clearer self image of them-
selves due to projecting gnd defending their
thoughts within the group.
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I. Objectives

UNIT ON INTEREST

1. Show the relationship of achievement and aptitude
to interest.

2. Encourage students to develop new or varied in-
tbreats.

3. Have students analyze their interests in relation
to actual ,ccupations.

4. Illustrate that interest in a job is an important
factor of job satisfaction and success.

II. Nature of Interests

A. Define Interests

1. Preferences alices0
2. Expressed actions

a. situations
b. thibgs
c. ideas
d. people
e* events

B. Interest as a factor in career success

1. Interest and no aptitude

a. not sufficient for success
b. Example: Interest in becoming a draftsman

but poor spatial perception
c. Example: Interest in basketball but poor

coordination

2. Aptitude and no interest

a. not sufficient far job satisfaction
b. Example: God matimatical ability but in-

terest inlay.

3. Interest and aptitude

a. cobbination for success
b. Example: An interest in sales combined with

a verbal ability

III. Influences an Imterest

A. Study of Careers

1. Extoses students to new interests.
2. Clarifies interests which are based on a super-

ficial basis.

7



B. Family Influences

1. Family conversations

ao likes
b. dislikes

2. Vocations of family members

C. Hero Worship

1. Identification wdth a hero
2. Someone who possesses certain ideals or achieved

the type of success one seeks

a, movie star
b. athlete
co entertainer
d. president
e. etc.

D. Philosophy of Life

1. Objectives -and values influence interests.
2. As goals change so do interests.

a, Example: 7 year old student is interested in
bitycles.

b. Example: 17 year old student is interested
in cars.

E. Aptitudes

I. Qualities of Aptitudes

ao developed caobilities
b. undeveloped capabilities

2. Success brings satisfaction.
3. Interest is hiloi in those things we do well.'

IV. Developing Interests

A. Increasing knowledge of careers and occupations.

1. Reading containing information on careers
2. T.V. films =vocations
3. Sdbjects in school

Actual Experience

lo Part time jobs
2. Volunteer work

C. First-Hand Viewing

1. Observation of actual writ- experience
2. Motion pictures depicting actual work experiences

6



D. Experiences of Others

1. Lectures

a, plant tours
b. career days

2. Interview (informal discussion) with those in
vocation.

V. Interests are revealed in our actions.

A. Babies

1. Collecting things

a. cars
b. clothing
c. girls

2. Building things

a. car motors
b. radio sets

B. Leisure-Time Activities

1. Types of T.V. programs
2. Types of movies
3. Types of books one reads
4. Types of recreation
5. Types of hobbies

C. Vocation

1. Types 'of traveling
2, Destination
3, Activities

D. Athletic Activities

I. Participation as b player
2. Indirect participation

a. coachihg
b. officiating

3. Spectator.

E. Extracurricular Activities and Avocations

1. School

a. clubs
b. athletics



Community organizations

a. youth countil
b. volunteer ambulance corp

Types of Interests.
A. Mechanical

1. Manual ehd manipulative interests
2. Related activities

a. application of technical knowledge by doing
physical. activities

b. machine operators craftsmen

B. Computational. - Mathmatical

1. Numerical interests
2. Related actiyities

a. atcountant
b. blanker
c ,94y ides
4. fz-4-glip.eering

C. ScientiOL,

1. Physi6al e

a, interests in matter
b. interests in motion

2. Biological

a. interests in 'plants
b, interests in animals

3. Chemical

D. Persuasive

19 Intbrest"'in people
2. Related activities

a. oral
(1) sales
(2) radio

b. visual
(1) t 0/.
(2) action pictures



c. written

(I) advertising
(2) writers

E. Artistic
3.. Aesthetic interes ta
2. Related activities

a. designing
b. painting
c. illustrating

F. Literary
1. Interest in writing and language
2. Related activities

a. journalism
b. law
c. translating
d. interpreting

G. Musical

1. Interest in Music
2. Related activities

a.
b.
c .
d.
e.

composing
singing
playing an instrument
dancing
chorus

H. Sociological
1.. Interest in people
2. Related activities

a. teaching
b. religion
c. social work
d. personnele. psychologyf. government

I. Commercial

1. Interest in business
2. Related activities

a.
b.
C.
d.

clerks
ma na gers
owners
purchasers

9
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Unit on Interest

Suggested Activities and Projects

1. Discussion on where interests originate. Are your

interests inherited from your parents? What are five

interests you have in common with your parents? List

at least five interests you do not share with your parents.

2 2. From your survey of occupations in your English Work

study unit you are to answer the following questions.

a. Is it possible to find people possessing the same

interests in different vocations?

b. Is it possible to find people possessing different

interests in the same vocations?

If your answer is yes to either of these questions you

should give specific examples.

3. How may interests influence ones educational, social

and vocational plans? Observe friends and adults whose

plans have been affected by their interests.

4. Should a person continue in an occupation in which he

is not interest6d? What are the chances of his success

if he does? 4Lti he become interested in it if he keeps

at it long enough? Can a lack of interest be overcome?

How many interests and abilities be related?
5. Ask 3 persons who are interested in their work whether

their intere.sts came before they began to work or after-

. wards? Tabulate the findings of the class in a frequency

distribution..

12
10



6. The class will take the S.V.I.B. From the results of

the S.V.I.B. the students will, be grouped according to

common interests. The students will be required to investi-

gate job opportunities on the basis of their group

interests.

13



Case Study

When John received his report card, he found defi-
ciencies in English, mathematics, and history. He is a
boy of unusual artistic ability who is always willing
tb contribute to all school activities where his talents
can be utilized. He makes posters for plays and is a
member of the orchestra, band, and glee club. His
mother came to school to consult his teachers because John
couldn't explain why he had failed. After conferring with
the teachers she found that her son has seldom had his
homework done on time, and almost never had a lesson pre-
pared unless continually checked by the teacher.

Issues involved

1. Is it fair for the teadhers to penalize John when
he gives so much of his time and talent to his school?

2. Should he take part only in those subjects which
he likes and for which he shows special ability? Why
bother with subjects in which he is not interested?

3. Is it necessary to emphasize passing in these sub-
jects? Are there some subjects in which it is not neces-
sary to do your best?

4. If he is planning to be an architect or cartoonist
or musician, what need will he have for the subjects
in which he has failed?

5. What should the school do to help him meet the
situation successfully? Can John help himself to over-
come these difficulties? How? What, if anything, should
his parents do to help him?

6. /s* John developing any undesirable attitudes or
habits? What, if any?

7. Whaticill probably happen in the future if he fails
to face this situation frankly?

Usually the c1ass is sympathetic and iridulgent with
John at first. Gradually they accuse him of self-indul-
gence, quitting,laying down on the job, and sacrificing
for immediate advantages. His attitude is short-
sighted, unfair to parents and school, and sure to re-
sult in disappointment for himself. He must not get
himself into habits of slovenly work, self-indulgence,
and procrastination. These habits account for many
failures. He must face the situation frankly, like a man,
and do something. It is right and necessary for the .

school and his parents to insist on his maintaining a.res-
sonable standard in his academic work before engaging
in outside activities. Even athletes must maintain:eli-
gibility standards. He must not dissipate his energies.
Pleasing and acoommodating teact-ers is not necessarily getting an

12education.



The teacher does not awe a good mark to an accommodating pupil

who has not mastered the course, but that teacher should put
John's education before hie activities.

14,

Allen, R.E. Case Conference-Problems in Group Guidance.

New York: Inor Publishing Company, 1933.
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Students Name Date
Handout Sheet #1 Interest Log

Interest Log

Like to do in each

School Subjects

Hobbies

Leisure Time Activi-
ties

Vacations

Athletic Activities

Jobs held

Extra-curricular Activi-
ties (Clubs & Activities

Types of Books read

Dislike in each
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Students Name
Oandout Sheet #2 Development of Interests

Date

Some interests in our lives change quite easily while
others remain constant. In evaluating your own experience
relate those interests that have remained constant and those

which have changed. In filling out the chart below you will
be asked to explain why some of your interests have not been
discarded while others have been.

Analysis of Interests

Rananna TAM, intav. nianarAari

1.

______
Interests

.....r. w", ..r.
eats nave remain-
ed constant

----- .......

:Interests leots have 6een

I

discarded

automdbiles

.

I have always like
speed & excitement

.......
.

photography It is too expensive
and tedious.

2.
.

3. .

4.

5.
.

6.

7.
.

8.
.

9.

..,

.

1

T.

.
.

0,

1
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Ginn, 1956. Chapter 111.

2. Peterson, Eleanor, Successful Livia . Chicago: M.lyn
and Bacon, 1959. Chapter 23.

3. Robinson, Clark, School and Life. New York: Macmillan,
1952. Part VII.

4. Smith, Leonard. Career Planning, New York: Harper, &

Brothers, 1959.

5. Strang, Ruth, Educational Guidance, New York: Mac-

millan, 1947. Chapter 3.

6. DiscoverinA Myself. Chicago: National Forum; 1956,
Chapter 32,

VISUAL AID:

1, You and Your Work (Coronet)
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Aptitudet

I. Objectives

I. Illustrate the relationship between abilities and
aptitudes.

2. Enable students to recognize that all jobs require
various aptitudes.

3. Encourage and aid students in analyzing their ap-
titudes.

4. Enable students to use a knowledge of their apti-
tudes in career planning.

11. Meaning of Aptitudes

A. Define Aptitudes

1. potential.
2. ability

B. Difference between aptitude and ability

1. Aptitude

a. natural tendency
b. to learn something

(1) aptitude to learn mechanical reason-
ing.

(2) aptitude to learn and differentiate
musical sounds.

2. Ability
a. A + T A (Aptitude + Training Ability)
b. learned
c. present skill.

(1) example--ability to rebuild an engine
(2) example--ability to play a musical

instrument

C. How can one determine his aptitudes

1. school. aptitude tests
2. ones achievements

a. high grades in art may be indicative of
an aptitude in art

b. playing on the baseball team may be indi-
cative of a manual aptitude

Developing Aptitudes

A. Methods.of development

1. practice or use theta
2. trainins

1.9



a. school
b. work

B. How can aptitudes be impaired

I. age
2. disease
3. overuse
4. lack of use

IV. Manual Aptitudes

A. What are manual aptitudes

1, capacity to perform
2. muscular tasks
3. manipulative taaks
4, physical tasks

B. Physical Capacities

I. physical dexterity
2. related activities

a. tool-making
b. die-making
c. watchmaking

C. Co-ordination

I. muscular control
2. hand-eye
3. hand-foot
4. related activity

a, punch operator
b. sports car driver

D. Rhythm

1. atnooth muscular functioning
2. related activity

a. violinist
1. 0.anist

E. Strength

1. exertins muscles
2. relatei activities

1. 1. mUrig

C. laborer

20
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F. Speed of Movement

1. Swiftness of muscle movement

2. related activity

a. packer
b. surgeon
c. assembler
d. boxer

Steadiness of Movement

I. sure balance
2. related activity

a. juggling
b. waitress
c. surgeon

H. Stamina

1. Endurance qualities
2. related activity

a. boxing
b. truckdriver
c. laborer

V. Mental Aptitudes

A. Important in career planning

1. Mental activities are made up of various

factors.
2. Different occupations require various types of

mental aptitudes
3. Knowledge of mental aptitudes are necessary for

realistic career planning.

B. Atmtract and Verbal Reasoning

1. ability to grasp ideas

2. comprehend verbal relations

3. essential for learning

C. Spatial Relations

1. Visualize objects and forms in the mind

a. shapes
b. sizes
c. , characteristics

2. Related Activities

a. engineering
b. art
c. designing



D , Numerical or Arithmetical Reasoning

1. Capacity to compute figures or numbers
2. Expression of ideas or forms in mathmatical

formulas
3. Understanding relations between numbers and

formulas
4. related activities

a. engineering
b. physics
c. data processing

Mechanical Comprehens ion

1. visualize movement and motion
2. ability to grasp and apply mechanical principles
3. related activities

a. mechanical engineering
b. machine operating
c. designing machines
d. mechanical trades

F. Musical Discrimination

1. sense of hearing
2. ability to distinguish between sounds one 'hears
3. related activities

a. musicians
b.. composers

VI. General Intelligence
A , What is it

1. No one accepted definition by all
2. ability, to understand and use ideas
3. composed of various factors

a. mental alertness
b. conmion sense
c. verbal intelligence
d: ingenuity
e. educability
f. memory
g. concentration
h. reasoning

B. Mental Alertness

1. grasping ideas quickly
2. related activity

a. consulting work
b. repair work

20 22



C. Common Sense

1. application of kncmaedge to solution of daily
problems

2. ability to solve new problems

D. Verbal Intelligence

1. power to reason
2. power to understand directions

E. Ingenuity

1. ability to devise new methods and techniques
2, related activity

a. designer
b. methods engineer
c. repair man

Educability

1. capacity to learn
2. When known it can help predict your chances of

success

G. Memory

1. capacity to focus attention on ono task
2. ability to resist distractions

I. Reasoning

1. organize facts
2. explore facts
3. drawing a meaningful conclusion based upon

those facts

Ira. Row does a person know if he has the aptitude for studying
beyond high school

A. Methods of obtaining information

1. Rank in class
2. Results of tests

a. academic aptitude
b. educational achievenmnt

Comparison of academic aptitude tests

a. below average technical or nollege student
b. equal to average technical a.: college student
c. above average technical or college student

Belief of teachers

a. probability of success in college
b. probability of success in trade school

21
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5. Condition of health
6. Follow up alumni

a, Those with similar background
b. Those who have gone to the school of your

interest.

22 24



Unit on Aptitudes

Suggested Activities. and Projects

1. The class will devise their definitions of.aptitude and

ability. Students should attempt to give examples of each

prior to class discussion and investigation of aptitudes.

2. Does everyone possess the ability to do some things well?

Can most of us do everything well? In your opinion are

abilities as important as interests?

3. The D.A.T. will be administered to all students. Those

students who have common aptitudes will be separated into

groups, which will investigate job opportunities on the

basis of their aptitudes.

4. Motion Picture Investigation

Students who are interested in photography may volunteer

for this project. Students will investigate jobs in their

own community. They will take 8 mm or 16 mm movies of people

involved in various occupations. From these fi1ms students

will be asked to list the types of aptitudes and abilities

which the workers are illustrating.

5. The teacher will prepare a series of cards, The cards

will present various details of fictitious individuals.

Students are to attempt to predict the occupation which would

fit this fic4itious student.

This activity 14.11 emphasize two important points.

First, the students will realize that.a great deal of informa-

tion must be investigated before a person can make a meaning-

ful job choice. This will be clearly illustrated as students

will experience difficulty in predictions until sufficient



Unit on'Aptitudes

Suggested Activities and Projects (continued)

information has been presented. Secondly students will be

aware that aptitudes can be derived through an investigation

of ones achievements.

6. To what extent do students believe that abilities are

inherited or learned. Students will investigate their aptitudes

which seem to be inherited, basically, the same as their

parents. They will also determine those abilities which are

different from their parents and attempt to eltpiain how the

similarities and differences occured.

7. Work out a formula for making an unwise choice of an

occupation.

Example--
a. work one knows nothing about

b. work outside your interests

c. work outside your abilities

Ask the students why this is an unwise nay of selecting

a job. Can any students recount from their experience any

friends, relatives or people who made their choices in this

manner? What were the results?

24 26



8. Each student will determine if he lads the aptitude for

studying beyond high school.

Rank in class
Results of tests
Comparison of Aptitude Tests

Belief of Teachers
Condition of Health

Comparison of Successful alumni

poor

°.i-".1--"-r---2--4

( I I

fair Overage good txcelleni

-3'----4----L-5---t

1.

I.

,

Total .

How do you rank? poor fair average good excellent



Students Name Date
Handout Sheet #1 Aptitude Log

Aptitude Log

Part Done Well Part Done Poorly

School Subjects

- Jobs held

Hobbies

Extra-Curricular
(Clubs)

(Organizations)

Le sure time Activi-
ties
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Needs and Motivations

I. Objectivos

1. Realization that all behavior is moiivated.

2. To demonstrate the relationship between needs

anti motivation.
3.. Ez:amine some of the baste needs all men possess.

4. Stimulate student exploration of their individual

needs and motivations.
5. Student investigation of occupational opportunities

based on their needs.

/I. The Nature of Needs

A. Primary Needs
1. All men have the same needs.

a. food
b. clothing
c. shelter

2. Men differ in their satisfaction of needs.

a. Some people like Italian food.

b. Some people like ranch homes.

c. Some people like Chinese food.

d. Some people like split level homes.

B. Restrictiono on satisfaction of needs

1. Social Demands
a. People are expected to eat with forks

and tpoons.
b. Men are expected to remove hats in public

buiblings.
c. Men are expected to serve their country.

2. Legal Demands
a. Persons under 21 are forbidden to drink

liquor.
b. An individual wants a sports jacket but

he can not break into a store and take one.

C. Summar
fl men have basic needs.

2. These needs can be satisfied in a variety of

manners.
3. Society has placed social and legal limits on

the satisfaction of needs.

III. Divisions of Needs
A. Organic needs or drives

1. Needs of the body
2. Types of Needs

a. warmth e. hunger
b. told f. sleep

c.
d.

pain
thirst

g. sex

2830



B. General drives
1. Many activities can't be explained in terma of

bodily needs.
a. rbading the newspaper
b. painting
c. listening to the.radio
d. skiing
0. .0etc.)

2. Types of general drives which might lead to
the above acttvities
a. curiosity
b. interest
c. pleasure
d. adventure
e. fear

C. Social Needs and Drives
1. Much behavior is mottvated in quest of satisfying

social goals.
2. Types of social needs on &Ives :

a. social approval
b. success
c. to' be like others
d. status
e, security
f. pbwer
g. money
h. independence
i. service to others
J. pride
k. love

IV. Further Exploration of Social and Personal Needs

A. Social Approval
1. Rebognition by others
2. Praise-

a. makes one feel important
b. gives one a sense of worth

3. One will be impelled to work harder at something
when given credit.

B. Success
1. Feeling of accomplishment
2. We enjoy doing those things we do best

a. brings self satisfaction
b. gives one a feeling of accomplishment

3. We enjoy partaking in those activities where
we achieve our goal.

2931



C. To Be Like Others
1. Most pcopin try to conform.

a. gives them a feeling of security
b. makes people feel comfortable

2. Individuals engage in activities which are con-
doned by the group.
a. dress
b. drinking
c. smoking

D. Status

1. Position or rank to Which a person belongs
2. Factors affecting status

a. group to which one belongs
b. desires of the individual

3. Why do people strive foestatus?
a. live in a certain way
b. earn a certain ambunt of money
c, to be treated in a certain way
d. to be important

4. Symbolt of adolescent status
a, car
b. clubs
c. blothes
d. 'ability to date
e, athletics
f. physique
g. atrength

5. Peeple strive to reach certain positions in life.
Attainment of these positions will carry with
them honors, rewards, privelegeo.

E. Security
1. Being able to hold on to what one has
2. Being positive that ones nebds will be satisfied
3. Fear of losing security is a strong source of

mbtivation.
a. losing ones status
b. losing ones money
a. losing ones power
d. losing ones job

F. Power

1. Some people are driven to control mastery over
a. people
b. situations
c. machines

2. The occupation becomes an outlet for this need
of power.



G. Money

1. Used only as a medium of exchange

.2. Not valuable in and of itself

3. Ones needs will determine how much money ene

must have
4. Money is important to the extent it can satisfy

ones needs.
5. Money has social significance

a. can be a symbol of success
b. can be a symbol of power
c. can be a symbol.of status

H. Independence

1. Desire to make ones own decisions

2. Dissatisfied with being supervised by others

3. Seeking self expression

I. Service To Others

1. Desire to help others
2. Greatest satisfaction comes from giving of

oneself
a. nurses
b. clergy
c. social worker

J. Pride

1. An opinion of oneself
2. Pride of oneself

a. dignity
b. self respect

K. Love

I. We try to please others
2. Parents provide for their families

3. Occupations
a. means of providing things and opportunities

for loved ones
b. may choose an occupation wiich gives one

more time to be with loved ones

V. The Nature of Mbtivation

One man wants to be a clergyman while another strives

for.election as a political leader. A young boy.can

hardly wait for the day he is 17 and old enough to

enlist for armed services. It is after 1 A.M. When John

and Al leave their dates off and head to Gray's kestaurant.

All of these examples.depict individuals in various

states of need. Can you identify the basic needs which may

be illustrated?
1. service to others
2. power
3. independence
4. hunger 1133



Define Motivation

L. Behavior which is started by needs and directed

toward goals.
2. Sone condition which directs a person toward

a goal. .

3. (Student Definition).

How is a person motivated?

L. We all have needs which must be satisfied.

2. Unsatisfied needs cause disturbances.

a. tension
b. frustration
C. irritation
d. unhappiness

3. People seek to alleviate these unsatisfied

needs. (MOTIVATION)
a. A person who has hunger pangs (tensions)

is motivated to seek food.
b. A person who is unhappy at his occupation

may le motivated to seek a new job.

JON3 people always aware of their motivations?

I. People are motivated by things they are unaware

of.
2. Ptrsons somettmes repress painful experience .

a. situations that are embarrassing
b. things one is ashemed of
c. experience in which guilt WS involved

Occupations are related to ones needs and motives.

A. Occupations enable individuals to satisfy their

needs
1. organic needs and drives
2. general drives
3. social needs anAl drives

How can occupations satisfy needs

1. Indirect satisfaction of needs
a. Salary satisfies needs

I purchase an automobile
2 purchase clothing
3 spend a wetkend at the

shore
(4) by hunting equipment

2. Direct Means of satisfaction
a. The job itself satisfy needs

1

1) policeman
2) truck driver
3) doctor
4) mechanic

3234
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C. Money as a sole means of satisfaction
1. Insufficient if needs aren't satisfied
2. Can lead to frustration, unhappy
3. Give examples of needs that can not be satisfied

by money
a. self respect
b. prestige
c. acceptance by others

4. List men whose prime motivation was not money
a. Pope Paul
b. Walter Shirra
c. Arnold Palmer
d. Governor Rockerfellow
e. General Eisenhower
f. Martin Luther King

D. An occupation may satidly many needs
1. `417,:c1.;1er

a. security
b. prestige
ct, service to others
d. authority

2. Mechanic
a. independence
b. money
c. curiosity
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Unit on Needs and Motivations

Suggested Activities and Projects

I. Students will investigate money as a primary means of

job satisfaction. Students will interview five adults
and secure their opinions. Those who are being inter-

viewed will be asked what factors they would investigate

when searching for a new job. The class will tally the
results in a frequency distribution.
2. Students will investigate values. Students will, inter-

view three adults in an attempt to determine the pos-
sessions they value most. Students will also compute

the possessions they value most. A committee will

compile and rank both student and adult possessions

which they value most,

3. Discontentment or unhappiness may arise from an unsatisfied

need. Do you think discontentment is good or bad for

an individual? How may. discontentment be a disadvantage

or at times an advantage? Give specific examples.
4.. Do you know of anyone who has as much wealth or more

than your family yet is discontented? Since this person

is financially secure how can you explain his discontent-

ment?

5. Read the biography of an individual in whose footsteps you

would like to follow. From this reading be prepared to

discuss those factors which motivated the individual in his

quest for success.
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6 Have students make a list of the ten most desirable

jobs. Upon finishing this task they should make a list

of the ten least desirable jobs. Committees will then

rank both groups of jobs in order of their frequency.

The students should try to determine the following:

a. What do the most desirable jobs seem to
have in common?

b, What do the least liked jobs seem to
have in common?

c. Is salary always a factor of the most
desirable jobs?
What might explain the fact that some of

the most desirable jobs are not the best
paying jobs?

Group Activity
The class is to be divided into groups which will roii

play various social needs. The teacher will assign

role playing situations based on the following

social needs.
a. social approval
b. success
c. to be like others
d0 status
e. security
f. power

.g. money
h. independencei. service to othersJ pride
k. love

These social needs will be role played in work, social
and school situations.
8 Do all people entering the same occupation have similar

needs, abilities and interests? Each group will investi-

gate this question and report to the class.

Each group will interview five persons who are employed in

the same occupation. As an example the five individuals may all

be employed as bus drivers,
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Suggested questions for this type of interview are

as follows:

Interest 1. What are your interests?

What abilities do you consider nec-

essary for this job?

Satisfaction of Needs 3. What do you like about this job?

Lack of Need:gatisfaction4, What don't you like about this job?



A. Case Study

hr. Jackson came to this country when a boy and learned

to be a weaver in a mill. The only schooling he ever had

was limited to the elementary grades and evening classes.

One son, however, graduated from college, another from a fine

trade school; and a daughter is a teacher. All are doing

well, have married, and have families. Mr. Jackson has a

small mortgsge on his home, which will be clear in a few

years. Outside of the shop where he is employed, his church,

and his immediate neighborhood, he is practically unknown to

the other citizens of the town. He has taken an active in-

terest in his children's problems, and when they were small

he-played with them whenever he could.

Dr. Smith is an eminent physician, well-to-do financially,

and the father of two dPughters and a son. He is president

of a national association of doctors, president of the local

chamber of commerce, and a leader in several fraternal organi-

zations. His professional, civic, end social obligations have

demanded so much of his time that it has been impossible for

him to spend much time with his family. His son has been out

of high school for three years but has never mrked regularly.

One daughter has left home to live in the city because she

cannot get along with her parents; the other Is having a dif-

ficult time in getting through high school because of competing

social interests.

B. Issues Involved

1. Which man would you rather be at 60? Why?

2. How much of the suceess of a man or a woman depends upon

the success of his children?

3. Will this be true of your parents? Can they be successful

without your help?

4. What kind of success does a normal boy or girl desire?

Do standards of success differ in different communities?

Is anyone as much as a success as he would like to be?

Do the elements of success vary in different centuries

and in different communities? What are some of them?

What can you do now to increase your own chance of suc-

cess? Have you ever read "The Assessor Success," in

The Trimmed Lamp, by O. Henry?

6. What part does money play in success? Education? Social

position? Business, industrial, or professional leader-

ship? The respect of your neighbors? Service to the com-

munity? A happy home and family life?
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C. Summary of the travel and conclusions

The class is usually surprised at Its aon choice of the
more successful man. The idea that the success of their parents
depends largely on them also is a surprise. The importance
of the human elements is gradually given greater recognition.
Character, service, family are generally agreed to be the
foundation of successthe rest is desirable but not essential.
Very fma pupils in school will claim that they have ever
given p.kotEt problem much thought. Most have accepted superficial
standards auch as moneys positions elective offiies etc.

Allen, R.E. Cape confeyence PrOl.ems in gramatidapst.t.

New York: inor Publishing Company, 1933.
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Students Name . Date
Handout Sheet #1 Case Study

Examplee.-The Embarrassed Driver

Joe had his license for a week and felt as though he hadit made. After all, he had waited until he was 17 even thoughsome of his buddies were driving on the sneak at 15 and 16.
/t was a Saturday night when three couples decided todrive to Seaside. Joe felt 10 feet tall as he opened uphis car. Suddenly Joe hit a telephone pole as his attentionhad shifted taeard hie date. He had taken his eye offthe road for only a split second.
Fortunetely, no one was hurt in the accident. After

realizing that no serious damage had taken place, the group
began to make fun of Joe's driving techniques. The pridewhich Joe had felt ties now completely lost as he was over-
whelmed by embarrassment.

As the months passed by, Joe had comptetely forgottenabout this incident. Such an experience was too painful to
remember and striking it from his conscious memory was a way
in which Joe handled the problem. At the same time it was ,quite noticeable t ha t Joe had taken a dislike toward driving.
When questioned about this diskike Joe was beard to say"there are too many cars and maniacs on the road."

Your reactions to the Embarrassed Driver.
1. What factors motivated Joe to drive his car to Seaside?
Have you been involved in a situation similar to this? Whatmotivated you?

2. Do you feel the group was really trying to hurt Joe withtheir criticisms? Have you been involved in a situation wherethe group ridiculed or criticized an individual? How did theindividual react?
3. Joe was quoted as saying "there are too many cars andmaniacs on the road". Do you think this was valid reasoningon his part? Be prepared to explain.
4. If you were in Joe's poiition how would you have handledthe situation?
5. Can you think of any situation which has been eompletelyforgotten by a friend. What ware the circumstances surround-ing the situation? Why have you remembered the situation
while your friend has forgotten it?



Students Name
Handout Sheet #2

Type of Jobs

1. truck driver

2. postmen

3. draftsman

4. mechanic

5. lawyer

6. teacher

7. merchant

8. salesman

9. electrician

10. . presser

11. machinist

12. commerical artist

13. policeman

14. social workei

. 15. 7:v.autician

Date
Job Satisfiers

Needs which
it satisfies

Some of these jobs may satisfy various needs. Students

are to list as gnarly satisfiers as they can.
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Unit on Attitudes

I. Objectives

1. Make students aware that attitudes motivate their

behavior.

2. Many attitudes are formed during childhood.

3. Since many attitudes are unconsciously formed

we should continue to evaluate their validity.

4. Understand how attitudes may be formed.

5. Realize that changing attitudes is a difficult

task.

Definition of attitudes and beliefs

A. Define attitudes
1. Positive (favorable) or negative (unfavorable)

response.
2. Reactions to objects, person, situations.

B. Effect of attitudes
1. Persons react in accordance to attitudes.

2. Favorable attitudes enable persons to be

happy, contented, successful.
3.. Unfavorable attitudes can lead to frustration,

resentment 2 failure.

C. Define belief
1. Acceptance or rejection of a statement or

proposition.
2. Held without strong emotional feelings toward

or against something.
a. (example) I believe it will be warm

tomorrow.
b. (example) I believe school begins on

September 7.

III. Development of attitudes and beliefs

A. Cultural Factors
1. Define Culture

a, customs and traditions of a people.

b. beliefs and attitudes toward important
aspects of life.

2. Transfer of Culture
a. radio, T.V., newspapers
b. onhool
c. Pailosophy on which nation was d.lcd
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Family Influence
1. Assimilation of parental attitudes

a. Parental teachings
b. Child identification with parental

attitudes
2. Psychological Studies

a. Measurement of parental-child attitudes

b. Results have confirmed a direct relation-

ship
1. (example) Most individuals belong to

the same political party
of their parents.

2, (example) Most individuals espouse

the same religion as their

parents.

Peer Group Influences
1. Definitions

a. Peer-a person of the same rank

b. Group-two or more persons

1. Wbose behavior is interdependent

2. Sharing common beliefs, values,

norms
Groups become important
a. Adolescent moves fnom a state of dependency

to independenc
b. Adolescent relies more on group than

parents
1. Seeks, group's companionship and enter-

tainment
2. Needs emotional and social support

3. Strict adberence to group norms

a. BeliciPpeer opinions and actions probably

correct
b. Fear of being ousted from the group

Informatinn influences attitudes

1. How one acquires informatinn
a. Beliefs and opinions sometimes based

on half truths
b. Prejudiced attitudes based on insufficient

and inaccurate information.

2. Fallacious reasoning
a. Jane is a blond
b. Jane is dumb
c. Therefore all blonds are dumb

RESULTo The use of reasoning based on partial truth has

led to an inaccurate generalization.

E. Authorities influence attitudes
1. People rely on authorities

a. Do not have access to facts

b, Unable to formulate beliefs from informa-

tion
(l)example- The President says we need

wAnti ballistic missies.
.q
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2. Limitations of Authorities
a. Disagreement among authorities
b. Authorities have self interests, biases,

and needs which affect their outlook.
c. Authorities sometimes speak bn issues

outside their competence.

46
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Suggested Activities and Pro'ects for Unit On Attitudes

Note: These activities and projects were designed to sup-
plement the preceding discussion areas

1. What are some of the various peer groups you belong

to? What are the attitudes and beliefs which these groups

espouse. Why might another person want to join your group?

2. Upon viewing T.V. and listening to radio you will

notice that many of the commarcials and advertisements are

designed to make your beliefs and attitudes syriPathetic

toward their cause.

State at least 4 techniques which are attempted in an

effor t to change your attitudes or beliefs.
Note: This activity may be used to reinforce the English

*unit on Methods of Propaganda.

3. One of the chief aims of education, government, business,

religion, etc. is to emphasize and encourage positive at-
titudes. The successful salesman, clergyman, teacher, and

politician can influence your attitudes and beliefs.

How would you go about changing the attitude or belief

of someone else. Write some of the methods you would employ.

SCUOU.1.1 UOK) Divide the class into groups of 5. Three

members will attempt. to change the attitude of two members.

The group will then report on its success or failure. If

there was no change in attitude the group should be prepared.

to tell the class the methods they employed, why they failed

and what they might have attempted.

4. Divide the class into groups of five (213.01_1_P VORK). Each

group will illustrate why total reliance on authorities should

be limited. From magazines, radio, TAT. books, etc. they

are to point out how some authorities in American life:
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disagree among themselves

2. illustrate attitudes which reflect self interests,
biases and needs

3. speak on issuits outside their compebence

5. Illustrate the effect of peer groups influence. All

students in the group will give the same wrong answer to this

problem. One person will know nothing of the group's plan

to give this answer.

Question: Which "T" is largest

c)

The group will respond to b as the correct answer.

If the experimental subject agrees with the group, he will

then be asked?

I. How did you feel?

2. Why did you give b as your response?
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MUD OUT ACTIVITIES

NOTE: It is suggested that these hand out sheet be dis-
tributed to 'all students. They can be used for
rernforcing and clarifying the discussion unit

.0. I on attitudes and beliefs.

Students Name
Date

Hand Out Sheet No. 1 (AttitudeShgcllist)

Attitudes once formad can become a powerful influence in
the behavior of a person.

Directions Rate yourself on the following categories. Give
yourself a 1 on those items you feel strongly
for and a 5 for those items you feel strongly
against. If you are neutral rate yourself a 3.

Hnnd Out Sheet

Awanwilate

asbonswilmilhWomomm...10.0=10.6.

111.11111101101111IMINONOMPI1111.r.

Industrial Prep Program

homework

teachers
girls
draft
driving age at 21
College Prep Program

welfare
Indianapolis 500

Metropolitan Opera

Think for 'a moment about those items which you assigned
a 5. As you' read these items did you feel a dislike 'for them?
Did ybu use a little extra effort arid force in marking the 5
so that it is blacker that the other ratings? Did your ex-
1:z:session change as you read the item? .

These are but some of the reactions which may have been

evoked from the concepts vilhich you oppose. Theve emoticnol
responses on your part indicate that you will react otrongly
toward similar items if they occur in the future.
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Students Name
- Date

Hand Out Sheet No.2 Parental Beliefs and Attitudes

Directions: Make a list of parental beliefs and attitudes.
Be prepared to criticize the ones you disagree
with and defend those you are in accord with.

Check those you accept and those you reject.
ACCEPT REJECT

example (1) One should attend church every week. "WE

example (2) People should not drink.

example (3) Everyone should go to college.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

***
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dents Natie
Date

lia=nd Out Sheet No.3 Attitude Questionnaire

All of UP have developed certain beliefs and attitudes
toward life.

Directions: You are to lidt 5 belief's or attitudes
which you hold toward school, work,
and home.

A. Belie6 or pragItEltav. toward school

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B. Beliefs or attitudes toward work

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

C. Beliefs or attitudes toward home

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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UNIT ON PREJUDICE

I. Objectives

1. Understand that all prejudices are learned.
2. Many prejudiced individuals are unaware of their

biases.
3. Prejudices are sustained because they fulfill

frustrated needs.
4; To encour;)ge student evaluation of their attitudes

and prejudice.

II. Where do Prejudice Begin

A. Define Prejndico

1. Pre- j udgement of dislike
2. Based on knowledge of a race rather than of

the individuals
3. Stezieotyping of individuals

a. (example) All Italians who were ever born
were winos.

h. (example) All Scotchman who were ever
born were stingy.

B. Prej ud ices are learned

1. No one is born with prejudice
2. Correlation between prejudice of children and

their parents
3. Small children show no race prejudice

C. Where are prejudices taught?

1.. parents
2, inlers
3. teachers
4. incis S dedia

a. newspapers
b. T.V.
c. radio
d. books
e. magazines

D. Row are prejudices taught?

1. contact with the prejudiced group
2. contact with people who are prejudiced

a. Many people have formed prejudice against
minority groups even though there has

been no cont:set,,
b. (Fortune Survey) Strongest rerentment

against Catholics and Jews where their
numbers were fewest. (Fortukie Vo1.36 Oct. 1947)
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E. Prejudice is an attitude

I. Strong negative feeling of hostility

2. Directed at various groups

a. Racial
(a) Negro
(b) Chinese

b. Religions
(1)Catholics
(2) Jews
(3) Moslem

c. Vocational
(1) Politicians
(2) Police

F. Lessening of Prejudice

2. ,ont
thact b;: prejudiced with group ey are1. pwareneaof prejudice

birdaTidiW

a.) Measurement of white soldiers after

serving in integrated unit

b.) Amount of prejudice drastically re-

duced

G. Stages of Prejudice

I. Child learns a group is bad.

2. As he grows he learns more specific things

about the group.
3. He generalizes and attributes these "bad things"

to tht entira group.

III. Why are Prajudices sustained

A. Satisfies frustrated needs

1. Need for status and importance
2. Artificial ranking makes individuals superior

3. Poor, uneducated, unimportant persons become

superior to prejudiced group

Outlet for aggression

I. Hostility and aggression originate when a

person is frustrated

a: blocked in ones goal
b. unable to suceeed

2. Hostility and agbrcasion cannot always be tak-

en out on source of frustration
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b.
Substituted toward an "inferior group"
(example) Lieutenant chews our sergeant

who chews our private who
kicks dog.

C. Scapegoating

1. Blame others for your misfortune
2. Common auong those who suffer from political,

economic or social frustration.

a.) Hitler blamed Jews far Germans economic
and social problems in 1930's.

b.) Christians were persecuted by Roman
Emperor Nero.

D. Perception end judgement

1. Define perception

a. that which you are aware of
b. your attitudes, beliefs, values and

needs affect your perception

2. Prejudice affects ones perception

a.) (example) Belief that Mexicans are dirty
and ignorant.

b.) (example) Individual will be especially
awere of dirty and ignorant
Mexicans

c.) (example) roe individual will not be
kmare of intelligent clean
Mexicans

E. Fear and ignorance

1. People become anxious of that which is un-
kn.74n, different.

2. IL:1y superstiticns arise concerning these
groups.

'IV. What can 1:n lone to c--Tcome preiudices

A. Group .fttic:

1. Fostering education and learning so as to
understand the other group.

2. Work in groups which are different than
r:Jurs.

3. t.7 -k for legislat:.en to protect.all groups
in the society.

4. Seek ix,proved economic nd social conditions
for all.
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B. Individual Action

I. Examine your own thoughts to determine pre-
judices?

2. Ask - How was this prejudice or attitude ac-
quired?

3. Is this prejudice based on fact and contact
or myth and heresay?

4. Make an effort to obtain first hand informa-
tion through contact with the minority group.

5. Judge all people as individuals rather than as
a group entity.
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Unit on Prejudice

Suggested Activities and Projects

1. Group Work-Each group will be composed of five students

who will construct a definition of prejudice.

The group will also try to determine the

characteristics of people who appear to be

prejudice.

2. Students are assigned to read a local newspaper or maga-

zine. They are to locate five examples which in their

opinion exemplifies prejudice. These articles will be

brought to class for inspection and discussion.

3. Is there any real difference between physical and mental

cruelty? 1:11157 is it that some people who would not strike

or injure a disabled person would be cruel to persons

who are different? Is ignorance of the nature and extent

of mental cruelty any excuse for it?

glop Work- (Groups of five) What are some of the tech-

niques people use in an effort to disguise their prejudices?

Are all prejudices easily observable and open to recogni-

tion? What are soma subtle forms of prejudice which you

have observed?

5. The class will be presented with an ambiguous picture.

A scene will depict two boys who seem to be running

away from a burglarized store. One boy will be white and

one boy will be negro. The picture will be flashed for

a very short time for class observation.

The students will be asked to report on the situation

seen in the picture. The teacher's questioning will be

degned to elicit what has occured and who is involved.

The students will try to explain why they chose the answers
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6. A mock fight scene %All be started in class. One individual

involved will be a student who has been in constant trouble

which includes fighting. The other individual will be a

stuclent uho is quiet and well respected. The quiet student

will be instructed to begin the fight.

Students observations of the situation will be surveyed.

The students will be questioned as to what occured, who

wau at fault, and why it occurred?
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Students llama Date
Hand Out Sheet #1 Opinion Quiz

True and False opinion quiz

1. Frenchmen are more immoral than Americins.
.1.111111.

2. A Catholic cannot be a good American because,
when it comes to a show down he will obey the
Pope rather than the President.

3. All Negroes are musical.

4, Jews aro notorious international bankers.

5. Most Jews are Communists.

6. Scotchman are stingier than Americans.

7. Relatively more crimes are committed by foreigners
than by native born Americans,

8. Atheiats are not governed by allegience to any
code of ethics.

_9.. All Orientals are deceitful, cunning, and un-
scrupulous.

10. All Italians are winos.slINN.MO

11. Men can reason better then women.

12. Blondes are morn fickle than brunettes.1.

01.0113. Americans have a better sense of humor than English-
men.

14. Members of the white race are born with better
brains than members of any other race.

Each student is given a copy of the above true and

false opinion quiz. He is to ummk T to the lefC of those

answers which are true and F to the left of those answers .

which are false. All of the above answers are unquestionably

false.
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Students Name
Handout Sheet #2

This is a character quiz which is designed

your beliefs of various groups.
You arc to rank each group in terao of the

system.

0

small amount
3

average

Date
Character Quiz

to explore

following

5
large amount

e it . 'P.M.,
. *WIIINI r e' .......1.10:..4.14,2.....

i

honesty

=111.1
..........Z.....i.Z:.

e

neatness

ambition

respect

responsible , .

co o erative
.

......_,.....

.

friendl

courtes I=humor

I

EzItitace_ 1

.

TOTAL



Students Name Date
Handout Sheet #3 Contributions of Im-

migrants

Name Country Field of Work

1. Andretti Italy Race Driver

2

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

9.

10 .

11.

12.

13.

14.

15,

fl
;
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FACING AND RESOLVING PROBLEMS UNIT

I. Objectives

1. Realization that adjustment is predicated on facing
and solving problems.

2. Invest.gate common problems faced by adolescents.
3. Examine evasive methods of problem solving.
4. Examine various methods of investigating and solving

problems.

II. Problems

A. Define,. problem

.1

17question proposed for solution
2. A perplexing question concerning

a. situation
b . person

Summay.y. - All people have problems since they are con-
stantly faced with questions that must be answered or
solved.

1.

I.

B. Satisfaction of Needs.
1. All persbns strive to satisfy their needs.

a. organIc drives or needs
b. genekal drives
c, social drives or needs

2. Inability to satisfy needs
a. feeling of insecurity
b. restlessness
c, anxiety
d0 tension
e. depression

III. Interfercmce with the Satisfaction of Needs

A. Personal Factor's
1. Soraething about the parson himself

a . limited intelligence
s, poor co-ordination
c0 bad temper
d . nervousness
e. lack of confidence
f. poor vision
go poor hearing
h. overweighti. physical defectsj. etc..

2. A combination cif these factors may deter an in-
dividual from satisfaction cf
a . social drives
b, orgenlc drives

gena:cli drives
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B. Environmental Factors
1. Something in the surroundings or environment

a. lack of money
b. peer roup
c, city where one dwells
d, high schdol
e, types of acadethic courses
2. extra curricular activities

g. job opportunities
h, types of specialized training

i. etc.

2. A combiriation of these' factors may deter on
ihdividual from satisfaction of

a, social drives
b, organic drives
c. genern1 drtves

C. Conflicting MiotiVes'
1. An individual wants to satisfy two needs.

2. A decision must be made between two alterna-

ttves.
3. ProblcaiSituation:

Joe is a member of the football team and is in

traihing for the upcoming 'championship game.

He libs been invited to a late party but realizes
he Cannot keep training and still accept the in-

vitation. Here is a cOnflict between two desires

whith is just as much an Obstacle as are the per-

sonal and environmental factors.

IV. Solving Prdblems Vt. evadtmg Problems

A. Haw axe people" mottliated to solve problems?
1. Lack of satisfaction of need on problem brings

tensions.
2. Individuals are motivated to acttvity in an

effort to solve their problem.

Mbetiqg Problbms Means Abtivity
1. Individuals will react differently to the same

need or problem.
2. Problem Situation:

Three indtviduals have a desire for status and

ptestige.
a. Joe seeks it by dTinking
b. JOhn fihds it-through participation on the

basketball team.-
.

.

c.. Al ftnds it be racing his car at the drags.

3. Individuals tely on methods which were success-

ful in the pabt.
a. John became ill when he had to speak in

front of the alas's.
b. John becomes ill at work when it is his

turn to give a progreos report.
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V. Defense Mechanisms

A. What ere they?
1. Unconscious methods of behaVing
2. They allow us to cope with anxiety or reduce

tension.

B. How eve they formed?
1. Needs mfouse tensions and anxieties in individuals.
2. Individual is motivated.

a. solve the problem
b.. reduce anXiety and tension

3. Inability to face the prbblem
a. Ilse of defense mechanisms
b. avoids ptoblem
C. reduceb anNieties

..

4. Example of a defensive mechanism to avoid a problee.

Tehsion'may be relieved by an activity whidh is
really an evasion of the bxibting problem. Johh had
a tendency to complain that a job requirement was un-
fiAr or getting someone else to do the job. In thfls
way John 'Could not hope to achieve 'any amount of success°
John was able to evade the problem7and was relieved of
the tension which lack of success aroused.

VI. Evading Problems Th.rough Defense Mechanisms

A. Rationalizatibn
1. Jtmtification

a, thinking
b. eeling
0. acting

Unconbeious Process
a. A proless one is u.lawere of
b. a 11.4 or excuse for ones behavior

3. Furpose
a, helps to ex-pain why you didn't do something
b, helps to iaar:d.n why ycx nortqla uomw:AAP.

naz
Tay Ce7Yend a' persbn from-examining the reel

reasons of his behavim. which are painful.

4. Ekamples of Rationalization
a. I Would Wave gotten an A in class but the

teacher has it in for me,
The indiViduel probably didn'tdeserve the
A but that io-as the excuse he gave himself. .

b. Tdm would h2ve made the team if he didn't
have to work.'
Tom was not capable oT making the team
and used his work as an excuse.
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B. Projection

1. Unconscious Process
2. Ascribe to others ones own undesirable attitude.

3. Helps individual defend against their own weak-
nesses.

4. Examples of projection
a. If a person has a.tendenCy to be cruel

to people yet knows thit is wrong, he
may accuse other people of being cruel.

b. A person may have a tendency to cheat on
a tet.and may.défend himself by saying
that others cheat.

9.

C. .Daydreams
:*Substitutes for reality. and accomplishment

2, Nethod of'escsping.real lifd
S. Examples of daydreaming

a. Bill was,s-big-boy who had a good physigue.
He would oftem.daydream of daring expldvts
on the football team. This became a
substitute for actually playing.

b. Al often daydreamed that he was a great
singer and was widely admired and praised.

D. Repression :

1. A person largets
a. things which make him anxious
b. things which make him uncomfortable

2. COnvenient way toavoid problems
3. Examples of repression

a. I can forget the dentist appointment be-
cause I am anxious about the drill.

b. The individual whaforgets to bring his
report card home relieves the anxiety
which would come from parental disapproval.

E. Displacement or Substitution
1. Method of transferring hostility

a. from ideas and person
b, to other ideas and persons

2. Why do personsuse displacement?
a, inability to take out hostility one ones boss
b. situation beyond ones control

3. Examples of displacement
a, Your father has held a hard day at 'the office

and takes it out on you even though you
haven't irrated him.
Hickey Mantle strikes out and throws his
helmet. He has displaced his frustration
and hostility onto the helmet.

F. Regression
1. Rturn to a-early or primitive form of behavior
2. Childish reactions

a. cryIng
b. pouting
c. tantrums
d. /anger 66
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3. Examples of Regression
a. John is inducted into the service but is

cbntinually hoaesick. His thoughts revert
back to those satisfying situations which
occured at home.

b. A person who goes to bed with the slightest
cold may be regressing tb'behavior
in childhood brought kam agasCion sad at-
tention.

G. Compensation'
1. Individbal inadequacy

a, weaknes's
undesirable trait

2. Reaction of individual
a. Oevelopirent of ah asset
b0 tubstitute this asset to compensate for

a weakness
3. ftamples of compensation:

a. An individual who isn't successful in
secesol liVeci to be sueces'sful in athletics.

b. John-is not very poljular and tries to com-
pensate Tor this weakness by driving his
snool mates to school.

c. Sam was the bamllest boy ih the gang. How.-

. ever, ha bectme the mat dating and criminal
in order to achieve status among the older
boys.

H. Temper
1. Frustration of a need

a, individubls become angry
b0 individuals become quarrelsome

2. Temper
a. reduce tension
b. do not resolve the problem

3.. Examples of using ones temper:
a. John is unable to finish his part of the

group brobleb. He grows intolerant be-.

comes atig ,:y And loses hib temper.
b. Al is caught looking at a 3rd strike.' He

vehemently condems the umpiFe during a
fit of anger.

X° Bragging
I. Is a meahs of covering up ones weakness
2. Enables a person to think more highly of him-

self,
3. Dr&is attentioh to a person
4. Mtamples of braggiag's

a, .John is continually bragging about Us
ability to handle his car. He hes nattier

really been-successful but finds the at-
tention =Warding.
D'imi'cohtinualiy brags about his explorts
as a lady's man,
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J Clowning
1. Used
2. Used

a.
b,
C.

to attract attention
as a substitute
feel successful
be important
for recognition

3. Covers 'ones inadequaciêse.
a. enable's the person to seem witty and clever

b. koakes a person feel superior since others
are the brunt of his jokes

ii.:114A ..J1001110MISMISA 4. ,~0

4, Ekamples of clowning
a Al made John the brunt of his jokes and thus

felt superior.
b. Jim would constantly clown' around while

bbwiing. People didn't real/y notice his
lack of skill due to his constant clawrtimge

K. Bullying
.

1 e Used to attract' attention
2. Used to build up self-sufficiency

a 0 individual feels in-securb
b. imiividual feels inadequate

3. Gives one a feelint'of
a . iiower
b. authority

status
4. Ekamples of- bullying:

a... Jeff was a poor student-and resented being
at the bottom of the bless. He began to
push students arOund as his scholOstic
achievemnts began to d7.7op, He gained a
sense of importance 'from these tactics e

b. John developed into a bully N4hen he found
that he gained great respect from o.thei"-

students,

.
..

L. Illness (psychological caUse)
Aids a person in escaping from his real probleMa.

2. Xiikined illness
a. Medical exams indicates there is nothing'

physically wrong.
b . People suffer from headaches , ba eke Cho s 0 '

.
upset stomaches, etc.

Ulu; ab people bebome ill?
: a., avoids distasteful situations
b. brings sympathy and attention .

... 4...helps them avoid responsibility
4. EXaMpl'es. df illness:

a. Each .time jack is on the verge of ending -

hit; dbtinf; r:elatnnship with- Sue. she sud-

, . denly' develops headechea. Jack bebomes
Litre attentive and sympathetic toward Sue.

b. Jack suddenly becomes ill when he knaoo
It:. i. hi tu:Iln to clinilk the high acuffeld

at work.
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VII. Six Step Attack on Problems

A. State your 'problem clexa.y.
1. What is it you want to accomplish?
2. Write the main problem.
3. State it in specific terms.

B. List the obstacles that keep you from solving this
problem.

1. Problems atise when obstacles stand in the way
of obes goals.

2. Vbstacles
a. personal - -something about the person inter-

feres with -stttainthg the desired goal
b. environmental - something in the environ-

ment interiferes with attaining the desired
go-al

c. reblize ones-limitations in relation to
realistic goals

1 ability
2 interest
3 intelligence

C. List the assets you have to
this problem.
1 Use the experience and
2. Think of abilities and

past a

D. List some possible solutions.
1. Problems may be attacked from various perspectives,
2. The more solutions one can devise the better the

chance of finding the best solution.

work with in solving

knowledge of others.
skills you used in the

E. Try to forecast the results of each of these solutions.
1. Try to imagine what the solution would be like.
2. Try to get evidence on the proposed solution.
3. The solution should be based on realistic needs,

P. What is the best solutioh for me?
1, Does it gibe you what you want?
2. If others are involved, is your solution fair

to them?
3. Do your friends and family approve of.your solutions

VIII. How does one obtain help for a ptoblehl?

A. 7:kfad additional help
you ti11 fIsta tromblaci ea can not locate

the problem.
2. If you try to :retreat from the problem.
3. If the problem-contimbes to evoke anger and distress
4. If you Continbally blame others for your problem-.
S. If you are unable to .1.:1.St your resources which can

aid you in solving' the problem,
6. If your solutioixs are traeglistl.,.=0
7. If ;you a:;:c.. dissatiofied with ybur propoised bolutiona
83 If: cgmtinuing t:1;rae brings you no cl000r to a solu-

tIon.
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-B. Where to. get help
I. Your family
2. Yom counselor
3. Your teachers
4. Your friends
5. Your mihister
6 . Uhdorstanding
7. :Family doctor

C, Get as much information 9/3 possible.

1. Read books and pamphlets that give
selving infomation and advice,
a. Mahy problems are not unique,
b. Reading can givo you ideas of

solved similar problems.

problem

how others

Talk ybur 13rob1em over with your friends
and classmates.
a. Discussibns can stimulatb you' to new ideas,
b. Additional information may lead to solving

the problem0

3. Talk over your problems with an understanding
adult,
a, lead's to new insights
b. Use an older person's experience to faciRtate

solving the problem.

4, Help your r,elf,
a. You must be ready to act upon the problem.
b. The final decision is yours,

D. You and your work

1. SurVey those fields in which you already have
great interest,

20 Study yourself to see Whether you Wave' abilities
that would be particular assets in a particular
ob field.

3. Evaluate the oppmtunity for advancement the
field offers.,

4. Deterini.ae huo the job will contribute to your
general needs,



Unit on Problem Solving

Suggested Activities and Projects I :

1. Do you think it is wise for people to avoid situatidns

where problems might arise? From your observations what are

the characteristics people display when they are expvriencing

difficult problems?

.

2. Do well adjusted people seem to have any similariViés*

in the way they handle problems? You are to interview three

persons who you respect a great deal and who seem to be well

adjusted. Ask these persons haw they go about meeting

problems which arise. Ty:y to write down their plan of attack.

What similarities do you see in their approach?

3.. Self adjustment is a necessary quality of good mental health.

What seem to be the characteristies of the well adjusted

person? What are those of the poorly adjusted person?

4. Administer the S.R,A..Youth.Inventory or a similar such

test. The results of each indtvielual will be kept anonymous.

The general results will be plotted in a frequency distribution.

5. prom the results of the inventory the most recurring

problems will be idene,Ued. Students will role play these

problem situations before the class. All individuals in the

class will try to decide how the problem could.be handled.

6. Panel discusnions will be used to discuss some of the

common problems extracted from the S..R.A. inventory. Both

parties in the problem will be represented on the panel. If

their is a student parent conflict then the panel will consist

of individuals representing the views of both studerits and

parents.
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7. This nctivity will consist of tape recording sessions.

Students will role play situations involving the use of

deTense mechanisms. Students will be asked to idertify the

types of defence mechanisms which are being broadcast.

8. On the job interviews will be used to illustrate that

something regarded as a problem to one person may actually be

regarded as a challenging part of a job to another person.

The student will intarview five persons in the type of oc-

cupation he would some day like to enter.

Students will ask the workers to discuss the major problems

in the job and how to overcome them. They will also seek

to uncover information concerning the advantages and dis-

advantages of the job. Their comparisons will be reported

to the entire class.

9. All students will be asked to use the 6 step attack on

solving problems. The teacher will select common problems

faced by the group. The class.will be divided into groups

and will outline a tentative solution to the problem by

using the 6 step attack. The groupswill then compare their

solutions for diocussiorwand evaluation.
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Mifflin Co., l-949.
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5, Pierce, Iqellington. Ypjlth Comes of .Aqe.
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McKnight and 1.1cMniglit 1949.
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Education, Inc.)
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INDUSTRIAL PREP MATHEMATICS II

Industrial Prep Mathematics II has been developed to

extend the student's knowledge of those topics in mathematics

which are fundamental for further technical study. The

Industrial Prep Mathematics II course has dropped the lead

role used by the first-year course. During the junior year

Industrial Prep Mathematics II plays a supporting role for

Industrial Prep Physics. It also plays a minor role in sup-

porting the Industrial Prep English Teacher during that

course's study of borrowing money for the purchase of a

car e

The major topics studied in Industrial Prep Mathematics

II are: Introduction to Algebra, Introduction to Vectors,

Introduction to Simple Machines, and Introduction to Electricity.

In each topic, the teacher stresses those fundamentals

of mathematics which will be used by the Industrial Prep

Physics teacher. The mathematics instructor also stresses

those types of calaulation,and mauipulative skills which help

improve the students' capability in thair study of physics.

The approach is much the same as that used in the

sophomore year. A daily presentation is accompanied by

classwork and homework assignments and tests.
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Introduction to Algebra

Lesson 1

I. Introduction to the slide rule.

A. Each student receives a twelve-inch slide rule.

1. Teacher, using demonstration slide rule:

a. Identifies parts: body, slide, hairline-

indicator.
b. Explains care of slide rule.

c. Purpose of slide rule.

B. Teacher demonstrates scale markings on C and D scales.

1. Use demonstration rule with all scales
covered except for C and D scales.

2. Note that scale markings on C and D scales are

the same.
3. Explain that scale markings represent numbers

fram 1 to 10.

C. Demonstrate process of multiplication of integers.

1. Have C and D scale markings covered by mask-

ing tape except for unit and half-unit markings.

a. Left end of C scale over first factor

(on scale.)
b. Read scale for second factor on C scale.

c. Read corresponding mark on D scale as the

product.
2. Stress that each setting on slide rule in-

dicates many multiplicatbn problems of numbers

having the same digits as the given problem,
but different in size.

D. Demonstrate division using the C and D scale

1. Using a divisor of 2, show that one setting

of slide indicates many division problems as

well as the related multiplication problems.

E.. Classwork:
1. Students practice estimation of products and.

quotients.
2. Students practice reading C and D scales for

all units and half-units.
3. Students try multiplication problemo on slide

rule and compare settings with those.on dem-

onstration rule.

II. Assignment: Multiplication and division of multiples of

(.5) including numbers other than those

.
between 1 and 10.
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Nam

Lesson
Claskroc)rit and Assianannt

1. Write your estimate og the size of each product.

20 Practic.!e usiug the Slide rule to calUlate each product.

3. Write the product.

Date

4.

./ 1 .4' .50 4.

76 :.

205 2.z 2.5

.

.

.

Eatimat6'; %IINle.11001110

.,,.....
,...

Product::

2..5 ..1.: 3.0
...

i,.. .

-
-

srflw

'4.0 *.it 1.5
..._.................

........
.

-....--

465 x 1.5 :.,,,.. ....

i6.0 x 1.5 ,. ....
1011011

:.,:;...; .

rftiAM=11.011.1

; .°5 z 1.5'5' .

.

''''...1:.ii
..........,

.

'.

-...
i.3.0 It 2.5
. ,.

.. .. ,

,

.

.

...

.2 5 Ir. 3.5,,..*
... .

.
%

...
.

:560 2,1 1.5 ,.. ... .

!

,

6.0 a .5
_

,

s.

1. Write your eatimne of the size of each quotient.
26 Practice using the elide rule to calulate each quotibnt.

2,,

50

66

70

wrz.ce me quo-a.-4.e.usr..i copa...4-47.1Ar.4

9.0 o 3.0 .

y,,vekkAtio;,34

.

.7.5 t 2.5
5.0 9 2.5 .

.

.

,

000 t 1.5
.

100 t 3.5
.

8.0 t .2
fee.10INIIWriaNalMASINNIIIMIRIMOINIMIN

9.0 t 1.5 .
. .

3.0 t .5 . .

4.5 0 .5 .i

.

.

5.0 t 4.0 .

_

,



Introduction to Algebra

Lesson 2

I. Review homework on reading scales, multiplication,

division.
A. Stress need to estimate a result before using slide

rule

II. Introduce the method of reading scale markings on C

and D scale.
A. Markings are not equally spaced (as on ruler).

B. Spacings between consecutive unit marks are con-
sidered to have 100 equal parts.
1. Each space is 1 2 or .01 of a unit distance.

100
C. Show graduation of scale markings between 1 and 2.

1. There are 100 spaces; each is .01 of a

unit.

D. Show graduations of scale markings betwegn 2 and 3.

1. There are 50 spaces; each space is Airin, or .02

a. Thus, 100 spaces are accountedLuvfor.

E. Show graduation of scale markings betweep
1. There are 20 spaces; each space is 2.

a. Thus, 100 ipace'd aie accounted

III. Classwork: Practice reading ecale markings
A. Practice on the three types of scale graduations.

1. Scale from 1 to 2
2. Scale from 2 to 4
3. Scale from 4 to 10

4 and 5.

o
or .05.

for;

VI. Assignment: Mimeographed page.
reptedented by each
on the drawing of a

Lesson 3

Wtite the nutber
indicated mark
slide rule.

I. Review hamework: reading graduation on C and D scales

II. Introducemultiplication using the full C and D scale.

A. Stress basic techniques
1. Estimating product.
2. Reading scales in hundredths of a unit.

3. The slide rule indicates three digits of the

product. The operator must find its size.

B. Introduce multiplication yielding a product greater
than 10.
1. Demonstrate the use of the.right-hand end of the

C scale.
2. Show how to estimate the product.

Introduce division in which the dividend is greater
than ten.
1. ShoW how to estimate the quotient.

4
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name

Introduction to Algebra

Da te

Le'sson 2
Class-cok and Assignment

For each scale shown on the next page %cite the numerical. read-
ing of the point indicated by the arrow mimed by the corresponding
letter o the alphabet:

sea- ut SCALE
Point it 4 B

I
C Point %

A
i

N

0

C
,..

D :

E.

F S.

. G T
Iii

1 .

/ V
.

V

IC X

L.
Z

6

81
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Lesson 3 (continued)

D. Introduce division in which the numbers are less
than one.

Classwork and Assignment
A. Practice using the slide rule

1. Reading scales, estimating, multiplying,
dividing.

82



Name

Lesmu3 Classuark
10 Estioote each result:6
2. Use your slide rule to

1 0

20

30

4.

5.

60

8.

, 90.

:

3.

40

5.

60

7.

8.

9.

10.

Date

find the digits a the resulting number.

108 x.3.5
.......,......

1.4 x 2.5

3.2 x 4.5
=1P/080.0Ul .

504 x 2.5
1..a.mffina

8.5 x 3.6 , A

..

.

2014 n 500
- .

4025 x 6.0
6.60 x 305
.........---. .

6060 x 4.5 ;-
_ _

...
8.90 n SAO

.
0 .....

24.0 t 3.0
. .

4600 t 4.0

460. t 4.0 _-
.. .

4200 t 800
.

380. t 18,0
. .

.....

2700 § 15.0

2 70 t 1.5
0,460 t 4.6 ..

AMID

4040 4 5.80
.

..:- ......

.

052 e 13 .

-.-
.

8
83



Ki4Me DSte

Less= 3 Assignment

For *each ager;:ciso: .

10 Wre yutar 'estimate of the notating !lumber.
9 Use the sIicie 7:1.11e to find the digits.of the. restati Lig nurdlez,"0
30 Write the resulting number, a.ccounting for its size,

3..

2.

3.
. 4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

90

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

70

9.

905 3 0 00

IP* 3137 310 441611.4 .....
.

r .:

.

................

i)25 x 800 .

206 ..'s 900

.50 :ii: 1700 i ...; .. .

1.50 x 8.0 . .

675 x 3.2.0 .

. :-.:. .

1205 x 400 ...,..

0123 x 12.0 .i. ,,. .: ,

056 x .25
...

:.::

igi _7?

.46 0 .02
. . /QV 4.4.42.10 UV: Minn.J11.1.11.1.1.1.

4.60 * 2
.

.

785 0 35

8.35 : 465 .

8095 0 9.5
.

.

8.55 e 605
..

1.25 s .5
.

.

.

3.50 e .75
.

.

.95 I. .05
......

................

.50 * 1650
,

. .

;



AN INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA

Lesson 4

I. Numerical. phrases.

A. Numerals: names for number a.'
1. Introduce the cohcept of-a numerical expression

and* the common name for a number.
a. Note that each person knows the common names.
b. "5" is the common name for (3 + 2), (4 + 1),

(8 - 3).
2. Numerical phrases

as An expression using inore than one numeral
and one or more operation -symbol.

3. Classwork: next to each common name list several
other names for the same number. Ditto sheet.
Complete for homework.

Lesson 5

I.

I. Order of operations.

A. Numerical phrases; review.
1. "5 + 3" is a numerical phrase; 8 la its common name.

B. Order of bperations for phrases involving addition and
miltiplication.
1.... Teacher ,presentsa set of numericarphiases and

asks students to find the common name for each.
2, Note that students will find two different bom-

mon names, depending upon the' order of operations
usbd.

3. Teacher .emphasises-that in order to be tonsibtent,
'we. mUst reqUire that each numerical phrase have
one and only, one common name:

4... /n &der to find.the uniVersally accepted rule to .

find the cbmmon name .of an expression, the stu-
dents are asked to consider t fo'Llowing examples:

1. 6 + 3 x 4 as 18 5. 3 + 4 x 2 us 11

2. 5 + 3 x 4 17 6. 7 x 3 + 4 x 2 co 29

3. 5 x.3 + 2 17 7.. 7 + 3 x.4 + 2 = 21

.. 7 + 2 x*3 sys 13 8. 7 + 3 + 4 x as 18

145



Parte

14sson
ClrIsswork end

Give the

Asci gAnent.

comon n sme

Date

for each of the following numerical phrases:

1.

2 ,

10

5

2

2

16.

17

9 x 4

3 4. 1r 2;

5 .

4 iZ 3

3 + 3

30
TO'

6
:315'

la
8 + 1

5

100 31 + 21Y 1er

7.1

7 .

0 o

9.

11.

12 . 41.

13 8

42
57
9 + 4

140

15 .

3
1:

-.

18. 5 x
/9 ÷

20 2 - 1

21 . +5 3
2 x 6

3

7 223.

24 0 5

7

6

25

26 .

27

28

.11.P.111. 0

4 x
67412"""ss

3 + 1

29 t325x4xlOOcO
30. 25 x 17 x 32 x 0 x 173

11

86



Lesson 5 (continued)

C. Rule for determining the common name for numerical
phrases.
1. First:* reading from left to right, do all mul-

tiplication.
2. Next:- rehding from left to right, db all addition.

D. Students are asked to-detetmine, from examples, the
rine whi*Oh is-universally accepted to find the common
name of a phrase when addition and division are in-
volved:
1. 8 + 4 4 2 = 10 3. 3 + 9 t 3 CS 6

2. 8 t 2 + 2 = 6 4. 16 t 2 + 4 t 2 = 10
E. Rule:I. First: r`eading from left to right, do* all"divisions.

2. Next: reading from left to right, do all additions.
II. Classwork and homework: Ditto sheet.

Lesson 6

I. Order of Operations.

A. Quiz and review. Classwork: ditto sheet.
Order of operations involving miltiplication and division.

A. Find the common name for each of the following numerical
rage21:4

B. Rule:
1. Reading from left-to right, do all multiplications

and/or divisions as they occur.
III. Order bf operations involving multiplication, division,

and addition.

2. 8 t 2 x 4 3. 8 x 10 t 2 x5

O.

O.. So

IMO

Teacher asks students ito and a comb= name for
each of the following numerical phrases:
1. 12 t. 2 + 4 x 2 2. 24 + 12 t 2 x 3

B. Rule:
1. First.:- reading from left ts: eight, do all laul-

tiplicatVon and/cr divisions as they obcurc
2. Next: reading. from left to right,, do all addition.

I.
I.

Examples:
1. 12 t 2 + 4 x 2 = 14 2. 24 + 12 4: x 3 = 42

/V. Classwork and assignment on ditto sheet.

1267



7 ..-- ...

kk15....-.,,p 5
,

th t-cw-Awn

1 8 + '3 It 2....,

2. 6 + :3 x 7
3,, 9 + 7 x 3

*

ccpc.Th og fight:Any

., 6. 7 4- 8 x 1.6.

7., 7 x 6 + 4 :21.! 19

8,, 8 x 12 -4- 7

9... 8 + 9 x 12
...-
a ra p

I,
14

,. ."
Ze

1

1,.. %
0. .1 ..0 9 + 7 x 18

Lt. 30 6 6 16. 17 + 56 0 3
1 8;4 45 4 9 + 55 7 174: 26 + 76 4
13, 19 + 63 o 7 Ph 18 + 103 4 4
14,, 72 + 84 o 6 19., 52 0 13- +
/50 35 + 72 4 20, 85 0 5 + 19

eL a x 3 + 12 0 3 2e.5 6 2C 5 + x 8 + 7 x 6 + 3 x 5
22. 6 x8 +7+4+3 ..;.2 .27... 7 x 3 +8x 2 +4x6 +3x 9

23. 36 3 + 9 x 2 28.. 3.50 7 +27 x 3 + 56 0 8
240 15 + 24 8 + 7 x 2 29, 82 0 2 + 94 0 2 + 17
25. 140 0 7 + 35 0 5 30., 17 + 18 x 2 + 32 0.2

3 3

88
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'La :soon 6 C!)aiz

!An411.11,1te etch entyrnetlion follooing the order of open4-tilms.

1. 7 + 8 x 6
2. 9 + 64 4

I a...as,......,,,rro...aa...........,va.Is,-cra...nasxwco.sII....T:at=eaet..-JeueU.Na... Da t e

Le.aocn 6 CieEl :SUM it

TrInd the acrauvon =Ans. gor eAch of the following ntaarica1expecaims.
L. $7.30 + 3 ).c 4:.84

2. $ .56 +.$4.50 9

3. 3 $.65 + 5 :a $017

4. $3.50 e 7 + $2.40 o 6

56 47050 2: 2 + $3.80 3

11. 21 t 3 + 35 t 7 + 9
12. 7 + 2 mr 7 2 - 4 x 3
13. 24 t 2. + 15 t 3 + 8 *4
7.4. $9.52 x 2 + $7.50 41{ 3

15. $1.40 s. 7 + $2.70 9 .

6. $8.50 t 5.+ $3.20 t 4
70 7.2 x 5 + 4.6 t 2
8. 804 t 2 + x 3.2
90 4 S x 3 + 7.2 x 5

10. 12.5 t 5 + 78 * 2

160 $.85 x 3 + $027 x 2 + $.81 x 3
17. $3.50 t 7 + $.84 3 .+ $.93
180 $1.70 x 2 + $4.80 x 6 + $0 x 9
3.9.6 $7.8o 2 + $.35 5 + $3450 t 7
26. $12,80 f; 8 + $.75 * 5 + $4.50 ft3

14

-89



ET. 4 'fres

114...1111111st..111~+.6..111110.1.04..

oor A t. 3 S iS11111031t

'filad the

expoeoolons.

10 362E4
2. 2 x 5 e 2 7: 7

. 8 7: 3 e 4 6

40 4 7 e Y. 7

COMMOR

5. *9 A,t .0 4

-

Date

for eech of the following numerical
.

6. 4 x 3 x * 12 x 3
7. 14 * 2 it 9 * 21 x 2
3. 8 x 6 o 24 2

9. 7 x 8 14 o 2
10. 8 * 2 2: 7 * 2

11. x 6 .12 2C 5 + 7 16., 18 t 6 x t 6
190 3 -0- 5 x 8 o 10 x 3.. + 9 17. 18 x 6 * 4 x 6
.13. '6x234 18... 14...;i 2 7 x 2 4

14. '. 5 + 8 t 2 x + 19. 14 + 2 x x 3 * 14
150 7 + 24 * 6 x 2 .* 4 20. 9 x 8 e 24 x 5 + 12 :.

26. 121 3. * x 5 *
22. $8.40 e 4 + $3.20 x 7, 27. $6050 .* .13 + 42.25 *.a.

,
230 $2.40 6 + $3.50 o 5. 28. $4.50 o 15 + $7.50
240 $3,;84 o 6 +.$2,72 X 3 29. $8.,60 4 + $2.30 x 3
.25'. 9 x 7 .23 x4e 2 x 64830. $0.75 x7 +$9.00.t15

15

90



*Lesson 7 -

I. Quiz and review on order of operations.

/I. Develop rules for finding common name of numerical
phrases which involve subtraction.

A. Teacher, asks students td find a common name for each
of the following numerical phrases:
1. 9 + - 5 - 2 2, 16 - 5 + 6 - 4

B. Teacher develops rule: following all bther opeta-
-tions,-db the ifidicated operations of addition and/
or subtraction as*they occur from left to kight.
Thus:
1. 9 + 3 - 5 - 2= 5 2. 16 - 5 + 6 - 4 = 13

III. Evaluating expressions involving the four operations.

A. Find the cbmomm name for each of the numerical ex -
pressiohs assigned following the rule:
1: Do all multiplications and/or divisions, read-

ing fromileft to right,
2, Then do all additions and/or subtractions, read-

ing from left to rielt.

IV. Classwork and assignment on ditto sheet.

Lesson 8

I. Quiz and review.
41,

/I. Deviaop rules for finding the common name of numerical
phrases invokving parentheses.

A. First do-all work inside parentheses to find the
common name of the eXpression(s) in parentheses,
follow the steps (B) and (C) to do so.

Next continue finding the camon name for'the et-
suiting expression by doing all multiplication and/
or divisions reading from left to right,

tit *Last do all additions and/or subtractions reading
from,left to right..

91
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1.112Ims,

Lesoon 7

C1assr4ork and assignment

Find the common =Lk: for eenh numerical expression.
3 15 x 3 - 4 y 7 x

Date

2. 7 x 2 - 3

3. 7 - 2 x. 3
4. + 2 x 3.

5. 7 x 2 + 3*

6. x. 4

7 .

8.
4

9. 4 x yl
10 5*x 2 t 10
110 5 + 5 10

.12. 6 - 2 I
13. 13 + 2 e 2

140 21 +1 x-1-

15. 10 2 + 3
3 1 _,_ 1

17. 120 - 118 + 2

180 2 x t 3
19. 13 - 3 x
200 13 - 2 x 3

12. 40 + 4 - 1
'!30 40 - 4 x 9
24. 2 + 4 x 5
25. 2 x 5 + 5
26. 14 + 3 x 2

7. 15 - 4 x 4.2

28. 12. 2 + 6

1;9. 3 + 5 t 1
200 5 x 7 - 2

31. 7 + 3 + 5 - 4
32. 13 x 2 - 4 x 5
33. 9 x 8 - 4 + 7
:14. 7 4 + 8 x 9
35. 14 14 + 7 x 6

Z6. 7 x 2 - 4.x 3 + 7 - 2 + 5

37. 4 - 32 t 8 + 7 - 4
380 24 t 2 + 15 3 + 4 x 8
39. .21 it .3 - 6 x 1 + 4 x 3

17
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III. Introduce "numerical sentences".

for:

A. "Three plus 'five is a name for eight" is a sentence.
If we translated this sentence into symbolic form
we would write: "3 + 5 22 8".-
1. This complete thought Vs called a bentenca.
2. The symbol "=" is used as a shorthand notation

for: .

a. "is equal to",
b. "is a name for", or
c. "represents the same number as". . .

B. "5 + 3 = 7" is also a sentence. It is a false sen-
tence.

C. Classwork and assignment on ditto sheet.

Lesson 9

I. Review order of operations.

A. Quiz; classwork: find the common name
1. 12 x 3 - 4 x 8 2. 6 x 5 x 2

ric="gc
. .

B. Analyze use of vinculuum ( in (2 ) above.
1. Note that:

a. 5 x 2 = 2 x 5
b. 6 x 5 = 5 x 6
c. 6 x 5x 2=2 x 6 x5

II. Using parentheses to change. the order of operations..
Ao Parentheses 0 are used Co indicate that part of an

expression ts to be evaluated first.
1. Using parentheses, we can make the expression

116 + 3 x-'4" represent 36.
a, We-cannot bteak the rule already accepted;

that rule makes die expression represent 18.
b. Using parentheses abobt the "6 +.3", (6 + 3) x4

taill represent 36 because we are now told to
add "6 + 3" first.

11D
'IN

III.. Classwork and hortiework: place parentheses-in each
expression so that the given numerical phrase will
represent the given common name.

Lesson 10

I. Quiz and review. Use of parentheses in mathematics.

93
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v.
; 412 on
C.1 E..4.70:e1Z. z_=-1 PA A s

COMMia for e. ith iLcJ. phrtte.ie:
.2 -el. 5 + 7

2, 2 7)

e 1.4 5 )es,

4. 4 1.5 (2)

5)

4-

1.

=

1)

3.60

17 .

18.

19.

20.

21.,

22.

23,,

24,

25.

26
27.

6

(6 1) 5 =3

3 x (4 + 2)
(3 ÷ 2) (4 - 1 )

2 (4 + 6)
(15 2) 4- (3 - 1) ez

15 (2 + 3 - 1) a*

6 - x 5

4 (2 + 7) at

10 (2?,. + 1)

3 x 3 - 4 (7 - 2) + 4 x 5
4.17 72 - 2 + 3 It- 34 "

3

1,5 (7 2) (3 ÷ l)

a
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.3,, 9148 .15. 3 :a 4 - 3 x - 2 + 7 8
4. 10 3 + 4

5. + 3 - 4 170 .35 .7 + 5 2 x 3 1. 4
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7. 34 - 5 x 6 19. 185 x 324 x 1298 x
8,, 7 IT. 6 3 + 5 176.-.. 124 + 37 x 2

18. x 24 x 32 x 5479. 13 x 2 - 4 x 6
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110 8 - 4 + 7 x 6

12. 34 - 15 -2- 7 x 5
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21, .; 374 :it 256 x

5 W:Vir4r-r 256
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26,, 14 - 3 x 2 8 330 0 x 4 + 3 a 0
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28.. 6 - 3 + 1 2 35. 15 - 3 x 2 a 24

.29 4 x 3 + 1 - 4 t2 12 36 2 x 5 + 3 x 2 tx 32
300 4 + 15 x 2 + 5 a 133 37. 3 x 8 -.4 a 12

31. 4 + 15 x 2 + 5 In 39. 38 3 x 8 - 4 '22 20

21
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A. Symbols of inclusion.
1. Find cornmou Dame foi each of the following

phrases:
a. (8 + 3) x 5
b. (7 - 2) x 4 - (9 - 5) 2
c. 4 x (9 + 3) e. 6 - (7 - 5) x 3

General rule for evnluating numerical phrases.
1. First: reading from left to right,-do all work

in parenthese f011owing steps (2) and (3)
(belOw) to evaluate each expression included
in parentheses,Nexn reading tnmm left to tight, do all multi-
plibation and/or division.

3. Finally: teading fromFleft to right, do all
additions and/or subtractions.

C. frarentheses may be used as symbols for multipli-
cations
1. The

the
a.
b.
C.

operation
following
2 x 3
2 3
(2) (3)

"2 times 3" may be written in
forms:

d. 2(3)
e. (2)3

II. Introduction to distributive property of multiplication
over addition
A. (5 + 4)2 can be interpreted to mean:

I. "Add five twos to 4 more twos"; that is,
a . (5 + 4)2 = (5)2 + (4)2.

tx (2- + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2) + (2 + 2 + 2 + 2)
b. This is equivalent to (9)2, which- is the re-

sult of following tha previously accepted rule.
Thus, we have an alternate-rule gor eva luating an
expression which involves a sum followed by a pro-
duct.
1. (first + second) (third0= (first) (third) +

(second) (third)

C. Try both tules on this expression. Which is easier
to calculate?
I. 134 +

a. First rule: 80 = 2(3) = 6
1 1b. Second rule: 8(7) + (-4) in 4 + 2 a= 6

Classwork and assignment: ditto sheet.

87
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lesson 11

I. Develop experience with the distributive property.

A. Review the property showing the advantage in knowing

both possible rules of ceder of operation.

1. 14(5. +1) .1.4(5..) +14(1) 2(5) + 7(1) st io + 7

7 2 7 2

2._ 2 x 13. + 2. x 17 = 2(13 + 17) = 2 x 40 = 80

B. Clasdmmd: and assignment: ditto sheet.

13 Half-period test tomorrow.

Lesson 12

I. Algebraic expressions.

A. Variables. Develop the correspondence between the

concepts of noun-pronoun and numeral-pronumeral.

1. Mk Johnson i3 President of the U.S.A. (noun)

2. Re-- is President of the U.S.A. (pronoun)

3. 7'11-8 represents the mmber 15

4. 7 + represents's number if we fill in the

blanrwith a numeral.
a. The blank space is called a "pronumeral".

i. It holds the place of a numeral.

Symbols for pronumerals.
a. 9

, a, x, y, etc.

Replacements for a variable.
1. The expression + 5 is called an o en nhrase.

a. Note that different numbers are represente
by the phrase, depending upon the replace-

ments for
2. Represent the following word phrases as open

phrases using*the given symbol for the pronumeral.

a. "a number increesed by 5", .

b. "8 less than a number"; 41.

c. "6 times a number"; x $ '

d. "a number divided by 12; a .

Introduce the symbols for "is more than" and

"is less than".

II. Classwork and assignment: Study notes and complete ditto

sheet.

Lesson 13

I. Algebraic exprespions .

A. Quiz (translate two
and review concepts

word phtases to algebraic phrases)
of variable and open phrases.

25
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88 1200 + 1)
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Lesson. 13 (continued)
B. Replacements for a variable in an open phrase.

1. In real life we Use certain types of numbers for
specia 1 cir cumstance .
a. "Send 7 lore children." integers.
b. ."Put 3 more cars in the parking lot." - integers.
c. "Pencils cost $.05" - decimal fractions
d. "Use half a cup of flour." - common fractions
e. "There. are 560 seats in *the room." - integers
f. "A new model will cost $2,500.50." - nixed

numera 1 s
2. Introduce the concept of the domain of a variable.

a. The -set of possible repleCeriEs for the
variable.

b. "Evaluate " + 5" If the replacement va-
lues for D may be': 10 3, 5, 7, and 9.
i. Note that the values of the resulting

expressions are now limited to five va-
lue's.

c. Note that a nuMerical phrase results once
the variable has been replaced.

Classwork and assignment: ditto sheet.

Lesson 14

I. Algebraic expressions; domain of a variable.

A. Review homework
1. Topics: algebraic expressions, domain, common

name, pronumerals, open sentences, true or flase
sentences.

II. Classwork and assignment: ditto sheet.

Lesson 15

I. Quiz and review

A. Domain of a variable, open sentences.
TT Review of the distributive property and use in algebraic

expressions .
OW

A. Experience in recognizing the forms used.
1. Numerical expxession: 3(5 + 4) = 3(5)
2. Algebraic: 3(x + 2) = 3(x)

+ 3(4)
+ 3(2)

III. Classwork: Find equivalent expressions using the dis-
tributive property. Ditto sheet.

A. Develop experience in addition of similar algebraic
terms.

IV. Acsignment: Complete ditto cheet .

12(34
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2 /

Y.

ifh3

.4

k

$ 4 ;

6
7.
8.

r4 - 1) rr

. 5 (L.

0 o

9 - 301) + 6(0+ 1)
3CO) - 341) "
( j n

i.......r r,..-.1

...,A . .....o ..
-.4., ,........ ...., ........-p..............-..," + a

.

IIzi.te an er.weviia:s.ort equivalent to the given expression.

10. 7 (0+ 2) + )

14.
;4

12. + 6

!;

2 x. - 3

M:14040341..0

C. f0. Iv.);:; the vellue of 2,k_. hsgo the %Katie 5.. end *
haw the: va1u.::: 3, find the common nttaarea of theve open
phnso:5

,II 4r7f
...11V1.

7(0) 2K:5 71- 201.

6' 1; + 3 le t 7% Li
"

18. (3(0) +SZ t ) r

19. 7(*)(0+0) sa

20. (3(0) - 2(*)) (2(01-10

3Y.
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Lesson 14
C1t7ovk

OBNIVINawtlaifainv

You h..12v::: 1rned about open phrases finch n + 3, c - 5,
eto. They wrire ph.i.v.gea which contained v;Tri.5..,b1es1 In the same
ursy te o211 fzumucea which contain one or more variables:

Thus
Win ti:mce,.
is truu.
plac:.e: the

, tho stetement n + 3 = 5 is an ennrdole of en open
Suppixe ti Mrei askao whether tha sentnce 411'4=-3 5

02 course: it is impossible to decide until wiz re-
vc:ziz:ble "n" c;ith numizal0

The sentence: - "lie is the
presen1: :3 the same difficulty,.it i true nntil soUlLictla tells

president of theUnited States"-
Again we c:ctnnot decide whether

wiwo "he" is.

Th..-2 open sentence n + 3 ra 5 becomes true when n is re-
placed by 20 Therefore, we call the number 2 a tFuth nurnbcF
for this sentence,

No let's look at some ..oRems!Dtctqc.. Which of the fol-
lowing open sentences aru trua if x go 7?
10 x + 2 3* 2 +

2. + 3) + 4 x + (3 +
3. - 5 2x, - 10

4. 3 (x + 4) " 3x + 12
ga, 1.0 3

+ 6 =
7

7., (x 5) (x 4) x -1
8. 8x + 9x sz 17x

9. 3x + 2 = 5x

10. (x 4) + 7) =

11. llx 2x = 63
12. x (3x + = 3x2 + 7x

Hint: la

52
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Lesson 15
/Assignment

Ilcre are some herdel: phzases to simplify&

1. 2 (x + 6) ± 5x

2. 13.+ (y - 2) 4 =

.30 .3n + 2 + 5:: Y.

4. 2 + 4) ±

14 (2x 1) 3X =

6. 3 (y.+ 5) + 6 + 2y. L2

70 7 (4y 2y ± 6) + 10 =

8 12 + 4 (.,k cs

90 7 (2.4:1+ 8)

10. 8 + 4 (2 -V2-) ult

11, 5. (22: + 6) + 3 (x + 2) =

12. ( x 5) - 3 =
13, 6 (a + 5) +.2a =

14. 3t + 2 (t + 5) =

150 7x + 5x + 3 + 4 + x egs

16. 3 (x + 2). + 5 (x .1)

In each sentence find On expression equivalent to that
ii the left member. We the distributive Law.

6,. 6.,;(x + 4) = 72

70 - 4) = 33

8. 2 (x + 5) " 26

9 7 (+ 2) u= .56

10, 4 (x 2) rX 2 0

1. 3 (x + 2) 21

2. 7 (x - 3) = 35

30 4 (x 3) = 1.6

40 5 (x 2) mi 30

50 8 (x 2) = 40

110
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Lesson 16 ..

I. Finding simpler algebraic expressions.
A. Quiz

1.
and review of
Simplify:
a. 3(2x + 3)
b. 5(3x + 1)

homework.

+ 5
+ 3(x + 8) + 9x + 2

II. Simplifying algebraic expressions in open sentences.
III. Classwork and assignment: ditto sheet.

Lesson 17

I. Review: simplifying algebraic sentences..
Using equiftlant expressions to solve equations.

A. Numerical-
1. "5" may_ be replaced' by "3 + 2".
2. "4 + 5" may be replaced by "2 + 7",

B. Algebraic expressions.
1. "3x" May be replaced by "x + x + x".
2. "3x" may be replaced by "2x + x".
3. Using this concept in solving an equ2tion:

a. Find a replacement for x which will make
this a true statement:.

3x = 12 Another name for 12 is (3) (4), so

3x = (3)(4) Since these expressions-have
the same feto and the same
nuMber of f;12:or's,

x must be replaced by 4 1:1 make the
above sent-ee true.

we say: x = 4
4. Solve: x + 3 = 8 Another name for 8 is "5 + 3".

SO:

thus:

x + 3 = 5 + 3,
x = 5; that is, "X must be-replaced

by 5 to make the (above)
sentewn true.

5. Solve: 3x + 1 = 2x + 6
x + 2x + 1 = 2x + 6

or 2x + x + 1 = 2x + 6

and
x + 1 = 6
x + 1 n 5 + 1

thus: x = 5

36

Another form for 3x is
"x + 2x".
Since "2x" is an addend
in each Member, x + 1
must be a name for 6.
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Lesson 17 (continued)

/II. Introducing the subtraction axlom.

A. Instead of using equivalent expreasions to solve
x +3 gm 8, we may simply subtract 3 from each mem-
ber of the equation.
1. Example: Using equivalent Using the concept

expressions of subtraction
from each member

x + 3 zos 8
x + 3 42 5 + 3

x on 5

B. Classwork: 'using both
for each equation.
1. x + 3 9
2. x + 110 13

x + 3 0 8
- 3 -3
x 73.

methods, find the solution

3. x + 3.5 7
4. x + 5.2 0 9

IV. Introducing the addition axiom.
MD

A. Using equivalent expressions. Example:

x - 3 or 7 Since 7 can be replaced by 1110 - 3",

x - 3 0 10 - 3 and since the members are written in
the same form, x-must be replaced by
10'to make the (above) equation true.
that is: x = 10

B. Using the addition axiom. Example:

x 3 el 7
+ 3 +3

x r=1" =-1.0
x

C. Classwork:

1. x - 5
2. x - 11=

We may simply add 3 to each member
with the idea in mind that tile sub-
tract 3 from it, obtaing a dif-
ference of zero.

Using both methods, find the solution for
each equation.
8 3. x - 2.5 6
12 4. x - 7.8 0 3

V. Assignment: ditto sheet

,.

Lesson 18

I. Solving equation with axioms.

A. RevieW the reasoning behind the addition and subtrac-
tion axioms.

113
38 .



Lesson 18 (continued)

B. Introdbce reasoning for the division axiom.
1. Example:

3x = 24
so: 3x = (3)(8)

that is: x = 8

O.

24 may be replaced by (3) (8)
Since-both members have the same
form and the same number of fac-
tors x must be replabed by 8 to
make the (above) equation true;

2. Using the division axiom:

3x I. 24

X 62 8

C. Classwork:

1. 5y = 35
2. 8x = 56

dividing both members by 3,

Using both methods, find the solution for
each equation.

3. 2.5x = 15
4. 3x = 7.5

D. ./ntrodUce reasoning for the multiplication axiom.
1. Example:

x m 4

x 12
so: y wir 9

12
4 may be replaced by 11.1

so x bust be rOlaced by 12 so that
the (above) equation will be true.

2. Using the multiplication axiom.

= 4

3()= (4)(3) multiplying both members by 3,

x = 12

E Classwork: Using both methods, find the solution
for each equation.

3.

4. 3,2 .

114



Lesson 19

I. Review: using axiom to solve equations.

A. Quiz
1. Solve each equation showing your use of.an axiom.

B. Review homework.

II. Introduce concepts of ratio and use of fractions.

A. Develop examples.
1. Phrases-showing coMparisoh.
2. Abbreviations for tho phre'ses.
3. Fractions or *shorthand notation.
4. llets of equivalent-fractions.

H. Use prOperty. of 1 for multiplication.

B. Classwork on ditto sheet.
1. Complete table showing the use of fraction's.
2. Develop fractions equivalent to a given fraction.

Assignment: Ditto sheet.

Lesson 20

I. Review

A. Homework dealing with equivalent fractions.

B. Classwork ditto sheet.
1. Solving equations ustim the axioms.
2. Finding equivalent fractions.

a. Use the property of 1 for multiplication.

U. Developing fractions.

A. Ute property of 1 for multiplication to find Missing
terms.

x 24 may be replaced by 3x8.
8 2Z

5 x
TOT

5 3
5 ' lti 5

3
x SWIF py E. by 1 in the form vs.

. 3

So: X w 3x5V that is, X must be replaced by 15
to have a fraction equivalent to 5.

8 .

Introduce the torsi: "proportions"
1. A statemant that two Eractions are eouivalent.
2. Definitim of "solving a proportions:"

40
115
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Lesson 20 (continued)

III. Assignment : Ditto Sheet,

Lesson 21

X Review : Solution of proportions.

A. Drill on Use of forins of 3. for multiplication.
I. Use pairs of fractions from homework assignmant.

B. Drill on the choice of axiom to solve the same pro-
portions as in (A),

II. Introduce complex fractions,

A. Definitions
1. A fraction in which one or both terms are fractions.
2. Show that 1 can be represented by a complex frac-

tion.

B. Proportions solved using complex fractions for 1.
1. Classwork: Ditto sheet,

a. Using 3. in a form as a complex fraction.

C. Claeswork: Ditto sheet.

Introduce "reciprocel" fractions.

A. Reciprocals of
lent.
1. Examples:

3 9
a eg X

Lesson 22

I. Review

A. Quiz
1. Solve one equation usiris an aXiom.
2. Develop three "fractions equivalent to a given

fraction.
B. Review homework: forms for I.

equivalent fractions are also equiva-

use in solving proportions.
8 Xleads

XI. Introduce Preportions.

A. Developing identical. forms.
I. Using property of I for multiplication.

a. Use division to find multiplier..

1F0
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A Compbne .each list of evivalent fr ',action Baprepozed to teD. the fo-eta .used for 3. to develop each equivalentErsctiort.

1.

2.

4.

5
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a

5

5

7

12

1

Ct ,
1410

10
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a. = *I Id

2
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4

3
Ea

5
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B. Fc coch enerciza tell the axian iequired to solvath2 exat proponion. Solve each.

8

1.

8 o

3.-

4.

3

5

3
7
3
7

10
a

5 on 45
IT7

6. 2 12
5. x

7. 8 32
15 se 7"

8. 7 35



Lesson 22 (continued)

E. Developing use of multiplIcation axibt
1. Use reciprocals of fractions if a demominator is

to be found.
2. Multiply only by dencminator of fraction which

has variable in the numerator.
Classwork and assignment: ditto sheet.

122
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Lesson 23

I. Review solutions of proporties.

A. quiz
I. List equivalent fractions.
2. Set up and solve a proportion.

B. Practice on use of equality of reciprocals in solv-
ing a proportion.

C. Practice estimating the size of the missing term.
1. Refer to previous assignments.

II. Introduce solutions of proportions using a slide rule.

A. Use C and D scales for the following procedure:
1. Place indicator over mark on D scale for the

denominator of the given fraction.
2. Mom* slide so mark on C scale for numerator

of the same fraction is under indicator.
3. Holding slide fixed, move indicator over mark

for the given term of the equivalent fraction.
a. If numerator is given, locate mark on C

scale.
i. Read denominator as corresponding

position under indicator on D scale.
b. If denaminator is given, locate nark on

D scale.
i. Read numerator so corresponding

position under indicator on C scale.

B. Practice use of slide rule in solving proportions.
1. Stress need to estimate size of missing term

first.
2. Students use demonstration rule at side of

room.

III. Introduction to graphing.

A. Introduceconcept of ordered pairs of numbers as
used in determining terno of equivalent fractions.
1. Numerator, denominator.

B. Demonstrate, using graph paper, the use of Cartesian
coordinates, for positive integers, in naming
points in a surface.
1. Use origin as a reference point.
2. Use positive integers.

a. First number indicates distance to the
right from the origin.

b. Second number indicates distance up.

C. Classwork and assignment:
1. Construct graph of ordered pairs of numbers.
2. Plot point: for a set of equivalent fractions.

(Nnauinator, numerattc) ft= each fraction.



Lesson 24

I. Review use of slide rule for proportions.

A. Quiz: use of slide rule.

II. Graphing crdered pairs.

A. Review homework.

B. Construct axes with origin as reference point.
1. Units of measure assigned.

C. Stress order used in locating and naming point.
(Right, up).
1. (Denominator, numerator)

III. Classwork and assignment.

A. Use slide rule to obtain a set of ordered pairs of
numbers forming terms of a set of equivalent frac-
tions.
1. Examples:

as

b.

= 2

12Y
2: Plot points on graph.

Lesson 25

I. Solving proportions.

A. Qviz and review use of slide rule.
1. Use slide rule to solve a proportion.
2. Plot four points on graph paper.

II. Graphing ordered pairs.

A. Review of assignment.
1. ikte that points lie on a straight line.

III. Developing a set of ordered pairs of numbers from a
linear equation.

A. Use slide rule to find ordered pairs.
1. Examples:

a. y m x b. y m 2x c. y m 3x

125
50



IV. Classwork and assignment:

A. Find a set of ordered pairs of numbers fram each
equation, then plot points.
1. Examples:

1
a. y

2

b. y = x

c .

Li

LJ

LI

Li

e-1

126
51.

d.
3
xy = --

2

e. y = 4x

f. y = 6x



Lesson 26

I. Graphing ordered pairs of numbers.

A. Quiz and review of homework.

1. Find ordered pairs and graph for the equation

y = 5x
B. Show that the set of points'lie on a straight line.

II. Introduce concept of slope of a line.

A. Definition of slope as a ratio.

1. Illustrate by the process of moving in only
an up -and-right direction (stepping).

III. .Classwork: Find slopes of the lines for equation
assigned yesterday.

1. Note comparison between "steepness" of line
and size of numerical factor for slope.

IV. Assignment: Ditto Sheet.

A. Continue constructing graphs of ordered pairs
wid showing the slope of the line determined.

I. Ute slide rule to determine points on the
graph.

Lesson 27

I, Direct variation.

A. Review homework -illustrate the concept of the
numerical value of slope.

a. from y ax, a m slope, = a

B. Direct variation.

1. Relate to y aX.

a. Note fin a where "a" is constant.

b. Definition of slope.

i. Relate to Range and Domain

Formalize: Ratio of ordered pairs
of replacements for variables is a
constant.
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II. Indirect variation.
A. Graph xy 1.

B, Classwork: Ditto sheet.
1. Use C and D scales to obtain ordered pairs.

Assignment: First half of ditto sheet.

Lesson 28

I. Graph to illustrate direct and inverse variation.
A. Quiz: Graph: 1. y/x = 1 2. xy zaa 1

B. Review quiz

I. Discuss graphs of above.
C. Review homework.

D. Classwcrk: Continue ditto sheet.
1. Direct and inverse variation using slide rule.

E. Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.

Lesson 29

I. Graph and illustrate direct and inverse variation.
A. Review homework

B. Direct variationlinear graph.
C. Inverse variationhyperbola.

1. Compare to linear graph.
2. Properties of points on graph.

D. Determining whether function is a direct or inversevariation.
1. Examine: D 1:1 ft x T

a. Let R (rate) be constant, graph D &71 R x T
i. Determine whether the set of ordered

pairs is an example of direct or
iniierse variation.

b., Let D (distance) be constant, graph
D=RxT
i. Determine whether direct or inverse

variation.
54
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Assignment

ro:: each c;:excise and eight ordered pafrs of numbers
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c. Examine form of function of parts "a"
and "b" above.

F. Classwork:

G. Assignment:

Ditto sheet on problems involving direct
and inverse variation. Determine type
of graph.
Complete ditto sheet.

Lesson 30

I. Graphing direct and inverse variation.
A. Review of Direct and Inverse variation.

1 . Use example D 31.1 (Density = 32-91-aLlt)
V volume

B. Review homework

1. Review graphing

Review for test

D. Assignment: Study for test

Lesson 31

I. Test on Ditto Sheet.

t

LI

I]A

7.?

131
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Lesson 32

I. Review of trigonometric ratios.

A. Similar right triangles.

1. Ratio of sides: a constant

2. Classwork development of the tangent function.

a. On graph paper

Construct three similar right
triangles.

ii. Compare by measurement the length of
the legs of each triangle, side op-
posite one angle to the side adjacent
to the same angle.

3. Review the six basic functions.

B. Trigonometric tables.

1. Review method .of reading tables.

C. Classwork: Solve problems involving trigonometric
ratios. (21pto Sheet)

1. Using knowledge of trigonometric ratios,
estimate the length of sides sought.

Lesson 33

I. Review test

II. Review of trigonometric functions

A. Qmis: (1) given * sin

cos e =
tan II =

B. Review of reciprocal functions.
1. sin tt esc 43.

2. cos 0--; sec 43.

3. tan O.--; ctn

4. Review choosing correct function for solving
problem.
a. List known facts.
b List unknown t:',/k.AW:Ity to be found..
c, Detezmine necessary iunction.

Chooss Vinc.tion where unknbwn quantity
is in numerator.

cl.. Solve
59 134
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C. Review homework.

D. Classwork and assignment: Continue ditto sheet.

Lesson 34

I. Review of'trigonometric functions.

A. Quiz: Write reciprocals of the following functions.

B. Review homework.

1. Pupils analyze and set up each word problem
on board.

2. Stress need for memorizing six trigonometric
functions.

C. If tire, classwork and setting up word problems in-
volving trigonometric problems (ditto sheet)

1. Using knowledge of trigonometric ratios,
estimate the length of side sought.

D. Assignment: Complete setting up word problems.

(Do not solve).

Lesson 35

I. Introduction to use of slide rule for the sine function.

A. Demonstrate the S scale on the slide rule.
1. Explain that numerals represent the measure of

angles from 10 to 900.
2. Explain the relation between S and A scales.

a. Read "30" ou S scale line up indicator,
read "5" on A scale. Tbls reading should
be

3. Explain that all markings on A scale.must re-
present values from 0.1 to 1.0 when reading
from S scale.

4. Rave students practice reading values.
a. Example: find sine 450.

5. Have students read the angle corresponding to
a given function.

6. Have students compare slide rule scale with
the sine function in their trigonometric tables.

7. Explain the division oa the S scale.
a. Consider that there are 60 spaces between

marks for consecutive integers.
8. Classwork: Ditto sheet

a. Practice in reading the S and A scales
b. Solving right triangles with calculation..

with slide rule.
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Leason 34
Quiz; III7tu the: rociprocal of each function,

ir Ce:v 0 = 2. Cun 0 3 Csc 9 ca

CLIsswo'At JInd AssIgumkutt:

mlurcivo 1-10g using a com?ass and straight edge construct a
ri;ht nicogIe AEC :raving 1e3 b of lovgth 100 ma (10cm). Tho
otri'4)r ltsg or bypeteranso must 65: of appeopriate ler43th to give the
trisoncmetric ratio,Oven in the problem, Chink your wortk by
Twinkle:138 the: ang",e 4 and ch,Tcking with your trigammetric tables.

1, Tan A ta 08 6, Cos B a° .98

2, Sin A as .15 71, Tan A as .23

30 Coe B m ,76 8 Sin A aa .40

4, Tan A as 1.1 9.? Cos B 0
5. Sin A Ca .99 10. Tan A as 2,9

For mertises 11620 use your trigonerstric tables to estimate
the length og the sides of the right triangae ABC based on the
given inkclimation

110 A ra 30° a m 17cm 16. A a4 35° C °al 40cm

123 A as 50° a ta20em 17. A La 500 a ala 20cm

U. A ma 45 b 12cm 18. A as 65 b as 50cm

IC, A in 560 b 20cm 19., A as 40° c 30cm

15.0 A t2 70° C ." 30cm 20. A gs 65° C al% 60cm

62
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Lesson 35 (continued)

IX. Explain the division on the A and B scales.
A. Consider the scale to read from .01 to 1900

L. or 1 to 100
2. or .0001 to .01

B. Show relation (squares) of A scale to the D scale.
1. Consider there are 100 spaces between marks for

consecutive intergers.
C. Classwork: Practice in reading S, B, .and A scales.

III. Explain application of slide rule to solution of Missing
dimensions of right triangle.

L. Review algebraic solution.
a, example: in triangle ABC

L A en 30°, LC 900, c = 5", find a.
i. Solution: a

sine 30° =

5 sine 30° = a A

2. Shot,/ how to- evaluate "5 sine 300" using the 5,
B and A 'scales.
a, estimate size of side a
b. locate "30" on S scalei. place indicator on mark for 30.
c. slide right end of B Beale under indicator
d. holding the slide in .place,move indicator to

the mark for "5" near the B scale.
e. Read "25" on A scale. This must be considered

as 2.5 in this situation.
IV. Classwork and Assignment:

A. Complete ditto sheet.
1. Reading markings On scale.
2. Evaluating expressions involved with sine functions.

Lesson 36

I. Sine and cosine functions using the slide rule.
A. Review homework.

1. Stress estimation
2. Stress scale (:tvisions on S and A scales

B. Quiz oh:
1. Readihg scales,
2. Evaluati:i g. expression with sine function,
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xu1t to evaluate the

10 3 site 45° 6. 2.8 sin 60°

2. 12 sin 30° 70 .55 sin 20°

.3n 25 4:15..n 200 .18 sin 30°

b sill 600 9 .24 sin 500

5. .00 1.::;.1.1 30° 10. 1.5 sin 35°

eacth emroista:

fzset up az oquotiono
B. solve tha equstion f or the variablet,
C. ivIle yotre slide tile to evaltalte tho recatinz

ezp7COSSion.
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Lesson 36

Classvork end assitAmento

For cinch 07401.4olso use your slide rule to evaluate the given
oximi3sio1 9

19 5 cos it5°

n 15 cos 30°

3., 35 cos 180

6 oh cos 60°

08 ôos 30°r')

Foe each exerciso:

60

70

80

99

100

3.8 cos 500

065 sin 300

025 063 300

975 cos 400

3.95 cos 350

lo Set us an equation,
110 Save the equation for the variab3a,
Co Use your slide rule to ovaluate the.rosulting

expressiOno

2o

49

S.
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For each emvolso completo the statownt:

10 11* point A is road 5...0 then point J is road

7. If I:loint 13 :1.s road then point If is road 0

If point C is read .05 4, then point r: is road

L. If point 0 in read 70_ then poiM F is read 0

5. If point X is read 00 D then point is road 9

For oAch (=mice solvo tin probloni oo the calculations
usint; your sli(10 ralo.

7 cos 200 h. 207 cos 65°

2 j.5 coa 100 5." 2,5 C'Ds 300

3* 305 co3 35° 6, )4,5 Cos lie
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C. Introduce use of S scale for cbsine function.
1. Review that the cosine of an angle is the same

as the sine of the complimentory angle:

cos 0 = sin (90 - 0)

2. Practice finding compliments of angles(

II. Classwork (titto sheet)

A. Reading scales: S and A

B. Evaluating expressions
1. Involving sine or cosine function.

144
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INTRODUCTION TO VECTORS

Lesson 1

.I. Vectors/direction
A. Review Ray

1. Examples of rays.
2. Definition of rays.
3. Symbol used to designate rays.

4. IC. written as A.
and B----20 written as BA:
a. Stress order of reading.
b. Note: AB Vs Bi*

B. Develop concept of a vector.
I. On coordinate axes, draw sets

Describe and discuss their pos

(a)

of four rays.
itions.
90 °

p:o

.y

CO DK UB UU
(b)

2 0°

00/360°

270°

0/360°

(i) Position of 052 and &determined by angle.
(ii) Ray .0A has the origin as it,s endpoint

and is positioned by the 45' angle.
(iii) How is ray 03 determined or described?

70
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Lesson 1 (continued)

C. Classwork: ditto sheet
1. Describe ti.w positioning of the rays on each

of the following diagrams.
2. Construct each ray on coordinate axes following

the description given.

D. Assignment
1. Complete ditto sheet according to instructions.

(repeat C and D of.above.)

Lesson 2

I. Review homework: Vectors/direction.
1. Identify each ray by name and direction.

II. Vectors/Magnitude

A. Graph the ordered pairs of numbers: A (0,0) and B (3,4)

I. Draw line segment AB.'
2. Determine length of line segment AB..

i. Distance formula by the pythagorean theorem.

3. Determine angular direction.
i. Apply trigonometric functions.

B. Vectors
1. Quantities requiring both direction and magni-

tude.

a. The pictorial (graphic) representation of
a vector is done in two ways:
i. Direction by the direction of the

arrow.
ii. Magnitude by the length of the arrow.

C. Scaler quantities
1. Quantities requiring only magnitude; examples:

a. Length of a table.
b. Mass of an object.

2. Compare scaler quantities to vector quantities.

D. Determine the vector quantity for the given vector:

Yi B
1. I (2 5)

AI x

a. Describe vector AB.
b. Find length of AB by forming a right triangle.

c. Find angular direction by tangent function.

E. Classwork: Find the vector quantities for the fol-

lowing vectors (Ditto Sheet)

F. Assipment: Complete ditto sheet.

72
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Date
0.44.4.444...41144.41..110~44.=47.44.-.2.=42.44U.1.4.4

tastl.:on 2

Clossock and assiltnment
.

Find the vector quantities for eeh of the given vectors*

47.4.,44111.42.4641.S11111.14.1UPOWWWW0p,:=1.

1. C000).N505)

2. 440) 13(304:)

3. D(000) IM0S)

40 A(000) 11(403)

5. DI1000)

110 X1000) V0710)

R(000)*-594)

130 A(090) D14010)

140 CODA) 721.40-8)

;(000) L1-30,4)

4

:

b
60 L(OA) P(608)

70 A(000) C(I6,12)

8. D(600) G1-306)
4 ,

90 F000) 13(.20015)
. .

.!

. 7

S(600) T142016)

160 40D0) C(1010)

17.. D(000) B0.05)

180 130A)

3.90 IIIN.0).11.004)

200 TO90) .it(7t;4,)
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Lesson 3

I. quiz: Determine vector quantity of vector AB.

II. Review definitions scalar quantities and vector quantities.

III. Review Homework.

IV. Determine vector quantity for vector.AB.

A (3,4) B (6,8) (A (3,4) B (6,8))

A. Construct right triangle.
1. Find length of vector.
2. Extend hypotenuse BA through point A to x-axis.:
3. Drop perpendicular from B(5,7) to x-axis.

. Note the similar right triangles.
a. Example:

45.
0

b. Compare angle X to angle Y.
c. Vector quantity of vector AB is the magni-

tude (length of AB) and size of L Y.

B. Classwork: Determine vector quantities for the fol-
lowing vectors determined by the given ordered pairs
of numbers (ditto sheet).

C. Assignment: Complete first 10 problems on ditto
sheet.

Lesson 4

I. Quiz (Determine the vector quantity of A (4,3) B (8,6).

II. Review of vector and scalar quantities in homework.

I/I. Equivalent vectors

A. Vectors having the same magnitude and direction are
equivalent vectors.
1. Find vector quantity of A (0,0) B (5,5)
2. Find vector quantity of C (3,3) D (8,8)
3. Compare vector quantity of AB to CD.

(i) Satisfies definitions of equivalent vectors.

B. Classwork on equivalent vectors (on previous ditto
ditet #11-20)

C. Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.
74
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Lesson 3
C1asswork and Assignment

1.1eter.mine the vector quantity for eaóh of the vectors fie-
tennitzed by the given set og ordered pairs.'

A(7,5) B(401)

C(12,7) D(9,3)

60

7 ,

1:1(707) N(40)

3(.404..0 A(.402)

30 V.(3,5) E(9013) 80 D(...502) C(1g10)

4, R(6,2) S(I2,10) 90 11(...10sg.6) S(3.006)

5. K(2,9) L(-1,5) 10. T(10.4) U(10011)

eraasm-samsainamerdaOP
maawomerlowerramrs..Ilm

11. X( 5 97 ) Y(8,11) 16 Q(103) 11(..207)

12. 11(-2,-7) 11(t,-3) 17, T(001) X(517)

13. C(-8,-9) D(48,49) 180 Y(8011) Z(13017)

14. K(-9,1) 7...(490-1.0) 190 Q(1,3) C(780.9)

I1(7 .2) 14(4002) 20 I, (49 .1.0) 11(40 02)



Leason 5

6 Quiz (Locate the point B(x,y) so that A(0,0) B(x,y) =

D(5,7)

II. Resultant force of two forces acting at a point..
A. Parallel fotces: Examples for consideration.

1. Moving an object with a force of 100 lbs.
a. A secbnd force of 50 lbs, is also exerted in

the same direction.
b. Total force of 150- lbs. in the same direction.

2. Moving an object with a force of 100 lbs.
a. A second force of 25 lbs, is also exerted in

the opposite direction.
b. Total force moving object is 75 lbs. in the

direction of the 100 lb. force.
A plane traveling east at 300 m.p.h. has a tail
tlind of 80 m,p.h
a. How fast is the plane traveling and in which

direction?
4. Summaty-

a. Parallel forces acting in same direction, add
forces to get the resultant force.

b. Parallel forces acting in opposite directions,
subtract forces to get the resultant force.

B. Forces acting at right angles.
1. Demonstrate pulling an object attached to a string.

a. The object moves in the same direction as the
force being applied.

2. Attach 2 strings of equal longth to the objecto
a. Apply equal forbes on the strings at right

angles. (Form a square in relation to object
and endpoints-0

b. Object moves along the diagonal.
c. Example:

abject
Direction

../.

of
Movement 1. string
of object

Picture above demonstration with vector.

Draw a vector equivalent to OB starting from

point A. (OB = AB')

151
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CZMa VAMP,
Date 114/

tic.:3-..-ort 5
cla SS:VI:At and Assigninuart

esch exercise

A ttudy the probl.eal thorwghly.

B. On grzmh papcti. draw vectors to represent the motions
iracated in the problem.

C. Find the diTtrime by mi-asuring the resultant vector
on the grz*.h.

A bv.y 2,..??,th 30 yageio,:md then milks ezast 40
yreeisc, Eel? Er.24..ii3 he g7imi htts stiivting 6144.-liat?

23 ritm boys w;R:th. tN7ttth 12 blaths ,2y:.7.d then weot 5
On the cltyr, what' ics ths d-keact4.1ine
tsnee avrza staeetitn txbint to the pLoce
they stq.ippcti? (Aosurze that an city "bloelts"6txz

3. An airplane fl...zw west 150 miles and then, 120 miles
south.. W'ras to, is the straight Line clistcnce between
his starting bnd nashing p*ints?

4. A motor best traveled smith 3 miles on a Lake and then
east 5 autets. If the boat had teizen a straight comuse
to its destinations, how far would it have traveled?

50 A train trzaveled south from Chicago for 300 miles end
then traveled west and ts:aveled 400 miles ifteSt 0 Anuing°

ing the stap.;afIce of the earth is 0.24 dist is the
etraighteline.) distence between the starting and finish-
ing points.

6,, A flys, tlaning along the ceitingv traveled 20 cia,
mirth ;Ind th6ra. 15 cm. east. What is the straight-
line distance between its starting and finihing
points?

A snail!) Crawling along a. deltur flonrs, travals 12 Cato
east and then 9 cm. north. Whet is the straight-line
distance 1.$4).0111-At-3 sZ.weing to nishing points?

80 wen pushed a hvge mchine kather nine feat stouth
glad 5 feat eDot. What io the straight<Aine dist:me
between their starting wad finishiug points0

bizthS.

Ame
k/V0
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Lesson 5 (continued)
b. Observe the forces of OB and OA on the object

at point 0 are equivalent to the forces OA

and AB on the object 'at pant 0.
i. The forces terminate at point B'.

OB is the resultant force of OA +*0B.

4. Classwork iwoblein. A boTwalks north 30 yauds
and then walks east 40 yards. How far is he from
his starting. points

.O

C. Classwork: Problems on resultant of 2 vectors.
(Ditto sheet)

D. Assignment: Complete I. to 5 on ditto sheet. Test
tomorrow

Lesson 6

I. Test: (Close out marking pd.)

Lesson 7

I. Equivalent vectors.

A. Quiz

B. Equivalent vectors.

1. Null. vectors.
a. Definition
b. Result addition of 2

tude and opposite in
c. All null vectors are

Ciasswork:
1. Word ptoblebis involving addition of vectors.

a. Graphical solution.

D. Assignment: Ditto sheet on word problems.

vectors equal in magni-
direction.
equivalent

Lesson 8

I. Review of equivalent vectors and null vectors from homework.

A. Graphical solution
1. Approximation

Calculating vector
1. Resultant of 2
2. Resultant of 3

of word problems involving vectors.

problems.
forces,
or more forces.

78
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Lr:11:Z.;01-: 6 guly;

ShD vz:u10.cz1.7.11 the vecto? to rfv-e:efient this
combinatima, teip3?

Tut) r.v.nr: mmv t-:.1. m:chtc 8 fii.et smith zind 12 :a:et vest .the ilz-Zwectn st.Ing and
a. a Z7 Ptla

2

5 It3:10,10)

." 2.. - .1 I

arra

liCOr,3)

alifilvectms. Which vector
.67:*9 3)

7 CA- 3) 7)4 t'. 1, 9

V,6.s.4) U(9,8)

arramww.....n....wromemomamommnivramanmumaraasamsmamsomominosemommanmeassevommor"
. DZIteom:44.

Lesovn 6
Cl12i;.:;,-3;:k and ils-signment

a,ach exexcise detc-srmine the dt:zc nd bearing
fc iu fatattitig pAnt to the endillg

Cple:..C3Zi1ly, .4nd
b) By calcuiatiesn using the kythidgurean TheMeM0

20

cyclist di-Lves 30 mile-; niwth end therr 25 adios west.

A Newasie..9 iva driven 200 km. on 'di boarinz a 90° and
then turns and Arives a be:caring Ot' for znother
100 km.

A trAn walkg. 600 kva on & bc:iaring of 5 20 4; then
turnii and walka N 7O E di-72t6rvzo a 9.0 lut,

4. it =tor tvat stArts an a besrine. cf II 450 W and trawls
50.0 It then tucno a-ad truveIs 360.0 meterv
on a S 4S W bearing.

Li mem inking deliveries from his str.Nre traveled 5
blocks west-, th;Dn 3 blocku northn 7 blocks east5
1 bloctk nozth, 3 blocks west, ond finslly 2 bliacits
north. (Assume that ail city blocks are square.)

5 o
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liz4rne Date
14..sson 7
C2.03Stiork and Assignment.

For eAch ei:reroise draw on graph paper the indicated vec-tors. Use your draoing to anatler the question in the exercise.
I. A ran walks 9 meters in a direction of 600 E and thenturns and walltc Esat Zor 3 meters. Give the direction anddistance Excl. his starting point to his finishing point.

2. A man walko 7.2 meltezs in a westerly direction and then 9*meters in a northerly dver_Ition. Gitm th:a direction and disc.__tones froai his stertins point to his finishing point.

3.; A ran walks 8 meters. in a direction S 6.0° E and then aksLi 60° E for 8 iraters. Find the direction and distance fromhis starting point to his i'inishing point.

4. A man aitto 9 raters in direction If 300 S and then6 meters in a direction N 60' U. 1?ind the direction and distance from his..Starting point to KO: finishing point.

5. A man maks 8 rteters in a direction S 600 If, tbkan 8 meters
in A directiron 11 300 S. Then 12 meters in a direction E 60° NFind the distance and direction &cm his otarting point to hisfinis!..ting point?

6. A man walks 8 Tasters in a direction 60o St then 8 meters in a
- ..wyther37 direction, then 8 raters E 30 Find tho distance and

diiktIon from his starting point to his finishing point.

7. A nan waneg 9 meters in a. direction J 14° ns then 9 meters in a
&melon E 1 3, and then 12073 betera rest, Pind the distance end
direction from his starbing point to his kinishing point.

80
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Acy, thalt tbete drauinao;

1.,

2,

43Azi

4,

rts.r.-t3 of each
not to scah..,

.1.1 6 41".

vo.

C.

5 IntriaDgle ABC, angle A itlaasures 650, angle B IN/mourn
3.5", mid cid*? a ril-lasums 18urn..

Using the Law of COSillEIS, Eind the missing side in each
given triangle.

6? Given: bt 1:1 60°
b C:5 12.'
C 16'

.Given: L C 60°, a m
= 10"

In triangle

and side `a.i

12-4- in trirInt,lel, .
112,1 ickl AC

6
ABC aisgle A

7, Givon: b: gat 30°, y 112 15crs, 2 st= 16

0" 9, Given': LB. as 400,
ci..

tri 20m, a 2S Lr

1MB 0111Wal

gls 78 angle B ce 54°, side c 94m,

tLN micas-oxen 48°, side M. maspres 24ra.9,
lIttlasuzta 32mre.

ABC. crom C meas),WM13 520 , side BC moneures 15crd..
Lir 11 21. ctn .
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Lesson 8 (continued)

II, Law of Sines
A. Purpose:-

1. A means of determining the measbre of p
triangles, regardless of its shape.

B. Review of propottiorts.
1. Method of calculating for unknown-.

a. Review familiar techniques learned
and proportion unit.

b.- Review use of slide rule: A and B
2. Examples 'for analysis:

a. Find all parts of given triangle:
c

C.
1

A

16"

arts of a

in the ratio
scales.

i. Review labeling vertices and sides of a
triangle.

review problem on board.
Sines

Classiaork:
1.. Law of

D. Assignment: Complete 1 to 5 on ditto sheet.

Lesson 9

I. Law of Sines (acute angles)

A, Quiz
1. Label sides of triangle according to names at-

tached to vertices.

(I

2. Write the Law of Sines for the triangle in prob-
lem 1.

B. Review quiz.

C. Review' -homework problems .
. 1. Examitie 7-iotnewor k problem #4 0

a. Can.i; find. Solution
b., Need more -informstiba.

:f.

. 157
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a

Lesson 9 .(continued)

D. Law of Cosines (acute angles)

I.. Number of unknowns in the Law.

a. Three forms of law.

To find missing side.

*ii. To find missing angle.

Classwótk: Find solution to problem #4 of last

bights assignment.
a. Complete solution of Law of Sines.

3. Determining method of solution for a given problem.

a. Need a drawing to determine the techniques of

solutions.
el

E. If time, classi4ork on Law of Cosines. Ditto sheet

problems 6,7, and 8.

F. Assignment: Complete 6,7, and 8 on ditto sheet.

Lesson 10a

I. Law of SinestLaw of Cosines

A. Quiz.

B. Review quiz.

C. Classwork: Continue ditto sheet. (9,10,11, and 12)

D. Assignmemt: Complete ditto sheet.

Lesson 11

I. Trigonometry functions of obtuse angles.

A. Review, definition of an obtuse angle.

1. Show location of an obtuse angle on the co-

ordinate plane. (iree unit circle.)

B. Reference angle.
1. Let 0 be reference angle.

a. Define (1800 - 0)

b. Locate on graph (1800
*- 0) %dere 0 300.

i, 0 m 45
ii. 0 = 600

c0 Discuss locatiam for any angle (180° - 0)

whe7:e 00:.. 0 A. 900.

158
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Less= 10
quiz

1. Givan: = 30°

.= 25°

a ag 30 inches
Find b.,

Given: LC 700

a == .18 inches

b ra 20 inches

rind c.

Date

159



Lesson U. (continued)

C. Triammetric functions of any obtuse

1. Develop sine (1800 - 0) = sin 0

a. Discuss sign0of function.
2. Develop cos (180 - 6) = -cos 0

a, Stress tign and direction of measur

i, Relate to values on coordinate

3. Develop tangent (1800 - 0) = -tan 6

4. Develop reciprocal functions by number

and reciprocal law. (lc i= 1)

D. Classwbrk:
1, Example: Find the six functIons of 160o

Solution: 160° = (180° - 20')
By substituting (180° - 200) for 160° .in the func-

tion-sin 160g we get sin (180° - 200)

Compare (180 - A) with (1800 - 20°).

Note: 6 = 200
Therefore: sin (1800 - 20°) = sin 200.

2. ContinUe finding the remaining functions.
a. Example: Find the six functions of 110

E. Assignment: Find the six functions for the following

angles:

1. 150°

2. 175°

3. 91°

angle,

e.-
plane.

relations.

Lesson 12

890

185°

I. Trigonometric functions of obtuse angles. .

A. Revieta formula for trigonometry functions of any ob-

tuse angle.
1, sin 180° - 6) = sin 0

2. cbs 180° - 0) = -dos 0
3. tan 180° - 6) = -tan 0
4. Review-reciprocal functions by using law of re-

ciprocals. 1
441)(11 ' a

thus concluding:
a. ese 1800 - 0 = esc 0

b. sec 1800 - 0 = -sec 0

c. etn 180° - 0 = -ctn 0

Review homework.
1. Call attention to problens 4

as not being obtuse angles

160
85
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Lcvfm 12 Classwork

For each exercive;

nate

(a) Draw a diailram to Illustrate tho situation inthe proteLem.
00 Ishbeut the.' ivon atagle Corea and the aralee1Whiah the two aompomenttomato mmker it.

(c) Complete the tteralleleurom at toreee.

(d) Find the eomponent.forees whleh, at the given dircotions, AreaquIvalent to iho one given force.

1. Resolve a force oi* 50 ibs. into two componcnts, each of
which nakes-an angle of5Qegrces with it.

2. Resolve a force of 50 lbs. into two components, each of
which rakes an angle of 15 degreen with it,

3. Resolve a force of 50 lbs. into two emilponents, each of
which rake:, an angle of 30 degrees with it.

4. Resolve a force of 50 lbs. into two components, each of
which rakes an angle ot 45 degrees with it.

5 Resolve a force of 50 lbs. into two componentp, each of
which rakes an angle of 60 dogma with it.

6. Make an estimate: Ilhat two components, each of wiiirzh
making an angle of 75 degrees with a 50 lb. force, willbe equivalent to that pingle force?

7. rake an estimates What two eortyionote, each of whichmaking.an angle of 85 degrees Itith a single 50 lb. forcewill be equivalent to that single term?



Lesson 12 (continued)

C. Solve the following obtuse triangle:
Lc 1204

sal 50 inches
a us 40 inches

-
./**,

C

1. Develop method on board with assistance of class.

D. Classwork: Solve the following triangles (ditto 6heet).

E. Assignment: Complete 1 to 5 on ditto sheet.
Announce test in 2 days.

Lesson 13
I. Functions of obtuse angles.

A. Review quiz and homework,

B. Classwork: Word problems 6 - 10 from ditto sheet.

C. Assignment: Announce test; Study and complete ditto
sheet. (Give answers to problems on
ditto sheet.)

Lesson 14

TEST

9h.

rn
87

162



MINIMMA

.0.11.046 ....1114.11MTIrd...1111,01...1W.M1414.00101.~.0.111...001111.16

iseost 12
Clesswork and Assignment

Date

For each eze:ck.oel
(.9.) Lcw a dlagzam to :Illustrate the situation in theproblem.
(b) Lobe?. all given pzirts and complete the parellelovamof forces.
(c) i1uzi tha resultant fixrce (one gm:ice which will do theequivaKtent of the two given forces)
(d) Find the aug.tes.nhl_ch the resultant force mkea withthe two 0

a0 ttached .1t.the same heisht t onNezite
aides -of a sb7eet0 The bw
csbles suppozt beevy esfe
'weighing 1200 lbea. At. th
*stant the Fia.fe, is lifted freathe gromdp the Czbles each

angi e With th.?wall of the building to whitth
they. chced. Wind thppult mt. eh o thp cablea
th.sit inotant.

2(.' Suppose the two cableff inproblem I have lifted the sciEe
so that now the czi1l.:1.45 eatth
fbrai en (mgle of 450 with thewalls a toe bui1d:1mA to whichthey ere (attached. And the

en 04 eh of the cables.

AVIII

3 0 Suppose the eafe pkobleal 2 is shifted towered the left-buiMins thTt .g.t can 1.,e bzeught thvough winckva:Tha lelft-hvaid cAle iS ol.Oned !Odle the right-hendtable fl..s "7..ct-out".) `if the Tintf,leS.fiyetned by the cabte withthe walls @Fe new 306 and 60% fLad the ptall on ez:ch cable now.
4a Savotze the safe is um ohifted hart:her toward the. lthartd building no tint. the c5b7t.e then ehp.rms an EISIgle of rit.S0with th U 6.t. the buildinsz, while the other .cable farms anangle 65° with the tight-nond ilh Find the pull tm eachebi

163



Lesson 12 (continued)

5. Supix,se the Safe is rulm alhifted still further tez-zard the
.bAgt....-h;nd Lai:Lai-iv so -ithot the cOle then fol.= an aro.3e of

C
3

to()3 tt:I..to. t!ae wall al: 't.the bti.iiirg ,hiL e the other 'cable forms
Efl ana,le- a 651) with the:right-hand

th4 . sLi!fe is- noll shifted stIti urtbr toward the
left-112nd ;7)

tictit the cilble the.n fomps e.n unPle of
Lhe of tho building while ttle other cabi e. forms
of 59') ith the right-hand t sJJ

Name.
0 Date

Learion 13 Qaiz

1, trrite th ixfmations of an eVgle whoaile measure is 115°
in toms of angl.ws 1va3 than 9,00.

Salve usin3 the Law of co:miner:1g

LC mfi 65°
a Tn. IV
b 1.2"

Flud C

i64



Lesson ah

Test

Date
ap.....ww"...aerarategegrf1.1

VW each prab3.ca carefully aketeh a diawasa an graph vapormud find the solution uaing vhite-ainad paper.
1. Find the venter quantity for the vectors A(0.0) 11(54,8).

2. rind the veator qvantitr for the vector C(5,7), D(891.2.).

30 Maxi grclillicaLly the s.ingla vector to ropresent this con.
binati. on or trips!'

Tt70 men EOM a machine 1.2 feRt sonth and then 8 feet east.

h. An ilevr rest 80 railes and then 120 miles south9chat in the straight-line astance from him starting pointto his finishing point?

56 rind the &Amon and bearing from the starting point tothe finishing point:

A motor boat starts all a bearing oZ ite 17 and travels2500 notelia. It then turns .and travels 3600 mters on a :3 145 17bearing,.

69 Resolve a force of 50 Dam, into tyro compononts, each of
rshicth makes an anglo of Lir with it9

74, Ito1v the otwo form) and problem (6) into two oomponentsA
each ee uhich =Iwo an anele of 60° uith

9 0

165
_a



Introduction to Simple Machines

Lesson 1.

I. Understanding "Percent"

A. Meaning of percent
1. As a common fraction

a. Denominator tells number of items in universal
set.

b. Numerator tells number of items in (a) which
are of special interest.

c. Practice with universal sets of 100 items.
2. Examples related to quantities containing less

than 100 objects.
a. Simplicity maintained by using integral fac-

tors of 100.
Percent as a decimal fraction.
a. Stress mebning "Per Huhdred"
b. Decibmls and common fractions.
co Compare common fraction to its equivalent

decimal. fraction.
Classwork.and Assignment: Ditto sheet - Find the per-
cent in both common fraction and .decimal fraction form.
(Some work problems.)

Lesson 2

I. Comparing common and decimal fractions.

A. Review definition of percent.
Common fraction with denominator 100.

2. Decimal fraction.
a. Equivalent forms (1 end 2)

3. A common fraction equivalent to decimal fractions.

Review homework.

Quiz 1. Definition of percent.
2. Word problem similar to homework.

Find percent for universal sets having less than 100
objects.
1. Refer to mewling of percent.

a. Change b- to percent.
5

L. Coral:non fraction in hundredths.
.Set up as a proport±..n.
2 ?

1:0

91 166



Exile Date-.8.11.0

Lesson 1
CiOSSE.701:34 and Assignment.

Solve escis proportionz

2.

4.

5.

Too'
n 5.6

6* TO ZVIS

23 lt
7- YU

?9
To-O' =154

1.P45
2 .42 WV

75
10- TO 1 S

For each crercirze set up a proportion to find the
peroc:int sought .

nreex--:r b3 se.itiser
total ntr.e.o.P.r

1. Lt mett I had 73 points out of a total of 100poo,sible on el twit. Finzl the percent I !lad correct.
2. Jim tv9d 40 points mat of 50 on a quiz. Findtho percent tra tz,td coxrect.
3. If / had 45 correet out of 50 problems, whatpercent did I have correct? What percent did I hove Orong?
4. If I hild 42 correct out of 50, wIrlat .percentdid I have correct? Wilst parcent did I have wronz?
5. If I had 50 ccxrrect out of Mt vlhat percentdid I have correct? liftAt perevnt did I have wrong?



Lesson 2 (continued)

2. Solve proportions using slide rule.
a . Refer to Lesson 23 of introduction to algebna.

3. Classwork using slide rule:
Find percent for the following ratios.

a

d.

e

1

21

3

6
7.

2
V

f . 25 k. 135
3417

26 120
3r) o

29
N 0. 25

rs

55 35
TZ 83

131

E. Complete problems given for cla sswork.

co 70'

Lesson 3

I. Understanding percent.

A. Quiz: (Slide rule - find the.percent equivalent to
each:

3 4 24 17

Review answers for quiz and homework.
1.. Stress meaning of percent as ."per hundred".

Classwork and assignment: Ditto sheet. Set up to
solve word 'problems using s:.:"..de rule.

Lesson 4

I. Understanding percent.

A. Quiz (sA up and solve one

3. Review quiz and homework

168
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New : 1 %MUM. Date

T.:mon 3
Classuork and Assignaont

T.YEATT, o slide rule find the percent cought i each
foz. tho totai. number possi'ole.:

C vcalo iler_lbor in Seopelt .=
D e.colQ Teta/. 1Mfl

1-1)..143 6 problcars...cor-eoct cut of 12 probleas: on a test.
FirtS- the percent wiaioh 'I had corxect.

2. We Ind gs. tent,....kth 14 p b1ea I htid 8 cmaect. Find
tha puzcent whit:ia- Elmd convect.

3. The etf.trac?. 11,w:1 32, atudent8i 15 cf. wham are boys. Find
the piszoq..nt og the ca..ass which ortil; boys.

4. Find tha perc.,nt correct on a test if there were 30
problems a!ld 1 had 18 correct.

50 .3.cim 0.4.2rne $120.par week and spendtt $85 on "room andboord". Find Ow percent of tit= total. which hra svmds
on "room and board".

6, Fin4 ti, percent
Fia tho pore:a:int

8. Find ttla perc4mt

vind the percent

10.

110 FirA

12. Find

13. Find

Finzi

15, Fthd

16., Find

.170 Find

18., Find

19 Find
20 .

tha percent

tL percgont

the percent

the. percent

thr.i percent'

thlq

t ho

th,N

the

the

tha

correnponding

corzeosponding

col:responding

corresponding

corresponding

correoponding

coxresponding

corrospondinj

correnpcmling

percent correapondim

percent correspon:Sing

percent corresponding

percent covresponding

percent corrooponding

percent. correzponding

;

co 35 out of 50,

to 8 out of 15.

to 65 out of 80.

to 75 out of 90.

to 95 out of 1150

to 8.5 out of 1205.

to 6.5 out of 8.5.

to 405 out: of 2104.

to 3.5 out of 4.

to 1702 out

tO 1 o 75 OUt

to 1.6Y out

to /.95 OUt

Co 4.35 out

to 7.95 out

of 32.4.

of 3.56
of 8.50

of 9.5.

of 10.5,

of 11.50



IA

Lesson 4 (continued)

C. 3rd method of reading percent.
1. Per hundred percent

a. Discuss in French, cent means hundred.
Italian: cento means hundred.

2. Review:
60a. um means 60 per hundred.

b. "60 per hundred" is also expressed as "60
percent"

c. 1160 ill is also expressed as "60 percent".To-

3. Symbol for percent is"%".
a. Thus, "60 percent" can be written as "60%".

b. 2-5 can be written as 75%.
. 100

4. Read the following common fractions as equivalent
percent st

3 25 4 5nu 1706.

30 2 .5 23
b. rou YOU i 30*

8 .25 12
C. Tor) g. k. Ts-

d. 80 h. 2 17
.° 10

D. Classwork and Assignment: Solve the following work
problems. (Ditto sheet) Complete ditto sheet.



Name. UlgUICINO

Lesson 4
Classwork and assignment

A, For ench eaerciee solve the proportion
slide rule

C scale
D sonle

2 .

3 .

4.

5

3

6

7

1111

"a416

B. For each enercif3e use your.41ide rule
required percent.

!:

screwdriver is 004p of 2 ounces.of steel
of plastic, Uhat.p4cent of tti weight of
if plactic? Whnt pcent is steel.?

2. It is estImatera that a person waighing 120
of wator in his bc4y, Mint percent of his

Date

using your

"

7 5
11 . "171

02
4-8

to find the*.

and ant ounce.:.,...
the screwdrigieic.

lbs. hes 112 lba,
weight is water?

toolimskar required 40 hauts to make a small punching die.,

He began by studyins*tha plans for 2 hours. What percent .

of the tima did he aptand in this preparation?

4. In a plant vkich prOmos lishtbulbor thirty-four bu/bs

wa= found defuctiv,?;:mit of '1500 produced On day. Ulvt

porcent WQM defsctiva?

56 A tran counte6 the v-hicles which pss.lcd a bnar

soctioh ona day. Ee caunted 14 motorcycles, 85 trncksr

and 251. cars. What percent of thzse vohicles were motor-

cycles? VAlst percemt mwe truCks? What percent wv,r0

caro?



Lesson 5

16.*317

Introduction to Sipple-Machines

I. Meaning of Efficiency

A. Clase discussion
.1. Two autos, same model, make and year.

1st gets 12 miles per gallon of gas

2nd gets 15 miles per gallon of gas

(a) DiscUss which' car has a better efficiency

performance.
(i) Meaning of.efficiency
(ii) Can efficiency be controlled?

Ask class to cite other areas where efficiency

is Important. ,-
(a)Working in superparkets and steKtking

cans on shelves.
(i) Getting a job done in Less time

and perhaps less effort.

(ii) Methods
(iii) Equipment and machines

Briefl discuss electric motors,

(b -Elevators:.Of:Empire State Building./
(a Different types for particular job.

Present size of electric motors
ii) Would a k horsepower motor raise

the elevator?
(iii) Discus0.efficiency in .the time

factor comparing an express
elevator with its rated motor
to the same elevator With a one

.
H.P..motor. Astume different
values for the rated =tor.
(500Z.P.), (2001LP.), (100 H.P.)

4. Efficiency: Producing the desired result with

a minimum effort.

LQ.4 Ag,t.gl
(workout/wOrkin) or

. viii7 .

5. Expressing efficiency as a percent.
.(a) Recall: percent means ports per

hundred. .Efficiencz(b) mark out
work in .

100

(c) A 6 H.P. motOr does 5 H.P. units of

work. What is the work Out? What

is the work.in? Find the efficiency
of the motor.

Classwork: Ditto sheet on problems similar to above.

7, Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.
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Nome
One.4.4Kaa3,1.5WCellioaraMoilmeo

Lesson 5
Date

For each c3;01.70LCAll use your slide rule to solve the Toob lam,
A 6 horsepower mator doas 5 horsepower of oork. !That isthe work out? Whnt is the work in? Find thib efficiency
of the mo.otore,

2 In a rannt- fiva..tron shbul1 complete- the conStruction oftvick bcy In me day fader narmal conditions.. Suppose,one cloy, siuvzon are requiried to do a jobo Mat is theWar% in?, Mat is the work out? What L the efficiency
thfa: group' ort-this day?

. .

A 20 laOsapenrer Elotpr does 16..horsepagm of. work. What
tha. Mak .Otat? What the work in? Whet is the ef-

ficiency. of. the .motoir?

Linda 'can type 80, wow& per minute whom Kim' typewriter'is In gorAi omiltion. -.Today shit can type only 65 words'
per trispate. What is. kar effiCiency today as .a percent?
A 250 horev:Roveri engin.a.-does 220 horsepow er of work.
Whet is the work 'out? What is the- Work :Le What is theefficiency of the essin.a?
My car can tx?avell 20 .gailes par .gallon at normal speed.
Nowever,.-int. 60Mi1 es'-Or--hotit sho travoL5 only 16 milespat t;allon. Find 'it's gas lease efficiency at 60miles per hour.

70 An 85 horsepown motor does. 80 hcrsepower of work.
What is ttvj work in? Wh,st is tha work out?. What is the
efficiency of the motor?.

If a car travals 25 atileg par gallon at 40 mites :pet
hour bat only 20 mans por gallon at 60 miles pet hoar,
what is its efficiency at 60 miles per hour?
-A tractor Can pulL. a- truck weighin 10 tonav under nornal
conditiOnS. :OW day this tracter can pull the..truck,-
woiahitn.'.only 9.-tordi. What *1:8 ths efficiency of the
:tractsOr. this. day?

100 'Ago man can. yzoduce 480 pizza pios in a (4.37 'under rtormal
cargitior.s,;:- Because., of difficulty ifith ovan me day
thcy pap ptcduce 440 .piese .What .2.8: their efficiency

13Zit day.?

9a
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Lesson 6

I. Review forces.

A. Define: tendency to produce or stop motion.
1. Pushing a desk.
2. Lifting a book.
3. Two forces acting against each other. If

forces are equal, then no motion.
a. Relate to vectors.
b. Resultant.

II. Work

A. Definition of:
1. Result of two factors.

a. force and distance

2. Work is the product of the force and the distance
the force moves.
a. Example: A boy wishes to lift a 50 lb.

weight 4 feet.
(i) A force of 50 lbs. is required to

move the weight.
(ii) The distance is 4 feet.
(iii) Work = 50 lbs x 4 feet.

B. Unit of Measure for work.
1. From above example, W = Force

Force is in las. and Distance
a. W = lbs. x feet, commonly

(i) One foot-pound is the
measure for work.

x Distance, where
is in feet.
called foot-pounds.
English

2. Example: A large rock weighs 100 pounds. Find
the work done in moving the rock 20 feet.
a. Work = force x distance

W=FxS
W 1001bs. x 20 feet

W = 2000 foot pounds
(1) Stress unit of measure

C. Classwork and Assignment: Ditto Sheet.

Lesson 7

L. Work

A. Review definition of:
1. .Product of two factors.

a. Force.
b. Distance force moves.

(i) Note: By definition, force alone is
not sufficient to do work.

(ii) To push a car with its brakes on does
not constitude work. (The car must move).

99 174 .
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MC
411WAOSI*10Will. GOI.MOT:A.116.11441.0.101.4.10114...J. ,410.1101.44.1.0.1.4

r 1atidatiga..1=4:.;

Le-st.irl 7
21,3i3iansiicnt

L n. tn:arcioa 15 refer t.1, this droing. The line segment
r.t:kre:3(ent i tieicige.t4hich is 80 feet lows. The bridge
1;u1-..porst..ed by piwrs elt poiyits A iind L A truck weighing

4000 r.ftqindS utopped on thc.: brIxige with itti ce.nter of
azz:vS.ty n pli.1.-it Co 'Xn your cD1pu/Ations dv, not confider
the. ut*ight :11f thc.: bridge.

11
orwaisMoranke........1Noimmoloyel....10014.1.0111.1

10 Suppose point C is 3 feut from point D. Find the upward
force which must be exected by each pier of the bridge

oupport the .waight of the truck.
2 Calcutste the up-asrd fmrces at A and B if the truck is

located so that point C i .O feet from B.

30 Calculate the fIrces at A and B if the point C is 20 feet
frtga B.

4., Calculate the forces if point C is 30 feet from B.

5. Crilculate the i`CB:COS if C ira 40 feet ft= B.
rill in the Mming tob le. to show your results of tho

Ism/Ad:ma for e..bx-si.,rcik:ii.-is L.-50

1.1.1.1,Z.oriL;Ute

AC

................................, -

L.
2,,
3 .
4,
6;

L di Z.0 fninitili:
BC

I. 1,A.;.1x4,3

tev:.ce
at
A

1.1L1084,f.L 1.5

Force
.at

?a

.

.

0
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Lesson 7,8
Assignment

Date

Zn e7tercises 1-5 refer to the drming. The line segmentAB'repr'esents ric:tcl pole 20 ft0 leng supported at its endby tvlo brqs, A SO M. c.oeight i suopended from the pole atthe paint C, In your ca/culstion do not consider the weightof thc::

/0 Suppx.4e point C i 2 ft0 from the boy at point B. rindthe upward firgca which must be exerted by each boy tosuppcat the weight.
20 C6lculute tbe upward fmeces at A end B if the weight isloczted so thut point C is 4 ft0 from point B.
30 Crslculste tha forces et A and B if the point C is 6 ftp

from Bo

40 Calculate the forces if pint C is 8 ft. from Bo
50 Calculate the force if C is 10 ft. from B.

nu. in the following table to sbszl your results of thecalcuUtLons fez' ezarcises 1-50
Distance Distance

AC 3C

a millsesimemoW.I PWDOWINAUW WW11.44.001,00.400410

zo

3.

4.

so

Upward
Force

.4t
A

102

177

Upward
Forcest



Lesson 8

I. Parallel forces and torque.

A. Review of parallel forces
1. Equilibrium

B. Review of Torque.
1. The act of producing rotary motion.

2. Direction
a. Clockwise
b. Counterclockwise

(i) perpendicular' to radius

C. Review homework

..

D. Classwork and Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.

Lesson 9

I. Machines

A. Quiz: (1) Definition of torque
(2) Wrord problem

B. Review of equilibrium.

1. Prevention of both:

(a) Linear motion and
(b) Rotary motion

C. Review homework

D. What is a machine?

1. A machine is a device or apparatus which can

increase the force applied or increase the

speed or distance. It can also be used to

change the direction of the force.

(a) A machine can be used to help man do heavy

work.
(b) A machine can be used to relieve man of the

burden of woek.
(c) Can be used to do both.

E. .Example of a Machine

1. 'Crowbar

(a) Discuss simplicity and haw force is applied.

(b) When a crowbar can be used.
(i) Lifting or moving a heavy object.

(ii) Forcing objects apart.
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2, Work is done when a force acts on some.object
and moVes it.
a. Work = foccexdistance (W=Fx S)

B. Review homework.

C. Parallel forces.
1. Review: forces acting in same or opposite

directions.
a. Review resultant of parallel forces.

(i) Algebraic sum and direction.

2. Linear Motion
a. Movin in one

(i) Example:
(ii) Example:

(iii) Example:

3. Rotary Motion
a. Torque:

(i) Tendency
b. Definition:

direction.
Lifting a rock straight up.
Two men lifting a chain straight
up.
Two boys lifting a pole with
a Wight attached to the pole
between the boys.

to rotate about a point.
The effectiveness of a force
in producing rotation.

4. Factors involving torque:
a. Size of force
b. Force distance from point of rotation
c. Direction of force in respect to the

distance drawn to the point of rotation.

5. Magnitude of torque:
Magnitude of the torque equals the product of
the force times the distance from the pivot
(radius) where the force is perpendicular
to the distance line (radius). (T = F x S)

D. Equilibrium with parallel forces occurs:
1. When the resultant of two or more forces

acting La opposite directions is the null vector.
a. The counterbalancing of forces in op-

posite directions thus stopping any
linear motion.

2. When the forces (clockwise and counterclockwise)
react, thus preventing rotary motion.
.a. When the torques both clockwise and ,

counterclockwise torques are equal.

E. Classwork:

. Assignment:

Ditto sheet (Problems on torque and
parallel forces),

Complete 1 to 5 on ditto sheet.

1.79
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Lesson 9 (continued)
F. The Lever

Crowbar is a lever

2. Definition of Lever:

(a) A bar or like implement which is free to

rotate about a fixed point.

3. Parts of a lever

(a) Fulcrum - Point about which the bar rotates.

(b) Effort arm - Distance from point of ap-

plication of the effort force to the fulcrum.

4. Examples of applications of lever.

(a) See Saw.
(b) Crowbar.

Mechanical advantage of a lever

(I) Diagram

lr

Je

F
r

Fulcrum
(Pivot Pt.)

2. Symbols:

a. Fr is the Resistance Force

b. Fe is the Effort Force

C. lr is the resistance arm

d. le is the effort arm.

3. Fr x 1
r

= Fe x le

4.
Fr a le

lr

Fe

H. Classwork: (Ditto Sheet)

I. Assignment: Study notes and complete first five
problems on ditto sheet.
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1. Suppose, in Figura A, that l 8", Fe 1^2 10 lbs. and Fr 40 lbs.
CaLculate the length of the resistance 8ria ir

2. Suppose that 7113 Fr,r ma Tim have the sante values but applied
to Figure Bo Calculate the, length of the resistance arta. lr.

3. Using Figure A if le 20", re to 8 lbs.. and Fr C8 80 lbs..
find Ir.
Usieg Figure Bo 12 le 70". F r4 8 lbso. and Fr. go 80 lbs..
find 11.0

5. Using figure A, if le Ps 40"1, Ye 2-% 25 lbs.. and Fr a= 100 Ms.
find

6. Using Figure Bo is la .14 40". Fe. ra 25 lbs. and Fr Za 100 lbs.
find
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I. Lever

A. Review
1. Definition
2. Parts
3. Fr x 1r

Fe x le

B. Review homework

C. Those categories of the
I. First Class lever

(a) Fulcrum between effort and the
(b) Can be used to increase force.

(i) le is longer than lr.

(ii) Example: Tin snips.

(iii) Crow bar, where le is longer than lr.

lever.
resistance.

tar

Fr Fulcrum

2. Second class lever
(a) Fr 4

is betwaen Fe and fulcrum

(b) Used onlY to multiply force (le> 1r)
(i) Example:
(ii) Wheelbarrowr..--

ifr
3. Third Class lever

(a) Fe is between Fr and fulcrum.

(b) Used only to multiply speed or distance

(le< 1r)
(i) Example:

lr
tulcrum

1.46
/sacrum

D. Classwork: Work on ditto sheet from previous lesson

E. Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.
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Lesson 11

I. Lever

A. Quiz: Solve lever problems.

B. Review homework: lever problems.
1. Principles, classes.
2. Method of solving problems.

II. Pulley

A. Definition: A pulley is a wheel which is free
to turn about an axle which is mounted
in a frame.

1. Examples of pulleys.
(a) Clothesline.

B. Fixed pulley.
1. Principle: axle is in a fixed position.

The wheel rotates but does not move up

or down.

2. Mechanical advantage of
a fixed pulley is similar
to a lever.

(a) Fulcrum is the axle

(b) 1 = 1 = radius of
e r pulley.

(e) Therefore: M.A. . 1.
lr

BEAM

vi

3. Purpose of fixed pulley. Fi

(a) Change of direction of force. Fe
(i) Illustrate with model.

I.

D. Moveable pulley.
1. Principle: Axle moves with the

movement of the load (F ) while the -

wheel rotates about theraxle. Beam
(a) Illustrate:

2. Mechanical advantage of
moveable pulley is similar
to a lever.
(a) Fulcrum is the point

of contact with the
fixed rope.

(b) le = diameter of pulley

(c) lr = radius of pulley

(d) le = 2x1r, therefore,M.A. =2

III. Classwork and assignment: ditto sheet

A. Complete first five problems on pulleys and levers. 1)93

108
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Leon 11 (continued)

n0 11 wam can eert a.downward force of 180 lbs0 uses a
block and tackle having on INA oil 4/2. What is the heaviest

iight which he can:lift?

9. !Mat bloc:c imd tackle 'would a run who can 0::ert e downward

gorce of-aced to ligt a weight of 600 lbs? Sketch the block

and tilclae

10. Vhdt is the ldrgest MA possible to develop using fi.T:ed .

sepeorte pulleys? Sketch the pulley spg:em to illustrate

your anstler.
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Lesson 12

I. Pulleys
A. Review fixed pulley.

1. Rotation-only.
2, LA. 1.

B. Moveable pulley.
1. Rotation and axle movement.
2. LA. et 2

C. Review homework
1. Discuss LA. in each problem.

D. Pulley Combinations

1.

1. Block and tackle.
a. Two sets of wheels (or more).

(i) one set fixed
(ii) one set moveable.

b. Examples

iti.

Fe

Pr
Determine /deal Mechanical Advantage (IM)
of each example in b (above).

el 2
ii) I.M.A. 28 3
iii) I.M.A. 4

E. Classwork Determine I.M.A. of each pulley system
and complete each pnoblem. (Ditto Sheet)
(6 to 10)

P. Assignmant: Complete ditto sheet.

Lesson 13

I. Pulleys and Levers

A . Quiz
B. Review of:

1. Fixed single pulley.
2. Moveable single pulley.
3. Pulley Combinations.

(t)
C. Review homework; review lever

D. Classwork: Ditto sheet
problems.

E. Assignment: Complete:
111

an lever problems and pulley

diilite sheet.
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Lesson 14

I. Pulleys and Levers

A. Review homework
1. Stress I.M.A. of machines and M.A. of machines.

II. Wheels and Axle

A. Description.
1. A wheel secured to an axle or a smaller wheel.

a. Discuss axle as a smaller wheel.
2. Related to a lever with unequal arms, where

the arms are the circumference of the wheels.
3. Diagramwheel

:

I

11 axle

\
R

.--*------..,a./N.axle .

R9

b.. Rs is radius of axle.
c. Re is radius of wheel. wheel

B. Operation of wheel and Axle / a
.1,

;TFulcrum..;
le .

a. Discuss wheel as a drum or cylinder
where Fe is attached to rope or cable
wound about the cylinder.

b. Likewise Pr about the axle.

2. Movements of Pr and Fe.

a. When wheel makes one complete revolution,
the axle also makes one complete revolu-
tion.

(i) Therefore Pe will move down the
distance oil the circumference of
wheel (2 7 Rs)

3. I.M.A. (Ideal Mechanical Advantage) of wheel
and axle.

a. Compare the circumference of wheel to
the circumference of axle.

(i) or circrnhtrence of wheel
Alts circuiference of aiiir

Rq Re
(ii) Where RZF4.1:6 x iss
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4. Applications of Wheel and Axle.
a. Winch on tow truck to lift.
b. Pulley on a motor shaft.

(i) May be step-up or step-down pulley.

5. Classwork: ditto sheet.

1 6. Assignment: Complete first 5 problems on
ditto sheet.

Lesson 15

I. Wheel and Axle

A. Quiz

B. Review Principles of wheel and axle.
1. Review homework

C. Classwork: Ditto sheet 6 to 10.

D. Assignnent: Complete ditto sheet

Lesson 16

Wheel and Axle

A. Snappy review of principles.
1. S

e
and Srs

2. IMA ...4:

.4

3. Review homework
-1

I
II. Different Pulley

A. Compound Machine

:1
1. Wheel and Axle
2. Pulley

1 B. Diagram of Parts and Mbtion.
i

.3 Mount

:11

wheel ../. ailq".Nf
\-.--.) Chain or rope

:.,
r Z. *.`14:

. 'Fi. ,

[I
! -4:

...

x.
v
N

a
1

i . .-
N /

. P.'

a
4 rr 116
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Lesson 16 (continued)

1, Fe moves distance equal to circumference of wheel
( 2e) in one revolution.

2. Rope section A ic 14047a. a distance equal to cir-
cumference of wheel. t27111e)

3. Rope section Iris moved a distance equal to cir-
cumference of skLe. (Zu Rs)

4. From above we observe that the distance between
the center of the axle and the center of the
pulley is shortened, thus raising- Fr.
a. Reverse direction of Fe and Fr will be lowered.

or distance between centers will be greater.

S. Change of distance between centers for one revolution.
a. Rope supporting pulley is shortened,

(271Re - 27 Rs)

i. The distance (217 Re - 2TT R8) is divided
between rope A and rope B.

Li, Thus, distance between centers is shortened
(27; Re - Rs)

6. Iobtrike 217R
II Re

a Relate IAA to

sr
Rs

Effort- distance
Resistance distance

7. Example: Chain block used to raise large over-
head doors.

B. Classwork: Ditto sheet on Differential Pulley.

C. Assignment: Complete 1-5 on ditto sheet.

Lesson 17

X. Differential Pulley
A. Quiz:

B. Review Differential Pulley
1. Detail mvicw o2 previous lesson.

a. Direction of rope (motion).
b. Reaction on distance between centers.

C. Review homework,

D. Cl.asswork and Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.
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Lesson 16
CltiaLuchlt end A 3s1.ernnent

lc, II d:Ofezer.t:Z;11 pulley tflu_tei. and dzi.e. The r..Ldius
of the Veael is 13", the ::4:,esiuo 1.0= is. 12". Tor
ezIrlh re.-itvoYmcin of the 'thec f eit.? WhC1.1.1.,1 IWO is the
puliey 6nd .zesist.fince fa:co) Finzl the MA for the

2 c:Vgt!ITteL7t5.a1 nuVi.ey tms teasel clisaz:etur of 18" crtd en
k"J:' ooch rill:olAt.tiez a the whectI,, ic

:3.,; the rexi:itzfacit iorec :Laist.!d? Fjt1 thu of the.
"k21

30 A caVinei.-44-.21 rul/ey NI; a uheel.di;.tzeter of 24" aind
.jti e.:9..-z-; o;=. 2.3". etth re.v.O.ution of the uhete/r,

g42! :La the resist:ince force raised'? Find the Ea of the
=china.
4 A differential pulley has n wheel dismeter of 20" and an
a=le cli=eter of 15". :Tow each revaiuttiou of the wheelo him
Ec r. is the rogl.strice faZe3 raid? Find the is of the
=Wale.
5 A d:Ufwcnitial. pulley TAGs Valeel diameter of 24" and an
enle CO.:.!nstel: of 8". Fez e:ich revottltic-a of the uheeln how
Ear i the Er valved? Fines the 'MN of the. milchine.

6, A alga-rale:A puthvy has a vs"nee'i radlus of 20" and an
=le riaciati y.svo :Ftur each revglutica of the wheele how
faz is tho Fr relived?
7 0 A dilfarent.1.0. pulley hao tehaei radius of 12" and an
axle ditw o 6", For ,Egach revolution of the uhee11, how

ic; the F., rail-A3d?

8 1 diSferential pUlley has a wheel ditmeter of 18" and an
axle ei-Iiazeter of 6".. Fo: each zeirefiutiuu of the wheal° hal
far is tilt?. Tr.,

9. oullcry Wilt whaeI dieria2cr of 22" azd
a:zle of ?.2". Fcr. each Irvoluttc-xt of the whoelt, how

thc., raisGd?

10. A Ziffcmcntiat pulley hos a tenci!el. diatacta of 20" and an
tanle di:in:etc:1: of 34"0 FWT each revolution of the vhcelo hfr.4
far is the F reived?
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Lesson 18

I. Differential pulley

A. Quiz (one word problem)

B. Snappy review
1. Parts of
2. Principle of

C. Review homework

II. Inclined Plane

A. Definition of: A flat surface with an angle of

elevation between 00 and 900.

1. Develop in reference to coordinate axes:

a. Let x-axes represent a horizontal plane.

b. Let y-axes represent a vertical plane.

c. Show an inclined plane in first quadrant.
(i) Refer to unit in algebra.

d. Review slope of an inclined plane.

B. Parts of an inclined plane
I. Diagram

a.
b.
C.
d.

1

e

I )1

is the length of the plane.
is the height of the plane.
is the base of the plane.
is the angle of inclination.

C. Application: To raise or lower objects from one
level to another.

D. Forces on an inclined plane.
I. Diagram

Le nge

ton

height

u
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Lesson 18 (continued)

a. OW represents the weight
(gravitational pull).

b. OD represents the weight
on the inclined plane (a,

C. OF represents the weight
that tends to slide down
(i) Ntte: OF id equal in

force of the load

force of the load
to AB).
force of the load
the slope.
magnitude to DW

(ii) OF and FO =3 0 vectormull vector),
equal to OF is sufficient to stop
movement of load.

d. Angle 41., or the angle of inclination, can
be found by use of sine function.

(i) Sine 9.h

e. F=Wxh
1:

(i) Fx1=Wxh
(ii) 117 r 2 ti

:2 1

g. A .M.A . 1:.1F or

f. I.M.A.

C. Review efficiency

tvloorrt ciut

a. Work out = Fr x Sr

(i) Fr is resistance force (weight)
(ii) Sr is the distance weight is moved

(vertically).
b. Work in m Fe x Se

(i) Fe is the effort force required to move
the weight.

(ii) Se.is the distance the weight moves
along the inclined plane.

. Fr x Sr (by substitution)
F x S-4e e

a Ala lc 100%
IMA

D. Classwork (example) A load of lumber is rolled
(pushed) up an inclined /Anne 10 feet long to a
platform 2 ft. above the ground.

1. _Find IMA I 4. Find Work out,put:1

1

2. Find Fe if AmAmIMA (assumikig no 5. Find Wbrk in pat. -
ract _,

3. Find AMA if the actual
f
re i

ion)
s 100 il s: &Find efRenhbyif:Teis100. lbs.
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Leon 18
Class)..,± and Assi!,,,nm,lnt.

coch emrcisa:
a0 ar2.11 dlcsram.to illustreze the zse:AtIm.
b. List .1-1E*1=tion on rwr Oraw:k7.180
co AlmayJ mite fc.rmuic.:1 used.

KODI,A0 zi A 1-1 A cx a..,..21110 11 11.*
/0 ClUt Fr 74: hp

11::::-.21t 4n Tio z 212

Date

l 11 200 Imsd of /umber is pushed up an :tnclinaid pkne
10 .locet t,..1 .N.:2t7.=,!:r.--. 2 f:::et e.3.1-Awr.t the rind0 HOW
izh G*;107:q: fz.iction is nasloct6d?
2 A min c exalt p force of 150 lb s. and must losd a 450
rt . tial.2;bL truck 4 f.unt high. }Iota 1cmg a plane bo
TICif;tled if uo do not. ccmsiCer fzietion?

3. tin plaat- 10 gt0 li:ng cuaded to ;:sise an 800
lb0 voight: swata plut;!:.;,:ent ul.th n effzivt of 200 lb. raglecting

ictLc hw high ramt the pira bo?
4. En 800 tbr, udifat f. t bs pushed lir) a plzar& 12 feet long
orito a truck 4 fcot above the vound. 1i much effort is
rcostg7xcd ig fAct:tua ianected?
5. A trcc% Indy uzAghins 1C00 lbu. iw :Waded onto a gatform
S feet high by un3ns of plueza 20 feat long.- Mglecting
frictizny hc it&i ut be am:I:tad paralet to the

ri: Lu axicr to tunle the tzuck body?
6. A map cn enzrt 150 lbs0 of force!. Re must load a 600 lb0
welglit onto a pntform 5 flee obove thte ground. 1-11t9 long a
pLwak c4.11 he mod if ye do 13.0t ccil37 i:riction?

70 An imaimad plcne 20 fecrt 11:Ins is uccde t raise a 900
voiSat (inv.) a t>czem vLth uffoa:t 150 lbs. Ilegleeting

frict5.onv hat/ hiqh is the pbatgorm?
8 1 ct Liiv 6CO Th F' pusheci up an inclined plvaa
15 Ectit to a p.i.atf:oza 3 gcet high0 an) much effort is
requixed if. iz =glees:GO
9. A ozin c4n enat a ficirce of 120 1130 cad rzuut 1cad an COO lb.
crato into a truk 3 fe'lt h1. Eva leag a phIrlt :Jill he no.td

frl.ctica noglectej?
10, A crate ueloiling 1200 7.bno ia to be pushed 02 a plank IS feet
Icorr, onto a 4 i...1.=0 the grourL, riz;-; much effc.rt it;

;11.: :2.7ict:7.A. i mri;IcctI'l
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Lesson 18 (continued)
E. Classwork and Assignment: (ditto sheet) inclined

planes.

1. Draw diagrams of problems
2. List information
3. Always write formula

Lesson 19

I. Inclined plane

A. Quiz (Give formulas of following 1MA, AMA, Work

out, Work in, Eff)

B. Review parts of Inclined plane
1. Refer to right triangle

a. Formulas
IMA

v) Eff
iv) Work in
iii) Work.Out
ii) AMA

C. Review homework
1. Discuss what happens 80 'V, the angle of

inclination, is increased.

D. Classwork: Complete ditto sheet
and Assignment

Announce test in 2 days.

Lesson 20

I. Inclined plane

A. Quiz (work problem on inclined plane).

B. Review of principles and parts of the inclined plane.

C. Review Lever
1. Classwork on lever problem.

D. Review Pulley
1. Classwork on pulley problem.

E. Review Wheel and Axle
1. Classwork on problem involving wheel and axle.

F. If time, question on work and test.

G. Assignment: Review for test.

197
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Les3on 21. Test on Ditto Sheets

Lesson 22

I. Review test

II. Compound Machines

Inclined Plane and Pulley
1. Diagram

a.

1: s

4 * .. "".

,%CCf
. .

O..

2. Find M.A. of Inclined plane

2. Find Fe of inclined plane assuming no friction

Fe of inclined plane is the actual Fr of the
Pulley.
a. Find M.A. of pulley
b. Find the Fa the man at the pulley exerts

to move the Fr of the pulley.
(i) But Fe of.inclined plane is equal to

Fr of pulley.
(ii) Thus Fe at the pulley is the force

required to move the 4 tons up the
inclined plane.

5. Multiply the M.A. of inclined plane
pf pulley.

6. Divide the Fe applied on the pulley
4 ton weight.
a. Compare 5 and 6 of above.

7. M.A. of the compound Machine is equal to the
product of the M.A. of the individual machines.

B. Classwork: Ditto Sheet on compound machines.

C. Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.

by M.A.

into the

198
123



a. le, Ay. l- Oa. . , 4*

eon 21

....11411011Wia..11....11.4: 01.1.11~

2., Find the Ideal Nechanical Advantage (72M) of the inclimd
plane.

4 fez-It

20 Fl.nd 1'4"; ori the :Clock cx,,d Tactael

30 Find Fc,. os! preblem No. 20

40 Find the di6tinace "L" beV.;een the fulcrum and the 60 31b0
fare e,)

tba.

20°

cr um11..%.1

1f19



t'ac, bot:o.-:a...1. ..pur..) 613dothe 20 lb. force.
IL....m..1.

an 20'
row*. NM*. ....N.M. . j 4.11~00...11,.....

1

e LI

...;

12.C. 0 VI) *lE
11.1nd the alszling fen!aeg

It.... 15° ...IIjf.WOIO.Wo.masYa....I. 300 00
217=00.WH.....e........fts............

I.

rro 1.67.1^. x lbs.
MIWNIMirawMegpIMPOP..1

tbs.

7 A block t.rni tzck1e 1.1:30 a arectmnical advdntage of 5 and a
oxivto a fowcet of. 80 pounds. How tzt!ray pourale can the

block eind t2ekie

200



put-g-ws ci og
p'!..;3! :?ecit lorts,3

14!011 Z.auch -aantc lias the
ni i.-.11u j111)?

uel.ghins 250 lbs0 up nu
The mri c.)2* incliniAtion is
rv.11 0 CC 0: III*. upon cora-

9. L :F.e9:3 L oteaY. uelpfaing 4 tons 1.3 to be pultal up an
SytaI.I.saca.1 f0.i.::lae 25 2:;..*IZ li.;:ng :Ind 5 feet high. Find the
)::;21.1 uncl the A.NA o2 the p1one if it requires 10400 pounds
to puth the 3.vad0

10. 'And the efgicieney of the mchine in problem 9.



64,....11ftwee .4.414.6 Gn ....Km inroaralliniftelloili411141..
Les..3:-.ra 22
Cle:>st:In:g.r. end .A.:1;s%.grnt:

... 0r, 1;..3!.:1 etrz.:-.1..1.ns to illustrate the treoblem0
bc, a:"Tts.
co d.*11 Iformul.as

Date

l'. A 2Cit'O Th . we:T.rilat is to be vulled to ki heip,ht of 5 ft. up-.
P0 .nct,:o 25 i:c.-.0 lone, t-y tw:1 .m um:..r.ts a b/ock and nettle having- L 7 I

f ...t:o i7 IA 1: '....:..7.!*:**11'.'', '''''" "'CIS Vi rrl 1-:1.e 7 n 02 ;this cOrIt3ound Ca chine.f..) r..! .. ... 1,-... 0 .... Ia. two. .V .1/ I' ..,.! " " r 0. . "
::... 12.1..i Lirlia E.: ..:::0 I:L r*Z-4.):..! t0374Ct.b..13 :ict..-1011 and t1:-.!4 tieight nf

" ploclz cud tz:e:le to MOT:: the wei31.-It up the zamp.

2. 'f.';.;,.. 7.1:.::n cr:TI on-.1;1: a og 3ua lb. 7.2 they uss a Mil et
i:iFir.1 1,...f:c!.::.-i., '0v1'1.-:,-; 4 stir.)1.2-x:C:3 . 1.1.:.; sc.:I-al-1th; to nume th6? might up
k..1 2...yv: ?.anz ::e.nr) to zt: h..:a: of 5 Ei....iohn is the acrgest
%.;:r.'.1t -:.17 '.".7 r..i)ti 7 r3 ' n7? (*.:'1 IZeg::eat f-xLction and the tleight of:
m1.41 I.)7..o,c..z. ::1.1.....i 1.-:::;C:..1:.(:.,.,

30 A ovn can ers:Fzt a 2cs.ce o2 120 lbs. If he uses d block
find 13.21.0.g 5 .:1L1H-ADI:tirtg strands to cove a weight up a

to a h.s1..r.he4 of 3 Reett, uhat is the Mrsest weight
hc couId )zove? rcglect fon and the Weight of the block
grad t1101:7.o.

4. .A 3on lb . crate is to be pulled up a 20 foot long ram?
by Un-) con to..1.1.1g e block. and t2 de having five suppceting

5 the. stv..,facc:: og the romp. The v.earap is 4 ft.
1.nd the 1-1`.-.n zx thio cempaund mathine.. F-kad the effort

arzce ncialectinz arad the tt.lelSett of the block and
telentls t vø th,:::.weicht up a avarp.

50 Two mu can emiclt i fvece. of 350 lbo. If they use a
bRoctia an:fs' hfRems give supporting strands to =we a
v.leight ei.3 a 25 :?;7g....4: te.) a he:..krAnt ox: 6 feeto what is the
lat:fgast wai!:ht t'1.14y couid rixAre? Ileg1e6t frictien and the
tudciht of' tiva bic id tackleo

127
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Lesson 23

I. Compound Machines.

A. Wiz.

B. Review M.A. of Compound Machines.
1. Break compound machines into individual machines.

a. Show how load (resistance Fr) decreases
for each machine.

b. Total M.A. = product of individual M.A.
of each machine.

C. Review assignment

II. The Wedge

A. Relate to inclined plane.
1. Inclined plane-fixed.
2. Wedge-moveable.

B. Single or dodble wedge.
1. Single wedge.

a. Used to hold door open.
(i) shape of a right triangle.

2. Diagram of Wedge.

Movement ttötistance
3. Double wedge

a. Used to split logs
(i) Two right triangles base to base.

4. Diagramt

Effort
Force

Movement
,..----

Distance
AmOliwNMO.111.1b

5. IM.A . = b

C. Asaigmment: Ditto Sheet on Machines.

128 203
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Force
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lessyn 23

Quiz

le ,f,11 inclined plane is 30 ft. lcsng. The angle og inclination
i$.; Vind the 11,2:ight of the pe0
2e Lnl.r..clirad t)%ane 50 ft. 101113 'iaa;,. a height of 5 ft. AArttlx of: 12 ! uLLr the weight ut) theLti.sld the t,tal Lis. of the iLlciined planeien1.4 the winch0 nind the Ye required at the winch*

and 11:,:i2311,stm;fmr.
Le3111

regli e:altro:;.ae erertu & ttte the formate vault, andseavc..,) tho praiem0

51.0 :I 300 Th0 b.zi:inYe.l. is rolled un i 1.2-for3t-iong plat* intoa el'az.9a. high. Jim =eh ekRert: ifa wequired if frictionreagi.ectts.d?

Complete the rdsfaing value
the x.;eight of the lever. for each /over prelblera. Kieglect

°if.g ospoPervonuarall

1

2 0 1.. 3

14

''toti re.
Covpiete the mins valm gar these nroblerastsolacc illagIect the rieight of the eciiiipmaztr.a.
40

Jr-

3 OD 11).

50

179
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4 .
pulley bils a wheel .and 14Jnle. The radius of

the vhek21 is 15" e. d the r4ditis of the is 9". For each

Tevolvion of the wheel.? how fem is the pulley raised? Find

the I.11.A. of tha moichine.

7. A man can ene::t a fozce of 14,9 rbs; If he WW1 a block

and having 6 suppoting stands to move a weight up a
12-5,vit zemp t* a heizht of 4 feet:: what is the Luxzest weight

ho CJL. ctl.(7n. and the might of the block

and ;;Jc1:1.e0

8. Mjo men cn emet ftr.lo of 300 lb.s. Y.f they a:3e e block

d nelAt3 ti.7..nr.; give sOporting standa to calve a NociA*t up

24,'.on 7amp to a he:741t of 4 ft. whilt is the larg,ast weight

ehey could =Am? Kegvi.eci; gi:iction and the weight of the.

Wax:k 4113 tackle.

no
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Lesson 24

I. Wedge

A. Review principles of wedge.
I. Example of use.

B. Review homework.

II. Screw.

A. Principle: An inclined plane wound
or cone.
1. pitch: Distance between threads.

a. Example: Suppose a screv has
per inch. The pitch is L or

b. Example: Suppose a screw has
per inch. The pitch is 1 or

Handle

Fr\l'

about

2. M.A. of a screw.
a. Diagram:

a cylinder

4 threads
.25.

8 threads
.125.

Screw or Bolt

(i) To turn the screw one complete turn
the handle must make a complete revolu-
tion.

(ii) Length of handle will determine Fe
to drive the screw.

3. Analygy of handle and screw.
a. Diagram

le

.1 VP'

036
131

41 Fe



Lesson 24 (continued)

(i) Relate to first and second class lever.

a.

Fr

c . 4'2Fr
i

.1% 2Fr

b. Work in = Work out.
(i) Work in = Fr x Sr

(L) Fr = Resistance force

(B) Sr = Pitch

(ii) Work out = Fe x Se

(L) Fe = Effort force

(B) Se = Distance Fe moves (2n: r) or (21mr le)

froM diagram 3 (a).

Se 2n7 le
c. I .114A . = 73TEE-ti

3. Example: A jackscrew has a pitch of .2 inches
and the handle is 15 inches long. Find the

I al .

a. Diagram

.11.11. OnMI .

t A

1
. . . .

.

IN/ tr.

..1;A,i

b. Se = 217 1 or Zit x 15 inch

C. Sr = pitch or .2 inch

Se 2Tr 15 inches

Sr

I .1*
11./L

%.1.9

I.M.A. = 300T1.

132 11)1?
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Lesson 24
kowwwwwwwas3

Date

For each onerese skk!:tch he figure indicated:, write the formula
twedr, Sava tha problcm.

1. A jackscrew a pitch of
inches long. Yind the ;lop Srs,

2,, A jdectscrela has pitch of
inchEis 1.;:ng0 Find the 509

30 A jaccyc%7 ho:3 a pitch of
1Lng0 Vinti tluzi Sot Sies

03 inche3 end the
and IoiLii of the
.2 inches and the
and Idn114 of. the

Inched and the.
and X.D1011,,* of the

handle is 16
jackscrew0

handle is 20
j citscrero

handle is 2S
Jac:sem/0

Iti etu.th diogrom clatk:zatind the requested qusntities

40 5or,..

eCe
coj.o

DM co Wj Eff M

60

ime3330111Malin InPUMAING111.131111

ee W

,N

suilre4

dim a 130 =Waft

AMA= nfro=

133

208
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70

51,4

es aa EPP°

S;000

Ms.

rat: Win=
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j

80 Vhat mec1ianical :1c111.7pTittlge iii ebtained by using a wrench
with a 6 in. Elnd le to t:tghten bolts having 16 threads to the
inch?

90 L7:1.at. ii thc Ectchanl.c:.:11 advantage of a smolt jackscrew which
h..ls 10 th-f:eaOs to tho :3.1.1th if the lever arm is 5 in. long?

Sht be raio;:d if a force of 25 Th s. is e...terted at
the end of the lwer arra?

A kin a lever 4.7,s'n 2 ft. long,' The screw has 3.5
th'eadv cco inch. If.f -50 1b s. of farce must be enected in
etekv: to voioo ltiod o;I: 6 tonso caláulate the efficiency..

IL A jacT.,:scrav has a Y.617:7.12° arel 15 itachas lmng. The screw h:gs
5 to the Inch. t 50 1ba. o ftrzce must be exerted itt
gye.'dar Mie:C.: 0 kaid og 6 tconse find the efficiency.

12. A jacla4cL.e:1 irar:1 a 1m:co arin 18 inches Long. The screw has
4 t!:,:ve:3d's to the imh0 nt..cd the ferde requires to raise 6
tons if the eiacienrsy 61.7:700

t3. The lever M" ocreu is 21 inches long. If the screw has 4
threAs to tLe 1.4ch, find the LH, Ai, If: the machine were
100% efficient:, I 1111 t ce wmald be needed to raise 40M0
bi0 S.A.-ace =Chine is 757 efficienti, 2:7;nd the actual farce

rc:quiwed to raioe the 401.1)00 Ms, What fact@r5 contribute
to the loss Ct3 efficiency?

146 Cam Imo the md se. and the screw are actually applications
of the inclined plane.

ft
ert340

209



Lesson 24 (continued)

B. Classwork and Assignment: Ditto Sheet

Lesson 25

I. Screw

A. Quiz
1. What determines the Sy, of a jackscrew?
2. Define Se of a jackscrew.
3. How do you find the IMat of a jackscrew?

B. Review principles of jackscrew
1. Pitch-determined by the number of threads per inch.

(i) Resistance distance Sr determined by pitch
or distance between 2 threads.

2. Lever arm "1" determines Se or effort distance
(2Tr 1) a

3. LICA =-2
Sr

C. Review homework
1. Analyze each problem carefully on blackboard.

D, Classwork and Assignment: complete Ditto Sheet.
Announce coming test on simple machines.

Lesson 26

1. Jackscrew

A. Quiz
1. One problem on Jackscrew

B. Snappy review of ;:trinciples of machines.

1. Sr, Fe, Se,

C. Review homework

D. Classwork and Review of all simple machines covered
to date,

E. Assignment: 1st. 5 problems on ditto sheet and study
for test,

Lesson 27

I. Review simple Machines.

A. Review Assignment 4n class.
1. Have students go ovor each type of problem m: board.

a. Stress concepts and formulas.
210

B. AssignMent: Continue ditto sheet and prepare for test.
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Lesson 28

1. Raview for test tomorrow.

A. Complete ditto sheet

1. Summer ize for test.

B. Assignment: Study for test

Lesson 29

TEST "on Ditto Sheet"

Lesson 30

I. Review Test

II. Gears

A. Basically cylinders or cones with protrusions

B. Types
I. Spur gear.

a. Cylinder with teeth parallel to shaft.

b. Used to drive shafts in parallel.

2. Bevel gears.
a. Cones with teeth.
b. Uted to divide shafts that are oblique.

3. Helical gears,
a. Similar to spur gear,
b. Tteth not parallel with shaft.

c. Angle of operation determined by angle of

teeth.

4. Worm gear.
a. Similar to a large screw.

(i) Acme or square type thread.

C. Rotation of gears (direction).

1. Examples:
a. Two spur gears:

opposite directions

b. Three spur gears:

)

c. Four spur gears:

137
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Lesson 29

1. What mehanical ,-.1dvantage i btwined by usinl wenchwith a 8 in. harldle to tighten bolts Iwving 24 threadsto the imh?
jachocr.cea hos el lever arm

hat3 4 thTez!de to the inch.e;rertcd in:der to xaise
the efaciertcy.

18 inches long. The ccrewIf 60 n. of Zorce mast beload of 12000 lbs. Find

3. lwad of steel wo5.ghirr; 4 tom is to be. pulled Um .373730 :at Long attto a platfom 5 fee. high .it block .and tuthle having a mechanical advantase og 5is uscd to pull the load a Steal to the platfv:m. Ifit rectauL7e3 El &zee oZ 50 nt4,, to move the loado findthe:
10 10 Ho A0 of the inclined plane.
2. 1. A0 of the block and tackle.
3. DI. ift. of the com,poutid machine.
6. A. A. of the cozvound machine.

50 Efficiency of the compound machine.

1.34)

213



Lesson 30 (continued)

2. Conclusion on directions of rotation of gears:
a. Driver goes in opposite direction to the

driven gear.
(i) General:

(L) Even numbers of gears: driver or
first gear goes in opposite
direction to the last driven gear

(8) Odd number of gears: driver or
nrst gear goes in same direction
as last driven gear.

D. Controlling speed of gears.
a. Controlled by number of teeth on each gear.

(i) If driver gear has fewer teeth than
driven gear, then, the driven gear
makes fewer revolutions than the driver
gear.

b. Speed ratio of a gear set.
(i) The speed of the driven gear is direct-

ly dependent upon the ratiO of the
number of teeth of the driver gear to
the number of teeth of the driven gear.

(ii) V.R. = Vi = tl

where V.R. = speed ratio

V1 = speed of driver gear

V2 = .....peed of driven gear

tl = number of teeth in driver gear

t2 = nuraber of teeth in driven gear

Example: Mnd the speed ratio of a nine tooth gear
driving a tairty-six tooth gear.

F. Example: Find the speed ratio of three gears if the
driver gear has 9 teeth, and 2nd gear or intermediate
gear has 18 teeth, and the driven gear has 36 teeth

tl T2 T3
1. Total V.R. = x x .r. x e tc .

13 T4

Classwork and Assignment: Ditto Sheet on Gear trains

139 X14



Name Date

Lest:pn 30
Clascvwk and assignment.

1. A n.l.ne-toDt.1 ti:12m.. drives en eighteen-tooth gear. As the
cirivo,3 gezn: rw.:ates sin times, hzitg many times does the
driyea ge itte?

2. Rour.-tvoth gfnr thives a six tot)th
geAr. ein the diagram points A end B
ca the two geari touch. Tim Many
revolutions must each gear azake until
the points A .41nd B t11/1 again touch?

30 Is tc,n)th clej.ves &n eient-tiloth
gear. 'An the diegzamt..points and BD
Ci3 tT.10 tOUcb0 Rao many revolu-

rmst each g417.17,-.. wi e. until the
Ex):1,12ts 14pin ttaucith?

4. A nreei-tooth tv:ar eeives a 5-footh
soar. Xf ttio trzeth, one on 'each
part, are towlinT,., hot.) many revotth,
tIona must wch saztr rphe until the
toeiti again. touch?

An eight-tooth gear drives a 14-rgooth gear.
)11 .i:ra.) teeth() oz,t each gen, are touching,
hu:1 tzDny reveicativas must each gagar make
anti/ the te3th uii tOticho

60 P.41.111 the spaE.:d ratio of an eight-tooth gear driving a
thig.ty-tclo tooth gear.

7. Vaal the jjti of a twetve-tpoth gear driving a
56-ttwth gear0
rind the egved ratio of an eighteen-tooth gear driving

72-tooth gen,
MO the ra.pced ratio of three gears if the driveto gear
hos 9 ta-eth, the s.ftcond gear has 18 teeth, and the drivet9
gear has 36 tecitho

LO0 FaTz.c3 the speed vatio of three
teethp the EK:Iportd gear

DM' has 6 teeth.
172.ncl the sinizd ratio of three
hao 12 teeith the sacend gear
erivem gear La 32 teeth.

120 Finci the speed ratio,of four gears if the drivew gear
Wits 18 toutho th. cond gpar has,12 toeth the third
gear heo 20 teeth, ead the drivo4 gezr hils 36 teeth.

Nskis

gears if the drive gear
has 9 tee.th and the drivea

gears if the drive gear
has 20 telith and the
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Lesson 31

I. Gears

A. Review types.
1. Spur, Wdvel, Helical, Worm.

B. Review gear trains.
1. Drives?, Driven, and Intermediate gears.
2. Directions of gears.

a. Even number of gears.
(i) Driven and driver (first and last)

go in opposite directions.
b. Odd number of gears.

(i) Driver and driven go in same direction.

Control of gear speed.
a. Dependent on number of teeth in each gear.

(1) If drtver has less teeth than driven,

than driver rotates faster than
driven.

(ii) If driver has more teeth than driven,

than driver rotates slower than
driven.

C. Review homework

D. If time, begin general review for midterm exam.

a. Three Ditto Sheets on various problems.

E. Assignment: Ditto Sheet No.1 (review) 1 to 5.

Lesson 32

I. General review for midtterm examination

A. Work on ditto sheet
1. Refer to notes for aids in prdblem solving.

END OF UNIT II
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Introduction to Electricity

Lesson 1

I. General review of algebra.

A. Prime factorization
1. Prime numbers
2. Composite numberItt
3. Classwork:

a. Find prime factorization of following:
1. 18

ii. 42iii. 756
12600

B. Lowest Common Multiple (L. C. M.)
1. Use of prime factorization
2. Selection of prime numerals required for L. C. M.

of two numerals.

C. Exponents-Scientific Notation
I. Factors (numbers to be multiplied)

a. Writing of five equal factors of x:
(x) (x) (x) (x)

ii. x5
b. Terminology:

i. Base , exponent , power. .
c. Classwork: Write in exponent form and explain:

(5) (5) (11) (11) (11)
i8i (8) (8) (8)

iii. 2 2 2

i 5 5 5

(3. Find prime factorization of the following num-
bers expressing results in exponential form:
i. 72

ii. 2600

Pagers of 10
a. 5 factors of 10 may be written as 105

b. 32 factors of 10 = 1032

c. 158 factors of 10 = 10158

Scientific Notation: N = m x 10a where 14. m (.10
and "a" is an integer.
a. Example: 356 = N, then m = 3.56 and "a" go 2.

For N m x 108

356 el 3.56 x 102

b. Classwork: Write in
following nzaberei. 85
ii. 988

scientific

220
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1.41sEcil i.

Clas oAr. s

Fcrt? 3,19,4 571n3 the: pr.keki fact fzez:7,81Dtion
zet:b siVe:n intwasr.,

7. '36 6

3. .27 a, O.
4. 54 9., Si
5. 64 io. i414

t

,

Fur f.t,zivc:-Litm U - 20, .3..Is1 thsg to.4st Gemawn Hultiplto of:1
emott set ef nuraborse

i3,4,2 16. 4,534

12. .4,6 17. .E3,6,5

L. 4,6,9 18. 12804

14 12,8,3 19. 10,5,4

150 18,8 20. :15,10.6

For emiroi:lem 21 - 30, le'tito et3ch giVen munber: in scitatigic
rotation
21. 57

22.. $70

23. .57
24. .80500

25w. .07

26. 351,700

27. ft025.

28. .0025

29. .35700
30.. .0000733

1.46
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Lesson 1 (continued)

D. Classwork and Assignment: Ditto sheet on
1. Prime factorization
2. L. C. M.
3. Scientific notation

Lesson 2

I. General review of algebra.

A. Quiz
1. A problem for prime factorization 1764
2 Find L. C. M, . 18; 54; 126
3. Write in Sc. notatiori 802; 641

B. Review quiz and homework.

C. Negative numbers--Negative exponents.
/.. Number line

a. Division numbers or number line
b. Powers of 10 for numbers less than 1 and

greater than 0.
c. Example: Express .65 in scientific notation.

Since N .65, then m 6.5 For the defini-

tion N ses in x 10a, we arrive et -.1 for "a".

Thus .65 ca 6.5 x 104 where 104 es .116

d. Classwork: Express the following numbers in
scientific notation:
i. .87

.0,87
iii. .0087

.8007
v. .08007

vi. .0000000087

e. General rule for determining value of "a" in

N in x 10a by number of places the decimal.
point is moved.

Review rules for solving simple equations.

1.. 3x fa 9
a. Divide both numbers by coefficent of x.

2. ax b, solve for x
a. Divide both numbers by coefficent of x.
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Lesson 2 (continued)

3. x 9

a. Multiply both members by the denominator or
divisor of x.

4. Iss b
9

solve for xa
a. multiply both members by a H

x-2 at 8
a. Add 2 to both members.

6. x-a b, solve for x
a, Add "a" to both members.

7. x + 2 to 8
a. Subtract 2 from both members.

8. x + a el b, solve for x
a. Subtract "a" from both members,

9. Discuss use of letters in place of numerals.

Classwork: Solve for given unknown (ditto sheet).

Lesson 3

I. General review of algebra.

A. Changing equation to equivalent equations.

1. E IR titi R 4%1 al I

a. Develop by algebraic rules.
3x

Quiz: (1) Solve for x when 9 in 6924.

(2) Solve for x when P
Review quiz.

1. Compare solution of 1 and 2 of quiz.
a, Stress same method for solving 1 and 2.

2. Classwork:
ARa. If P 17, solve for R.
ARb. If P " 4r, solve for A.

ARIf P , solve for L.

224
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1

-]

,1

ARd. If P = and P = 75, A = 25, L = 3 find R.
L

ARe. If P =Ts, and A gla 16, R 4, P 32, find L.

Discuss: Given the formula P 322 17"AR other forms

(equivalent forms) may be found with the use of
algebraic laws.

a. Usefulness of algebra to simplify equation-
solving and memory work.

D. Simplifying fractional equations.

I. Review simplifying: + i-
e. Use of L.C.M.
b. Mult. property of 1.

1Simplify T77.1.
7

a Discuss vinculum.

1§)

Classwork Simplifying complex fractions:
1 1

a r7 d.
9-11 1 4. 1

1 e 1
1 1 1 + 1

7
4. 1

'4 IF 1'

1

RIT. rib Ri + it2 + R3

i. Stress use of Mult. property of 1 and L.C.N.

Classwork and Assignment on ditto sheet.

Lesson 4

I. General review of algebra.

A. Quiz:
Simplify:

where R1 sa 6

R2. = 9
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Lesson 4 (continued)

B. Review simplifying complex fractions.
1. Use of L.C.M.
2. Use of Mu lt, property of 1

a Demonstrate on board:
1i I 1

1ii 1
71.1"6+Z

b. Classwork:
4 1

'4 +V

Li*

C. Review simplifying and solving fractional equations.
1 Demonstrate on board, solve for y.

1a Y -

2. Classwork: Solve for Y.
1a. Y =
/.

b. 1
Y

n

3. Demonstrate on board; solve for "a".
1a where x =5 and y 9

y
1b. x where x and y = 4

y
D. Classwork and Assignment: Ditto sheet.

Lesson 5

I: Fractional equation.
A. Quiz:
I. Solve for I{:when

a = 8 and b 4.
1

1 + 1
a 13 227
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Solve for a when
K = 9 and b = 6.
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Lesson 5 (continued)

B. Review assignment for ditto sheet.
1. Problem on board.

C. Classwork
1. Continue ditto sheet (6 to 10).

C. Assignment: Complete ditto sheet (6 to 10).

Lesson 6

I. Fractional equations.
1

A. Quiz: Solve for R1 when

IT ri
RT $21 4 and R2 12

B. Review quiz.
1. Stress need to list all steps.

C. Review assignment.
1. Neatness and step. by-step development in solving

for unknown.
a. Stress laws of equation solving.

D. Assignment: Complete ditto sheet. Announce test.

Lesson 7

I. Fractional equations.

A. Review homework.

B. Classwork (Ditto sheet)
1. Teacher supply answers on board and help pupils

at their desks.
2. Review problems on ditto sheet.

a. Ohm's Law

i. Changing R to other forms.

Finding RT in a series circuit.
Finding RT in a parallel. circuit.
i. Finding individual resistance values given

RT end RI's.
d. Finding resistivity.

Assignment: Complete ditto sheet.
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Les s on 8

I. General review of algebra.

A. Review of:
1. Prime and composite numbers.

a . L.C.M.
2. Scientific notation.
3. Simplifying equations.

B. Review ditto sheet assignment. .

C. General discussion/review for tomoriow's test.

D. Assignment: Study for test.

Lesson 9

I. Test

Lesson 10

I. General review of algebra.

A. Review test.
II. Introduction to electrical circuits.

A. Simple circuit single resistance.
1. Diagram

Conductor

Emf or
Voltage

a. Describe m or vo age.
i. Generator

ii. Battery
b. Conductori. Metals

(1) Liken to a pipe or garden hose
Resistancei. Light bulb
ii. Toaster or electric heater

Res istance

2. Definition of Ohm's Law

a y cze R
b Relate to diagram and assign values to 2

unknowns and solve for 3rd unknown.

232
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Lesson 10 (continued)

B. Series circuit.I. Diagram:

Emf

MOND
Imealawlft

T
. -"AAN\--

a. Discuss current flow. R4

i. Relate to water flow through pipes.
Total current flows through each RI.

Total resistance of circuit is equal to the
sum of all the resistanceo.
i. R = Ri +R2 + R3 + R4
Thus the above circuit is equivalent to the
following:

Emf fi.

where RT R1 + R2 + R3 + R4

2. Example: Reduce the following series circuit to
an equivalent circuit containing only one resistor.
a. Diagram:

iti\ks.= 2,vo/LIDis

Emf es 6 V.
411111111110010

R3 = 11- ohms

= 132- ohms

Since: RT R1 + R2 + R3 we have
RT = 2 ohms + 132- ohms + lk ohms
RT g2 5 ohms

Equivalent circuit .

Emf = 6 V. ---,

Symbol for ohm is

234
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3 1.4...,3.::33 tala314.1....14Y3.44,1.11.3e ...33=.0,43

Lea E;On X
C GMA'7.7. '4nd oac0.2;-ameat.

.1. In Yigtire lt R.L.=. 2

R.2 cr :4 in-A 2.3 F3

Find: ..aT kg I Eg ituld E30

20 In Figura 19 if Ri 1-Ape

119 lw 6 -1-1-9 '4 ad 2.3

F :LTA p p E29 nd E3.

3. Figure 19 if RI AI.. t R. 2

Viral 149 19 49 Z.2 end 11%3 0

40 In Figure 29 if Rt 2.p..v.
re2 a 4-n- 9 113 cs 2.r)- 9. " 4
PIA kr 19 1319 E29 E30 and E4.

In Figure 2 9
R.2 at 5-6.0 R3

85
Dre 19E19 E29

if la 4-n.9
arid
find

E39 end E4.

6. In Figure 39 if R1 En

R2 sa 4.n. 9 R3 a 2 wno 9 Rit ell 3.4.9

R5 at p find RT9 9 Bit, E20

F.30 E4 a ES 0 Emf

76, In Figure 39 if RI sca 3.4. 9

112 4-teto R3 gm 5.n.9 R4 at 6m.y

R5 la 2 find: RT9 19 BIB
2 E3 9 E4 E50

MIR az 60 V.

5 l..

3
nom I

.3

41 120 Vo

AAr

R4

non 2

111
R2

1----Nyvvvvvw----wkAA,wv

la 120 V.

R5 R4

r I= 3

a
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Lesson 10 (continued)

c. Find the current that flows thru the above
circuit:
1. Since R 14)1 = I where E Emf,

R ca, resistance and I current,we have
E 6

as
V. 6 1

L -" Tx: alIorI=3.1or ly amps.

d. Find the Emf across R1.

i. Since R1 = Lifland I to ;. amps and

E t= R E se IR we have
is 6' 12 22
E =3.5f x 2 or T or 3. volts.

ii. Likewise find Emf across R2.
iii. Likewise find Emf across 113.

e. Determine sum of E1 + E2 + E3

i ET = El E2 E3

C. Classwork and Assignment: Ditto sheet,

Lesson 11

I. Series circuits.
A. Review of series hookup.

I. Simplify the following series hookup.
Find: EL, E2s; RT and I

Emf es 120 V.

-WAN

B. Classwork and assignment: Ditto sheet.
1, *A11 series hookups.

a. Single resistor
b. Double resistor

236
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Lesson II (continued)

c. Example: Find values as in review above.

also: Given Emf = 120 V.
I = 5 amps
R1= 20.41.

R2= ?

Lesson 12

I. Series Circuit

A. Quiz (SimOify the following circuit.)

B. Review assignment.

U. Parallel hookup.

A. Description :
I. Relate to water pipes and y-branch or T.

a. Refer to duct system and y-branches of

previous year.

2. Diagram of a simple parallel hookup.

Emf

a. Describe electron flow.
i. Value of resistor's determine amount of

amperes through each branch.

b. If Emf = 144 V. and =
and R2 = 48 mAL

Fine RT; I; II; r;; of above circuit.
io Develop on bawd step by step solution.

ii. *1

RT " "1"777

2
163

38
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Lesson 12 (continued)

B. Classwork: Find RT of the following parallel hookups.
(ditto sheet)

C. Assignmentf Complete ditto sheet problems 1 to 5.

Lesson 13

I. Parallel hookup.

A. Quiz

B. Review characteristics of a simple parallel hookup.
1. Review quiz.

a. Assign values to Emf and find IT; Ii; and 12.

i. Let Emf =I 40 Volts
ii. Let Emf m 60 Volts

C. 'Review assignment (Ditto sheet 1 - 5)

D. Classweek and Assignment: Complete ditto sheet 6 - 10.

Lesson 14

I. Parallel circuit.

A. Quiz

B. Review quiz problem.
1. Solve for I, Ij, 12, 13 when Emf m 120 V.

Glasswork: Find: RT, IT, 11, 12.

whmm Emf m 12 volts
R1 m 4 Jo-
R2 =

I. Simplify above circuit into single resistor "Re.
a.

E f

eterm ne T
165244) .

1
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Lesson 14
C 1,12 erk and itaslgaRent

10 In Figure I, if 111. m
4iind R2 g.i5.A,

20 In Figure 1, if RT zx 5
and P.2 r* 3.0.n., find

In Figure 2, if Emf m 6 V0,
RT m 1.5.4.1., and R2 m
find IT, II, 12, and

4. In Figure 2, if Emf m 8 V.
RT ortei a2 24./).
Find 1r, .12m ond Rl.

Date

wwiesuumetrromremm.slesmielmove ISMO11.14.0

&cif
11

Emf

P > R2
*),

C4741 .yeeenWSwwwleanwrieeow.weaw

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2



Lesson 14 (continued)

2. Refer to original diagram and determine I and 12.

a. Stress necessity for simplifying para/lel hook-

up into's single "RT" circuit.
b. Simplify, by using a step-by-step-reduction.

i. First simplify bekies resistahces.

ii. Then simplify parallel resistances into

a single resistor circuit.

C. Assignment: First 5 problems on ditto aheet.

Lesson 15

I. Parallel hookup.

A. Quiz: Find RT using step-by-step reduction of circuit.

R,4 - .

B. Review quiz on, board.
1. Solve using detail and save as an example for

future reference.

C. RevieW assignment.
1. Each problem carefully analyzed at board.

a. Pupils do development.

II. Net*orka

A. Diagram:

1. Combination of series and parallel circuits.

a. First simplify all parallel hookups.

b. Then find RT of remaining series hookup.

2. In the following network solve for Rai when R1 =
R2 =
R3 m



y111
Leoson 1.5
Quiz

Find 11T using step-by-step reduction of the circuit,.

Ri
/Li a; 5 -rue .i.tyvvvtvew

11/4 " 5 41.6. R2R1 la 2J
E.g#

name044

.
Date

Lesson 16
Quiz

Find Der if rg 5 ft R2 6 -NM- 113 co 6-(1. R4 co 3

169

244

R2



Lesson 15 (continued)

a. Simplify the parallel hookup R2 and R3 re-
ducing the network into the following series
hookup.

R1

E.,

b. Then simplify the
a single resistor

B. Glasswork and Assignment:
sheet .

Lesson 16

I. Networks

A. Quiz

R2* R3

reduced series hookup into
circuit .

Complete 6 to 10 on ditto

B. ReAriew quiz and assignment.

C. Class development: In the following network find:

RT Ead over 11.1 = Emf over R2, R3 =

IT 12 62
13 =

ft.

N.

Emf mg 24 V.. ime 10 -C1-

1. Simplify into a simple two-rIesistor series hookup.
a. Discuss electron flow (path).
b. Current that flaws through R1 must pass through

R2 end R3.

2. Simplify into a single tesistor circuit.i. Solve for missing values.

D. Classwork and Assignment : Ditto sheet on networks, 41-3.
Announce test.

245
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Lepson 16

1.. When a 44 15...n..end
Find Iv Ii, It? 0

6 V.

When RI. 2.ft.
R3 = 6 .11.,4 Find LIT, :ET

Dote

to 30i 2. When t2 6.A., 112 =
R3 = 241.. Find IT laid Bas

o When al 6-4.0 R2 ea 10 Ninmj
= 8 41.9 I/4

Find az, ond

172

247

,When al " R2 al RI A4
It'S.u? 116 42 Find IiTp:.PZ

ay. It2

12 -V?

When It1 2.11.0 2 sa
R3 6;Apato R4 ea JL, Rs ad 1

-Find P*To end IT.



Lesson 17

I. Networks

A. Review simplifying and solving networks.
1. IR drop
2. Electron flow

B. Review assignment on simplifying networks.
1. Step-by-step development on board by pupils.

Classwork and Assignment: Complete 4 to 6 on ditto
sheet. Announce test.

Lesson 18

I. Networks

A. Revieti of simplification of networks.
1. Have c1ass give description.

B. Review a ssignment .
1. Assign pupils to board.

C. Classwork and Asstgnment: Ditto sheet, review of
series. Announce test in 2 days.

Lesson 19

I. Series and parallel circuits; networks, circuitry.

A. Review of:
1. Series hookup.
2. Parallel hookup.
3. Network.

B. Review assignment.

C. Class discussion and questions regarding test.

D. Assignment: Review for test tomorrow.

Lesson 20

I. Test. (Ditto sheet)

2018

173



'MO Lesson 20
r.test

1. 41:n Iriguze 1, if It,

#2 a 7.1)-*
44 a 8-at"

R3
na9t. end

rind Ery, zind I.

20 It't Figure 1, if i. ala
al Fa 121.., R2 1.2 1161 and
R3 aa 8.4%... Find 114 and I.

S

3, In Figure 2, 31.2 at am 12-aa e 1.
kla 3.6 ..a., n3 a 18 ..n.

Fiad Rfo. h
. zof

In FirAsre 20 if EIDE WS 6 Vo 0
LIT 411. 18.4., Ri kv 2441., and
a2 la 1.2.46. Find Rip Iv IL,

Date

rpf Ar 120 V.

FIGURE 1

12 I:3

5.. In Fignre 3, if al aaa. 30A
;12 aas 12 41.0. R3 an 16 -els.. and
Rte to 18.m. Find 11,r,

174
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FIGURE 2
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Lesson 21

I. Review test.

II. Review of trignometry.

A, Trigonometric functions (review)
1. Solve right triangles using sine function.

a. Solve for x: b. Solve for

0. Solve for x:

A

d. Solve for x:

L A "89°

2. Review the change in value of x as LA approaches

a. x approaches 1.

B. Classwork on work problems. (Teachers presentation)
1. Lines of force, 100 per cm, cut a bonductor at

90°. The conductor, 1 cm long rotates 300. Find
the number of lines of force that will now cut the
'Conductor.
a. Construct diagram.

b. Repeat problem above when AB rotates 650

c. Repeat problem when AB rotates 750.

2. A field has 100 lines/cm. A conductor 5 cm lotig

is perpendicular to the lines of force. How many

lines of force intersect the conductor? If the

conductor is rotated 30 degrees, how many lines

of force will now be cut by the conductor?

C. Classwork at desk: ditto sheet.

D. Assignment: Complete problems 1 to 5.

1g5°
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Date

Lesson 21,
Assignment

For each exercise make a neat sketch, label all given data,
and solve the problom.

1. A field has 100 linos of force per Ciao A conductor 6 CM long is
perpondiculex to the lines of force. HOW many lineB of force inter.
sect the conductor? TS the conductor is rotated 3C? , how many lines
of force will be cut by the conductor?

2. Linos of force, 1.0C) per cm., cut a conductor at 90 degrees. The
conductor:, 4 cm. long, rotates 30 dogrees. Find the number of lines
of force which will now cut the conductor.

3. A field has 80 lines of force per cm. A conductor 2 cm. long is
perpendicular to the Ltnos of force. Now many lines of force inter .
sect the conductor? Xf the conductor is rotated' 45 do s, how
many Lines of force will be cut by the conductor/

4. A fiold ha: 60 lines of force per cm. A conductoce 2.5 cm, long
is perpendicular to the lines of force. Ilow many lines of force in.
tersect the conductor? If the conductor is rotated 30 degrees, how
many lines of force will be cut by the conductor?

5. A conductor 4 cm. long pesos through a magnetat . field at a speed
of 5 cel. per second. If the tmolotic field contains 100 /Ines of
force per cm., find the nt.mber of lines of force cut by the con--
ductor in one second if the conductor is perpendicular to the linos
of force.

6. Find the number of lines cut by the conductor in problem (5) if
the conductor cuts the fiold at a 45 degree angle.

7. A conductor 3 cra, long passes through a magnetic field at a upeed
of 5 cm. per second. If the magnotic field contains 60 lines or
force per CM find thö number of lines of l'oroe cat by the conduc.
tor in cno second if the conductor is perrJendicularto thet linos of
force.

8. Find the numbor of lines cut ty the conductor in problem (7) ir
the conductor cuts the field at a 30 degree angle.

9. 11 conductor 6 cm long passes through a magletilil field at a upeed
of 4 per second. If the ma,Tiotic field contains. 80 lines of
force per cm., find the number of lines of force cut by the con.
ductor in one socond if tho conductor is perpondiOulnr to the lines
of force.

10. Find tho number of lines cut by the condactor in problem (9) if
the conductor cuts the field at a 40 degree angle.

176
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Lesson 22

I. Application of trigonometry to magnetic fields.

A. Review homework.

B. Extension of word problems.
1. A conductor is moving 10 cm/sec threugh a field

containing 50 lines of force/cm. If the conduc-
tor is 1 cm, long, how many lines of force will
it cut in 5 seconds?
Assume that the conductor is perpendicular to
the lines for force.

2. Repeat problem 1 of above assuming that the con-
ductor has rotated 30°.
a. Show diagram displaying direction of lines of

force and movement of conductor.
A

Lines of force

C. Classwork and Assigniment: Ditto sheet 6 to 10.
Problems similar to above.

Lesson 23

I. Application of trigonometry to magnetic fields.

A. Quiz

B. Review quiz and homework.

C. Develop the siMe curve.
1. Graph the values of the sime of an angle when

the angle increases from 00 to 900.
a. Use a unit circle and co:bginate axes.

1800 00. 3600

70°

Starting with an angle of 00 generate the 252values of sine x at 100 intervals.

177
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Lesson 23
Quiz

1m A conductor 2 cm. long passes through a magnetic field at a speed
of 5 on. per second. If the mapetic fiad contains 80 lines of
force por cm, find the nuMber of linos of.force cut by the conductor
in one second if the conductor is perpendicular to the linos of
forco0

20 Find the number of linos cut by the conductor if the conductor

[I

is cutting the iield at a 45 degree angles

IV

Li
Ilene Date ..m.m..m..m..

-",

Lesson 27
Test

fl 1. Dotermino the nuttier of lines cut be a conductor 5 cm long
passing through a magnetic field containing 10 lines of forcd por
cm0 and the coadactor is porpendimllar to tho lines of force and
awing 25 ctn. por second..

26 ihke a sketch of tho sine curve, indicating special points on
tho curve.

30 Find the value of sin 302°0

4. Find tho value of sin 258°0

5. Find tho value of sin 115°0

11 6. Graph the folloving: sin 4, uhen 90°!4:4. 274
Li

178

LA

0 I!atra Dato ............

Lesson 29

El

Quiz

10 Skotch the curve for a fuo.phaso systom0 253
ti29 Dy haa nany degrees doos a thrco-phoso system lag?



Lesson 23 (continued)

Construct a chart of ordered pairs:
#

sin 0.

00
4...........1111111.111111

10°
200

300

40°
500

80co

90
o

D. Find values of sin 0 from trigonometry.

I. Graphing the sine function.

A. Using coordinate ekes and letting the origin equal to
00 develop values as shown:

200 40°

30° 90° 10° 2 0° 360°

1. Using the values from above chart, graph the or-
dered pairs and connect with a smooth curve.

2. Discuss need to continue the curve to 3600.

B. Define the sine of an angle from 900 to 1800.
1. Using unit circle and coordinate axes, show

an angle of 1200900

120°
180°

70°
a. Develop sin 1200 = sin 600.

179
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Lesson 24 (continued)

2. Repeat for angles of 1500, 135°, 1700.
3. Develop chart of ordered pairs for the following

angles: 1000 to 1800 in multiples of 100.
4. Continue graph from part (b) above; 1000 to 1800.

C. Continue developaent for third quadrant (1800 to 2700).
1. Show value of'sine in third quadrant is negative.
2. Develop similar chart to above and graph.

D. Continue developagnt for fourth quadrant.

E. Examine some characteristics of the sine curve.
1. Period of curve.
2. Value of-sin 0 when 0 = 00, 1800, 360°.
3. Maximum and minimum points.

a. Occur at 900 and 2700.

CXasswork and Assignment:* Using intervals of 150 and
0', 90°, 180° and 270° graph the sine curve.

Lesson 25

I. Sine curve, values of sine in each of the four quadrants.

A. Review development of sine curve in
unit bircle.
1. Values of 0 go from 00 to 360°.

a. First-quadrant, 0 between 0
i. Values of sin 0 when 00

positive.

relationship to

and 90°
i9150 are

b. Second quadrant, 0 is between 900 and 1800
i. Values of sin 0 when 90°* 0 Ic180° are

positive.

0. Third* quadrant, 0 is between 180° and 2700.
i. Values of sin 0 when 180° 0 <2700

are negative.

d. Fourth quadrant, 0 is between 2700 and 3600.i. Values Of sin 0 when 270°< 0 4:360°
are negative.

e. Values:
i. sin

ii. sin
sin

iv. sin
V. sin

0°,,= 0
90' = 1
180° n 0
270° = "1
360° = 0

180255



Lesson 25 (continued)
2. Develop

a . sin
is

formula for sin 9 when 900 < 9 1800.
0 when 900 9 180° ic sin (1800 - 0) ss sine
Example: Find sin 9 when 9 120°.
Solution: Since 900 1200 < 1800 we have
sin 9 sin (1800 - 9) es sin 0
sin 1200 es sin (1800 - 120°) es sin 60° .866

3. Classwork: Using above example find the sin of
the following angles: 1100, 135°, 1500, 160°.

4. Develop formula for sin 9 when 180° < 9 <2700.
a. sin 9 when 180° <- 9 <-7 270 is sin (1800 + 0) se

-sin 0 where 9 is (180° + 0)i. Example: Find sin 9 when 9 is 210°.
sin 0 es sin (180° + 0) 1:1 -sin 0
sin 2100 is sin (1800 + 300) so -sin 30° us -.5

b. Using the above example, find the sine of the
following angles: 2000, 2250, 240°, 250°

5. Develop
a. sin

sin
is

formula for sin 0 when 270° r: 0 <360°
9 when 270° 9 3600 is sin (3600 - ss

0 tftre 0 0 (360° 0 -

Example: Find sin 9 whea 9 es 330°.
sin 9 e2 sin (3600 - 9) as -sin 0 where 0 is
(300 - 9)
sin 3300 sin (3600 - 3300) m -ain 300 se -.5

b. Using the bbove example, find the sine of the
following angles: 290°, 3000, 315°, 3500.

B. Assignment: Find the sine of the following angles:
t. so°

2. 112°

3. 198°

4. 262°

5. 359°

6. 95°

7. 167°

8. 273°

9. 352°

10. 241°

Study formulas for sine of an angle in each of the
quadrants. Test in 2 days.



Lesson 26

I. Sine curve value of sine in a unit circle..
A, Quiz: Find the sine of the following angle: 0 1.55°.

B. Review formulas and give an example for finding sine
of an angle in the second, third and fourth quadrants.
1. sin 9 es sin (1800 - 0) se sin 0 when 90° < 9 4 1800

and where 0 ut 1800

2. sin 9 as sin (1800 + 0) 111-sin 0 when 180° = 9 4 270°
and when 0 et (9 - 1800) or (180° + 0)

3. sin se sin (3600 - 9) 111 -sin 0 vhen 270° 9 < 3600
"and where 0 121 3600 al 9
a. Note: When ISO< 9 <360° the sine of 9 is

always negative.

C. Review homework.

D. Classwork: Graph the following: Sin 9 when 9 is0o, 30o, 45o, 60o, 90o, 1200, 135o, 1.50o mos
2100, 2250, 2400,-270°, 300°, 315°, 330°, 360°.
1. The complete graph of the sin 9 when 0° 9 <3600

Is called the sine curve.
a. The graph from 0° to 360° is one period.
b. The inaxiumia and-minimum values are the great-

est and least magnitude of the graph.
c. Used widely in electricity.

E. Assignment: Complete classwork. Study for test.

Lesson 27

I. Test on ditto sheet.

Lesson 28

I. Sine curve, 2 phase and 3 phase systems.

A. Review test.
B. Introduce graph for 2 phase system.

1.. Log 900.a. Diagram of generator producing 2 phase energy.

Borrow model from electricity lab.

182 257
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a

Lesson 28 (continued)

2. Graph of 2-phase system.
... . ` e

.. ,,,1,

p %
e\,

,

i \ ..: 1
\

o
.1 :

1%

to \ .
.

.9 I.
I p

1

I

\ e

I\ .
." . i. .

a. Refer to D.C. generator for clarity..
3. Discuss changes in magnitude and amperes.

C. Introduce grcpl- b.ir 3-phase system.
1. Log of-1atP'4,

a. Diagram of generator producing 3-phase energy.

601

26 Graph of 3-phase system.

40.

4, lie ;
It

.0 %

Compare with graph of 2-phase.

0. Assignitent :
If Graph the sine curve for a 2-phhae system.
2. Graph the eine curve for a 3-phase system.

258183



Lesson 29

AMMIMb.

I. Sine curve, 2-phase and 3-phase systems.

A. Quiz

B. Review of two-phase system.
1. Sketch graph.

a. Note 90° log.

C. Review of three-phase system.
le Sketch grtiph.

a. Note 1200 log.

D. Review of sine function of any angle.
1. Extend graph fo; three cycles.

a. Shaw sine 0 cm sin 180° = sin 360° es sin 7200 etc.

E. Assignment: Begin work on review notes and ditto sheets.

Lessons 30 to 35

I. Ditto sheets on review for years work.

4110,

-1

259
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Lopson 29
Reviews, Unit I

I. Idonti4r tho variablos and the tip° of variation as ndiroet variations's,
ninverse voriationts, or nothern.

1. Ton non can paint a building in oiglit &vas, but 5 non must
tako sisteen days°

2. Ton mon can acccuplish fivo tines as much Tiork as two mon
in the sane lonuth of tfra.

3. loan travel Ude(' as far at 140 mh as I can at 20 mph in
tho scum length of tine.

h. C 2rrr
56 LEet= 12

Ditto

Find the trigoncnotric ilinction of tho rAven angle wing your tablas.,

1. Tan 58°

2. co.: 32°

3. Sin 63°

Ito Cta he

5. Cse 2S°

6. Soo 75°

1116 Solve each problan by na'dna a et:etoh, 3.0to1im tha given dimensions,
and indicating the function used.

16 In right triangle ADC, anglo A is a right male: angle B
38 1, aid side Tie is 25 cm k'ind side Mc

2. In right trir.n71n ABC nnrao C is the right =ging, Angle A
masuros 65 dogmas, and sido AC is 38 C. Find tho length of AD.
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Lesson 30
ROVitAlp unit II

1. Trio nen push a largo =chins nine felt south and g feet east.
Ythat is the straightline distance botheen its starting end f.nishing
points?

2. A man taking deliveries fron his atom traveled seven blocks
vrest, then two blacks north, 5 blealm west, two blocks north, four
blocks wont, and finally WO blecim north. Mat is the straight-aim;
distance in qblocksu grcal hts stoxe to his finishing paint? Mat
is the straightlino distance batmen these trio points? (Hot° the
different use of tho words nblockn.)

3. A boat traveled five miles south on a lake and then 3 ales
Gant. If the boat had taken a straight course to its destination,
hort far would it have traveled?

4. Using the TIZI of Cosines, find the missing side length in
the triangle.

5. Ranolve
makes an angle or

6. Resolve
znims an angle of

7. Resolve
=hos an angle of

Given: angle A = 600
b =
c = leo

a for,;Al of 80 lbs into two
GO dogmas with it.

a force of 80 lbs into tr4
20 &grecs *with it.

a force of 80 /bp into two
Ito degrees ulth it.

10
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covenants, each of which

comments, each of which

csenseits, each of which
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Nano Data

Lesson 31
Roview, Unit XXI

1. So lvo:

1111614111111111111MINIMO

2. Solve:

rdiS
17

3. Find tho porcont corresponding to 90 out of W.

Find the percont corresponding to 1.95 out of 9o5.

5, A block and tacklo lifted a niechino Treiffning 3800 lbs to a height
of soven foot. Find the zork dono.

6. A crane lifted a ship voighing 18&500 lbs half a foot oft the
bround. 1Find tho wozik donoc

7.*Li the figure holm a lova* is illustrated. rind tr.

.10= 20o, Fe = 8 ThOp Fr = 80 lbs.
ree

r

e

8. Us5og the isigvro of a lover below, find Lr.

= 20rt, Fo
= 8 1ba$2 Fr = 80 lbs.,

vel'r

9. A form of );110 Ms is opplicd to levor 12 foot from the rulcrum.
7he levtir wcy5u,1m 20 lbs. If tho lenrri-,11 of tho ran:;stanco am is 6 fe..A,
find the Izeicht of the homAost objcat, whith Co 00 lb. fc:oe can lift3

10.rind the r,pood ratio of thrse mars if the crivo gm, has
nine tooth, tho cocald 1par has 18 teeth, and tho driven cora' has 36
teeth.

)b7


